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J§.S67 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
,.1116 
/ ?bt!J SUMMER SESSION. 1959 
June 15 __ ____ _ Registration for First Term (6 weeks) 

June 16 _____ __ _... ......... ___ . __ _...... _. __ . ___ ._ .___ __ . __ __ .. _. ___ _... Instruction Begins 

July 24 -.... -... -. __ .___ -- _. _._ .. __.__.. .. . __ .__ . __ __.. . _. __.._. Final Examinations 

July 26 .-- ....-- ...__.._.__ Registration for Second Term (3 weeks) 

July 27 .___ .. _... _.. _... _...... _.... .. __ .. ___ . ____ Instruction Begins 

August 14 ._ .. ______ ... _. _. _._ ... _...._..._. ___ ____ ___ ... _. _. _ Final Examinations 

August 14, 15 _.. _.... __ .... _._ ... __ . ___ ._ ..... __ .. . __ .. Graduation Exercises 

FIRST SEMESTER. 1959·1.0 

September 14·16 . __ .. _..__ . __ . Registration 

September 17 _.._._ ... ... .. ._. __ ._. ____ _._ ._ .. _. _... Classes Begin 

September 19 .__ .__ . __ . __ . __ . Reception of Students 

October 11·17 ...... _. _.__ ......_.._...... _.__.... ._... __ .._..... _. __ __ ..._.. Week of Prayer 

November 10-13 .... _....... _.... _.__ .. _.......... Mid-term Examinations 

November 24, noon, to November 29, 10 P _M. Thanksgiving Vacation 

December 22, noon, to January 4, 10 P . l\1. __. . _._ .. _._ Christmas Vacation 

January 16 .__ .__ ..._._ ... .._.. _... ... _._. _.... ._Capping of Students for Nursing 

January 19·22 __ .. __.._._. __ ...._. ___ _.. ._... __ ... ..... Semester Examinations 

SECOND SEMESTER, 1959-1.0 

January 24 .. _....... .. __.. _.... ____ ...____ Registration of New Students 

January 25 _...__ ___ ... ___ .._........_.. ..... __ .. _..__ ___ .. .__... _.. Classes Begin 

February 1') __... __ ._._ ...... __ ... .. ___ .__ ... ......... ... ... Presentation of Senior Class 

February 19-24_._ .......... ..................... ._.......... ........ .. ... ... Colporteur Week 

March 21·23 ................ ... .... .. .... ................... .... Mid-term Examinations 

March 24·28 .......... ........... ....... .......... .............. _..... ..... Spring Vacation 

April 10·12 .................. ............... ............. . ..... .. ... College Days 

May 23-26 ......... ... _.... ... ................ _... __ .... ......... Semester Examinations 

May 27·29 .. ... .. ...... ....... .. .. _... __.. .._... .. .... Graduation Exercises 

SUMMER SESSION, 191.0 

June 8 ...... .. ... ... ..... ......... . .. ...... Registration for First Term (6 weeks) 

July 17 ...... .. ........ .. .................. ........ .... . Close of First Term 

July 20 .. ... ....... .. .. .... ... ._........ ................ ... _...... .. ... Second Term Begins 

August 14 .... .. .. .......... ... .. ...... .... ..... .. .. _....... ....... Close of Second Term 

All students whose applications for admission have been approved 
will receive by mail at the home address designated a full printed 
schedule of all appointments for orientation, testing, counselling, and 
registration, which will occur between Monday, September 14, and 
Wednesday, September 16, from 8 to 12 A.M. and 1 :30 to 5 P.M. 
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COLLEGE DIRECTORY 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
DoN R. REES, Chairman ................................................................ Decatur, Georgia 

C. N. REES, Secrl'l<lr"Y ........................................................ Collegedale, Tennessee 

G. E. SHANKEL, Re.-ordhlg Secretary ............... .. .... .... . .. Collegedale, Tennessee 

RALPH DAVIDSON ................................................................ Woodbury, Tennessee 

FRED H. DORTCH ........... .......... ... ............. ....... ... Birmin.l(ham, Alabama 

CHARLES FLEMING, JR .............. .......... ...... .. ........................ Collegedale, Tennessee · 

H . S. HANSON ......... ....... .. .... .. .............. ....... ....... . .......... Decatur, Geor.l(ia 

C. B. HARDIN ..... ................. ...... ... ............. ...... .. .............. .. ... Orlando, Florida 

L. J. LEISKE ........ .......... .... ........ .......... .. . .......... ....... .. ...... Meridian, Mississippi 

H. LESTER ........ ............ ................ ..... ............... .... ..................... Plymouth, Florida 

E. L. MARLEy ...... .............................. .................. .. ............ Nashville, Tennessee 

A . P. McDow .............................................................................. Decatur, Georgia 

GARLAND MILLET ...... .. . ... ..... ...... ....... .... . . ..... Huntsville, Alabam.• 

L. M. NELSON. ................. .. .. ...... ... . ..... . .. ......... ......... ..... .. ... Decatur, Georgia 

M . C. PATTEN. " .. Greenville, South Carolina 
H. V. REED ........ ...... .... .. .... ..... .. ...... .. .. " .... Charlotte, North Carolina. 

WM. SANBORN ........ ................. ................. ......... ......... Madison College, Tennessee 

H. H. SCHMIDT ........... _........ .... .. ...... . ............ .. .. .. .. .. Orlando, Florida 

B. F. SUMMEROUR ... .. .. .. ... _.. .... .. .. Norcross, Georgia 

N. C. WILSON ............ .......... . Atlanta, Georgia 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD 
DoN R. REES, Chairma'n C. N. REES, Surel:Jr) 
H. S. HANSON CHARLES FLEMING 
A. P. McDow N . C. WIl.SON 
G. E. SHANKEL 
REGIONAL FIELD REPRESENTATIVES 
Repre.ren/a/i!ic.a/·lar?,c: H. S. HANSON .................................... Decatur, Geargia 

For Alabama·MiSJissippi: O. L. HEINRICH ............. ....... .... Meridian, Mississippi 

For Florida: WARD A. SCRIVEN .. ................................................ Orlando, Florida 

For Georgia.Cumberland: V. C. HOFFMAN ............................... Atlanta, Georgia 

For Carolina: GEORGE V. YOST .................. ........ ........ Charlotte, North Carolina 

For Kentucky·Tennessee: T. A. MOHR ... .. .................. .. .... ... Nashville, Tennessee 
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O,FFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 

C. N . REES, PH.D. ............... __......._______ .____ ...... __ ._. ____ .... ____________ .. _.. _.. __ ... ____ President 

G. E. SHANKEL, PH.D . .... .. .. _.. _.. ........ __ .. ____ .. ___ .. .. .. _.. 
_...... Academic Dean 
WM. H. TAYLOR, M .A. _.... __ .. .. .. .... ___ ........ .......... __ __ .. ...... Dean of Student Affairs 
CHARLES FLEMING, JR., M.B.A ............. ___ ...... ____ .. _.._...... _.. __ .. ____ Business Mana~er 
THEODORA LAMBETH, B.A. ___ . __ ...... _____ ...... ______ __ .. __ .... ___ .. __ ____ ____ Registrar 
KENNETH DAVIS, M.A. ___ Dean of Men 
ALFREDA COSl'ERISAN, M.S...________ .... ___ .. _........ __ __________ .... __ .. Dean of Women 
S. D. BROWN, M.A. .... _____ .. __ .. __ .... ______ .. ___ ____________ __ ___ _______ ______ _______ ____ .. __ Librarian 
ASSOCIATES IN ADMINISTRATION 
J. 	 M . ACKERMAN, ED.S. Secretary of Admissions 
Director of Testin~ 
KEITH ANDERSON. M .D. __________ ... ______ .. __ ___ ___ .. ___ .. .. _.. __ College Physician 
CH. R. BECKNER, M.A. __ .__ _ __ ____ _ __ .. .. ___ .. __ .. __ .. _.. __ ____________ _ College Pastor 
R. G. BOWEN __ .... __ _.. ____ . ___ .. __ _____________ . __ _____ .. ______ __ ____ .. ____ .. .. ___ .. _______ .. _.. ... . __ . Treasurer 
E. 	 STANLEY CHACE, M.ED. Principal, Arthur W. Spalding 
Elementary School 
________ ____ ____ _______ Associate College Pastor 
MAZIE HERIN, M.A. ___ __ .. __ Associate Dean, Division of Nursing 
AUBREY KING ____ ___ .. __ .. ___ .. ___ __ _____ .. __ .. __ ___ .. __ . ___ Assistant Treasurer and Accountant 
MARIAN KUHLMAN, R.N. _________ ___ ____ .. ____ ____ _________ .. .. ...... _____ ..___ _____ _____ .. _ Schoo'l Nurse 
Con' HENDERSHOT, B.A. 
H. B. LUNDQUIST, M .A. Executive Secretary Alumni Association 
JOHN ScHMIDT, JR. .. __ _ Director of Food Service 
J. R. SIEBENLIST, M.A. Principal, Collegedale Academy 
MYRTLE WATROUS, B.S_ in L.S. __ ______ Assistant Librarian 
D. L. WEST, B.A. ___ .____ ____ _ 
__ ..... __ ___ __ .. __ ____ _.. ... .. . Assistant Business Manager 

OFFICERS OF AUXILIARY SERVICES 
DEPARTMENTAL SUPERINTENDENTS 
PflRRY A. COULTER _____ .. __ .... .. .. ___ _ ________ .. ...... ____ .... ____ Buildings and Grounds 

C. A. LANG _.. .. ________ _____ _________ .. _.... _0 ______ _ __________ .. ........ _______ Central Supply
__ .. .... _____ 
H. C. LAMBETH _ 	 Custodian 
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COLLEGE INDUSTRIES, INC. 
FRANK FOGG ___ _ ___________________ College Broom Factory 
H. F. MEYER ______ _ _____________ College Press 
O. D. TOMPKINS Collegedale Laundry 

HERBERT POLK _________________________________ _ 
_____ College Creamery 

COLLEGE ENTERPRISES, INC. 
AUBREY KING __ _ __ Treasurer 
JOHN GOODBRAD Distributors 
B_ J- HAGAN ___ _ College Garage 
BRUCE RINGER _ College Mercantile 
H_ A. WOODWARD _____________________________ _______ College Store 
AFFILIATED 'INDUSTRIES 
WILLIAM]. HULSEY ___________ College Cabinets 
O. D. McKEE _ McKee Baking Company 
]0 
FACULTY 

HIRA T. CURTIS, B.S., Pro/e.r.ror Emerillls 0/ BIIJine..-s Adminislralion 
B.S., Union College, 1899. 
MARY HOLDf:R DIETf:L, M.A ., AJJoci{lle Professor Emerillls 0/ Modern ullI/!,IIa/l,eS 
B.A., Washington Missiooary College, 1919 ; M .A. , University of Maryland, 
1933 ; Certificate from L'AlIiance Francaise, Paris , 1936. 
I\.fA UDE I. JON ES, B.A., Professor EmerilllJ 0/ En/l,/i.,.b 
B.A., Mississippi College for W omen, 1894 . 
HAROLD A . MILLER, M.Music Professor Emerilll.f 0/ Mu.,.h· 
B. Music, Otterbein College, 1937; M. Music, Eastman School of Music, 
University o f Rochester, 194 J. 
PROFESSORS 
CLYDE G. BUSHNELL, PH.D., Pro/esJOr 0/ M odnll UJIlf,IIa/!,es 
B.A. , Union College, 1933; M.A., University of Mexico, 1948; Ph .D ., 
University of Texas, 1958. 
JOHN CHRISTENSEN, PH.D., Professor 0/ C/;emiJlry 
B.A., Union Collegt:, 1939; M .A ., University of Nebraska, 1946; Ph.D ., 
Michigan State University, 1956. 
OTTO H. CHRISTENSEN, PH.D., Pro/eJ JOr 0/ Reli,~ioJl alld Biblical UJII/!,IIIIgeJ 
B.A ., U nion College, 1938; M .A. , S.D .A . Theologica l Seminary, 1945 ; 
Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1951. 
K . M. 	KENNEDY, ED.D., Pro/eISor 0/ Edllcalioll 
B.A ., Valparaiso University, 1946; M.Ed., University of Chattanooga, 195 2; 
Ed.D. , University of Tennessee, 1955. 
G. E. SHANKEL, PH .D ., Professo r 0/ Social S ..ieJIce 
B.A., Walla Walla College, 1920; M .A., University of Washington, 1934; 
Ph .D ., University of Washington, 1945 . 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
J. 	 M. ACKERMAN, ED.S., Associate Pro/eJJor 0/ Edllcalioll 
B.S., Union College, 1949; M .A., University of Nebraska, 1950 ; ElLS., 
Peabody Collt:ge for Teacht:rs, 1957. 
THERESA ROSE BRICK MAN, M. Com' l Ed. , A SJO";{lIe Professor 0/ S~crel(/rial 
Science 
B.A. , Union College, 1928; M. Com'l Ed., Universi ty of Oklahoma , 1942 . 
CLARENCE CHINN, PH.D., AJJociflle Pro/tssor 0/ ChemiJlry 
B.A., Walla Walla Co.JIege, 1951; M .S., Oregon State College, 1953 ; 
Ph.D., Oregon State College, 1956. 
RALPH DAVIDSON, M .S., C.P.A., A ssociale Professor 0/ Bllsiness AdminiJ/ralioll 
B.S., Madison CoHege. 1934; M.S ., Universit), of Tennessee; C.P.A ., 
State of Tt:nnessee, 1952. 
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OLIVIA BRICKMAN DEAN, M .Eo. , Asso<ia/e Pro/eHor 0/ EducaliOfl 
B.A., Union College, 1934; M.Ed., University of Oklahoma, 1943. 
RAY 	 HEFFERLlN, PH.D., ASJOcia/e Professor 0/ PhYJics 
B.A ., Pacific Union College, 1951; Ph.D., California Institute of Tech· 
nology, 1955 . 
__ MAZIE A . HERIN, M .P.S., AJJO,',;ale Pro/es.sor 0/ NurJi,,!( 
B.S .N.E., Washington Missionary College, 1944; M.P.S., University of 
Colorado, 1948. 
HULORICH H . KUHLMAN, M.A., AISocia/e Pro/enor 0/ Biolo!(y 
B.A., Emmanuel Missionary College, 1940; M.A., George Peabody College 
for Teachers , 194 ~. 
H. 	13 . LU!'<.'DQUIST, M.A., Associa/e Professor 0/ En!(IiJh 
B.A. , Emmanuel Missionary College, 1917; M.A., University of Mary­
land, 1932. 
CLIFFORD A. REEVES, B.D., AISocia/e Pro/eSJor 0/ Reli!(ion 
B.Th., Canadian Union College, 1951; M.A., S.D.A. Theological Seminary, 
1956 ; B.D., Potoma c University-Seminary, 19~7. 
MORRIS TAYLOR, M. Mus. , A JJo cia/e Professor 0/ M,iJ;" 
B.A .. Atlantic Union College, 1951; M. Mus .• Boston University, 1953, 
WILLIAM H . TAYLOR, M.A., ASJociale Pro/eJSor 0/ !ourJIaliJm 
B.A .. Union College, 1944; M .A., University of Nebraska, 1945. 
EVERETT T . WATROUS, ED. D ., AHo!';ale Pro/es.for 0/ His/ory 
B.A., Atlantic Union College, 1934; M.A., University of Chicago , 1941; 
Ed .D ., University of Tennessee, 1956. 
J. 	MABEL WOOD, M.A., Associate Professor 0/ Music 

B.A., Union College, 1948; M .A., University of Nebraska, 1952 . 

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
DOROTHY EVANS ACKERMAN, M. MUSIC, Assistant Pro/eHor 0/ MlI.fi,­
B.A.. Atlantic Union College, 1940; M . Music, University of Chattanooga , 
1947. 
HENRY E. BAASCH, M.A. , AJJis/ant Pro/eHor 0/ Reli!(ion 
B.A., Southern Missionary College, 1953; M .A., S.D.A. Theological Semi­
nary, 1954. 
~ RITA CALHOUN. M.A., AJ.riJtdll/ Pru/eJ.rol' 0/ NurJ;"!( 
B.S.N.E.. Washington Missionary College, 1953; M.A .. New York Uni­
versity, 1958. 
DOROTHY K. CHRISTENSEN, M.S., A.r.riJtant Pro/eHor 0/ Home EconomICI' 
B.A., Emmanuel Missionary College, 195~; M.S., University of Tennessee, 
1957. 
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JEROME CLARK, PH.D ., AlJis/afll ProjeJJor of HiJ/ory 
B.Th., Atlantic U nion College, 1948 ; M.Ed. , U nivers ity of Maryland, 1951; 
M .A. , S.D.A., Theologica l Seminary, 1953; Ph.D., U niversity of Southern 
California, 1959. 
JOSE PH B. COOPER, M.A., Assis/ant Pro/tssor 0/ Ph)'Jica/ Educatioll 
B.S., U ni vt' rsity of Tampa, 1955; M.A ., University of Florida, 1956. 
EDGAR O. GRUNDSET. M.A., AHist(lII t Proj essor oj Bi%gy 
B.A., Emmanuel Missionary College, 1947 ; M .A. , Walla W a lla College, 
1959. 
HARRY W . HCI.SFY. M .A .E., AssiJtalil Pro/eHor 0/ Jlldll slri,,/ Edllcatio/l 
B.S., Southern Missionar)' College, 195 3; M .A.E., Univers ity of Florida, 1954. 
G RDON HYD E, M .S. IN SPEECH, Assislallt Pro/e.fJor oj Speech 
B.A., Emmanuel Miss ionary College, 1942; M .S., University of Wiscons in , 
1957. 
B. 	L JACKSON. M. M us. ED. , Assistallt Pro/cHor 0/ MIiJic 
B.Mus.. Northwes tern University, 1949; B. Mus. Ed .. Northwestern U ni­
versi ty , 1950; M . Mus. Ed., Univers ity of Michiga n, 1955. 
EVLYN LINDB ERG, M .A ., AJJiJ/allt ProjelJor of Eng/iJh 
B.A ., Willamette U niversity, 1932; M.A., T exas Christian niversit y, 1952. 
GORDON MADGWICK, M.A., A.r.ri ...ltllil Pro/ eJ.fO ,' 0/ Ellg/i,rh 
B.A.. Washington Missionary College, 1954 ; M .A .. S.D.A . Theo lugic.!1 
Seminary, 1955; M .Ed., Universi ty of M aryl and, 1958. 
GLENDA S. ROl.FE , M .S., AssiJltmt Pro/eJJf)1' of NI/r.ril/g 
B.S.N.E., Washington Missionary College, 1950 ; j\'{.s. , College of M edica l 
Evangel ists, 1958. 
ELAI:-.IE MYERS-TAYLOR, M .A., AssiJtall/ Proje.rsor of MI/Jit-
B.A .. W a ll a Walla College, 1946; M.A. , Columbia Univt'!'sity, 1953. 
WAY NE E. VA NDE V ERE .. M.B.A. , ASJiJ/(/llt Pro/eJJf)l' of BlI1il/eSJ Adlllil/i.r/raliol/ 
B.A., Emmanuel Mis., ionary College, 1954 ; M .B.A .. University of Michiga n. 
195(,. 
l\IYRTI. F. B. WATRO US. B.S. in L.S., A J.r iJ/dlll Pl'o/c.r.rOI' 0/ Lib,.",.} ScieJlc<' 
B.A ., W as hington Missionary College. 1924 ; B.S. in L.S., U niversity of 
North Caro lina, 1952. 
INSTRUCTORS 
Do:-.l CROOK, !:l .A ., Jlls/mctol' ill 1\-f/lsh 
B.A .. Southern Missionary Co!:ege, 195 3. 
K F.N"'ETH E. D UNN, B.A., Ills/melol' in Prin/iJlg 
!:l .A ., Emmanuel Miss ionary College, 195 I. 
HEI.GA FOREHAND, B.A., Ins/I'IIC/or ill HOllte ECf)uolllicJ 
B.A., Lnion College; B.S., Co llege o f Medical Evangelists, 19,2. 
THE I.MA HEMM E, M.A. , JI/owc/or ill Home E,-ollolllies 
B.A. , P'lCific Lnion College, 1944; M.A .. Pacific U nion College, 1958. 
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c. 
MIRIAM KERR, M .A .. InslrllL'lo l' ill NIII'.riIlJi 
./' B.A., Atlantic Union College, 19~6; tvLA. , G eorge Peabody CoLlege for 
Teachers , 1959. 
,.,.- CHRISTINE KUMMER, B.S.N.E., Ill s/mctor ill NJlYJill!!. 

B.S.N.E., Washing ton Missionary College, 1956 . 

...--' GERTRUD Il H. MUENCH , R.N., R.P.T., lllIlructor of Physical Tberapy 
Diploma, Portland Sanitarium and Hospi tal , 1905 ; R.P.T., Western Reserve 
School of Physical Therapy, 1927. 
MERLYND NESTELL, M.S. , 11I.r/1'I1001' ill Ma/htmalic.r 
B .A .. Emmanuel Missionary College, 1957; M .A. , University of Wisconsi n. 
1959. 
MERLE SILLOWAY, M.A .. Ills/metor il7 Libl'al'), Sciellce 
B.A., Washington Missionary College, 1920; M.A. , Columbia University. 
1928. 
ALICE MAE WHEELER, B.S.N .E., Illstl'lIC/or ill Nllrsill!!. 

,- B.S.N.E. , Washington Missionary College, 1952. 

SUPERVISORY INSTRUCTORS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION 
J. 	R. SIEBEN LIST. M.A., Pl'illcilJal, Hi.!'tfl/,)' 
B.A., Union College, 1930 ; M .A., University of Nebraska, 1953 . 
..--/ 
LORENE AUSHERMAN, B.A., He!!.is/ ra/', Health 

B.A., Southern Missionary College, 1953. 

PAUL C. BOYNTON, M.A .. Bible 
B.A., Washington Missionary College, 1941; M.A., S.D.A. Theologiml 
Seminary, 1952. 
Lo u B. HOAR, M.C.S. , Secre/al'ial Sciertce 
B.R.E., Atlantic U nion College, 1931; M .C.S., Boston Cniversity, 1949. 
PAUL]' HOAR, M.A., Matbematics and ScieNce 
B.A.. Atlantic Union College, 1939; M.A., Boston Un iversity, 1950. 
LOUISE ROBE RSON, B.A., Sl'allish 
B.A. , Pacific Union College, 1952. 

............ ..... .. ... ... ... .. ... Ellglish 

SUPERVISORY INSTRUCTORS IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
E. S. 	CHACE , M.En., Principal, G/'ade R 
B.Th., Atlantic Union College, 1948; M .Ed., University of Chattanooga, 
1958. 
MILDRED BALDWIN, B.S .. Grade.! 3, 4 

B.S. , Southern Missionary College, 1958. 

ELMYRA CONGER. M.ED.. Gl'adeJ 3·7 
B.S., Southern Missionary College, 1954; M.Ed ., University of Chattanooga, 
1957. 
ARNOLD OTTO, M.ED. , Grade 7 
B.A., Emmanuel Missionary College, 1951 ; M.Ed. , University of South 
Carolina, 1958. 
RUTH SORRELL, M.A. , Grades 1, 2 
B.S., Southern Missionary College, 1951; l\LA. , George Peabody College 
for Teachers, 1953. 
BARBARA 	 BOTTsrORD , B.S., G"adcJ 5, I) 

B.S. , Southern Missionary College, 1957 . 
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ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEES 

1. President's Council 
1. Aclmissions Committee 
3. Finance Committee 
4. Traffic and Safety Committee 
COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY 
The ten standing commi ttees of the facul ty are recommending bodies 
appointed hy the Prt:sident at the beginning of the school yedr at which 
time the schedule of each committee i., announcecl. The President is a member 
ex-officio of all standing committees. The st:lncling committees Ufe as follows: 
1. Academic Policies 
1. Testing and Counselling Service 
3. Religious Interests 
4. Lyceum and Social Programs 
5. Film Committee 
6. Health and Sanitatiun 
7. Development and Public Relations 
8. Recreation 
9. Social Education 
10 . Library Services 
The following committees function as sub-committees of the Academic 
Policies Committee: Ministerial Recommendations, Medicai Student Recom­
mendations, Teacher Certification, English Improvement, Vocational Educa tion. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
Southern Missionary College is a coeducational Christian college 
operated by the Seventh-day Adventist denomination. Its objectives 
are in hMmony with the basic principles and objectives of its govern­
ing org;lnization. The Bible is accepted as the inspired revelation 
of God to men. Consistent enueavor is made to inspire in the 
student an appreciation of those principles that lead to a high level 
of thinking which in turn leads to Christian character and purposeful 
service to one's fellow men. 
In harmony with this inclusive objective the following statements 
expres. the specific objectives upon which the policies of the college: 
are forll1ulateu: 
I. Spiritual- To develop and maintain a satisfying relation to 
Christ, to develop a Christian philosophy as a basis for the solution 
of personal and social problems, to acquire a sense of personal respon­
sibility in promoting the mission and objectives of the church. 
2. Iiltelfe(tl/al- To gain an acquaintance with the basic facts 
and princi pIes of the major field" of knowledge necessary to creative 
thinking; to acquire an attitude of open-minded consideration of con­
troversial questions; to achieve a continuing intellectual curiosity and to 
acquire the art of effective expression and commuoication of ideas in 
both written and spoken form. 
3. Ethicdl-To acquire those ethical and moral concepts which are 
re:vealed in the Word of God and approved by the enlightened con­
science of mankind; to achieve an attitude toward the rights and opin­
ions of others; to accept the socjal obligation of serving the less privi­
leged with selfless devotioll. 
4. SociCli-To uevelop social practices in harmony with social 
mores llf cliitured men and women; to acquire social grace, leading to 
the development of a well-balanced personality. 
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5. AeJ//.?elic- To achieve a sense and appreciat ion of the beautiful 
whether in language o r in the fine arts ; to lea rn to discriminate and to 
choose the beautiful , rea lizing that such appreciation contributes sig­
nifi cantl y to the refinement of characte r sought in the spiritu:tl and 
ethica l objectives. 
6. Cit'ie-To develop a willingness to accept the responsibili ties of 
citizenship as well as to enjoy its privileges; to recogn ize and safe · 
guard the constitutional and Jega l rights of oth ers ; · to acquire an 
understanding of the foundation principles of our government and 
how to maintain them ; to cooperate with fell ow citizens for the im­
provement of society both nationa l and in :unatlonal. 
7. H eei/I/.?- To recognize the obligation of maintaining health, 
not only for persona l efficiency, but as a contributinn to society; tu gain 
an intelligent understa nding of the wonderful laws of the physical 
body and how to maintai n o l1e's self in opt imulll conditi on by proper 
diet, exerc ise, and recreation . 
8. j/()({/Iio;lcil- To acquire an appreciation of the true dignity 
o f useful labor; to choose intelli gent ly a vocation betitting the student's 
n:ltural aptitude:; 
HISTORY 
Southe rn Missionary Coll ege was founded at Graysvill e, Tennessee, 
In 1893 under the name of Southern Training School. In 19 16 the 
institution was moved to Collegedale, Tennessee, where it opened 
und(:r the namc of Southern Junior College. By 1944 senior cullc:ge 
statu s \vas achieved, the first degree candi da tes being graduated in 1946 . 
LOCATION 
The main collegc campus is located in a pleasing valley eighteen 
miles east of Chattanooga and three mil es from Ooltewah on the Lee 
Hig hway. The Southern Railway line passes through one side o f the 
estate. A bus service operated by the Cherokee Lines serves the co llege 
campus. The post office address is Coll egeda le. 
The Orlando campus situated in the "City Beauti fu l" at the 
Florid a Sanitarium and Hospital p rovides additional faciliti es for the 
Division of Nursing. 
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BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT 
L\ NN WOOD HALL-The administration building is named in 
honor of Dr. Lynn Wood, president of the College from 1918-1922. It 
is a three-story structure housing all the administrative offices including 
most of the teachers' offices. The chapel seats approximately 550. 
MAl DE JON I:~ RESIIlENCE HALL----:-The residence hall for women, 
I1Jmtci for Maude Jones, Associate Professor Emeritus of the College, 
has ;tccommodations for 186 women. In addition to an apartment 
for the dean of women, it houses an infirmary, a spread room, and a 
private parlor. Somewhat extensive remodeling of recent date has 
added considerably to the housing capacity and added to the attrac­
tivenes. of the building. 
JOHN H. TALCI' RESIDENCE HALL-The men's residence hall, 
named for John H. Talge, provides accommodations for 160 men. 
The panelling of the entrance and lounge has added much to the 
attractiveness of the building. 
A G. DANIELLS MEMORIAL LIBRARy-The A . G. Daniells Me­
morial Library was completed in 1945. This is a modern library 
containing more than twenty-seven thousand books and about two 
hundred current periodicals conveniently arranged and adeguately 
housed for study, reference, and research. A portion of the building is 
Llsed for lecture rooms. The library is located adjacent to the ad ­
ministration building and is readily accessible from the residence halls. 
EARL F. HACKMAN SCIENCE HALL-Hackman Hall, modern in 
arrangement and appointment, a commodious, two-story, fireproof 
building, contains various lecture rooms and laboratories of the division 
of natural sciences. This building, completed and dedicated in 1951, 
was named in honor of the late Earl F. Hackman, friend of the 
College and for many years chairman of its board. 
HAROLD A MILLER FINE ARTS BUILDING- The Harold A. Miller 
Fine Arts Building, completed in 1953, hOLlses the music department. 
This two-story, fireproof building provides studios, practice rooms, anJ 
an auditorium for recital purposes. It was named in honor of Harold 
A. Miller, who for many years headed the Music Department. 
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COLLE(;EDALE TABERNACLE-Aul)(TORIUM-The auditorium serves 
as a place of worship for the Collegedale S . .0. A. church. The building 
is owned by the Georgia-Cumberland Conference and has a seating 
capacity of 1,200. A Hammond electric organ and a fuJI concert 
Baldwin grand piano are part of the equipment. This building also 
serves as a center for the physical education activities. 
ARTHUR W. SPALDIN(; SCHOOL- This modern one-story, six·room 
elementary school is one of the most recent buildings to be erected . 
It serves as a vital part of the teacher-training program. 
CAFETERIA-HolI·IE ECONOMICS BUILDING-This recently completed 
building houses the Cafeteria and Student Center on one floor and the 
Home Economics Department on another floor. This building is not 
only modern but beautifully appointed throughout. 
ACADE MY BUILDING- This building contains all the facilities for 
operating the class program of the secondary school. The few resident 
students of the academy are housed separately on the campus . 
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS-The industrial buildings include the Col­
lege Press, Laundry, Cabinet Shop, Broom Shop, Bakery, Creamery, 
Garage, and College Enterprises . 
STUDENT APARTMENTs- The college maintains a number of hous­
ing units for students as well as trailer camps. Housing is adequate 
for married students. 
NEW WOMEN 'S RESIDENCE- At present a new women's residence 
home to house over 300 is in progress. This will contain many 
attractive features that will make for gracious living. 
ACCREDIT A TION AND CERTIFICATION 
Southern Missionary College is accredited as a liberal arts coJJeg.: 
by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools and is 
approved by the Tennessee State Board of Education for the preparation 
of both secondary and elementary teachers for certification. 
The Division of Nursing is accredited by the Tennessee State Board 
of Nursing, is recognized by the Florida State Board of Nurse> Registra­
tion, and is an agency member of the Baccalaureate and Higher Degree 
Granting Programs of the Division of Nursing Education of the 
National League for Nursing. 
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MEMBERSHIPS 

In addition to the memberships indicated above the college is a 
member of the Association of Seventh-day Adventist Colleges and 
Secondary Schools, the Southern Association of Private Schools, the 
Association of American Colleges, the Tennessee College Association, 
and the Mid-South Association of Private Schools. 
STANDARDS OF CONDUCT 
In the light of the objective of the college to develop men and 
women of high s~andards of scholarship and character, integrity, and 
Christian maturity, those who are accepted thereby pledge themselves 
to the maintenance of these standards. No religious test as such is 
applied, but all students are expected to attend the regular religious 
exercises and to abide by the regulations given in the student handbook 
or announced by the faculty. These regulations are in harmony with 
what experience has demonstrated to be sound standards of Christia>l 
conduct. 
A studen t who finds himself out of harmony with the standards 
and objectives of the wJiege, who is unresponsive and not cooperative, 
or who violates his Fledge may be asked to withdraw without specific 
charge. 
Disciplinary action is usually not of a summary nature except for 
serious moral offenses. The student has every opportunity to respond 
to cautions, warning, censure, or other action such as probation and 
suspension; but patient dealing should not be interpreted as indulgence 
or toleration of attitudes or ac tions out of harmony with the regulations. 
A full statement of the regulations is to be found in the student 
handbook, SMC (/lid YOU, which is available to every student upon 
application. 
THE SCHOOL TERMS 
The college operates on the semester plan, the school year wn­
sisting of two semesters and a shorter summer session of ten weeks. 
The separate announcement for the summer session is avai .lable in 
May and may be secured from the Admissions Office. 
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LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
Students who reside in the coJlege residence halls are required 
tD arrange leaves of absence with the Dean of Men or the Dean of 
Women. If the absence involves missing of class work the signature 
of the Dean of the College is also required on the leave of absence 
blank. 
MARRIAGE 
No student will be given permission to marry during the school 
term. Secret marria<!\e is sufficient reason for dismissal. 
-USE OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
Unmarried students are subject to restnctJOIl first in the matter of 
bringing motor vehicles to the campus or vicinity and secondly in their 
use even though they may be authorized. These conditions have to do 
with the securing of a permit, registration with the residmce hall dean. 
payment of a parking fee of $10 a semester Or a storage fee of $10 
a semester for unauthor.ized cars, proper insurance, etc. Any studel'l.t 
who desires to bring a motor vehicle should first correspond with the 
dean of the residence hall concerned. 
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STUDENT LIFE AND SERVICES 
STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
The extra-curricular program is designed to offer to every student 
opportunity for the development of initiative and leadership. The 
Student Association is a highly organized body which in cooperation 
with the faculty is entrusted with a large responsibility in implement­
ing the policies and principles which the college represents. The Dean 
of Student Affairs works as liaison officer to coordinate the work of 
the faculty and the Student Association. 
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING SERVICE 
The counselling service is organized and directed by the Dean of 
Student Affairs who will arange for the choice of a personal counsel­
lor for each student. Additional counsel is provided by administrative 
personnel and by the heads of departments who will advise students 
on scholastic questions related to their major field. The Director of the 
Testing Service works in close cooperation with the counselling service 
in providing guidance information to both students and counsellors. 
PLACEMENT 
One of the personnel services is that of assisting graduates in 
securing appointments for service. The placement offIce distributes 
information concerning each prospective graduate to a wide list of 
prospective employers and acts as lia :son office to bring gradu:!:es and 
employer together by supplying recommendations and other informa­
tion necessary. 
RESIDENCE 
All unmarried students who do not live with parents, close relatives, 
or legal guardians are expected to live in the residence halls on the 
campus. If accommodation is not available in the school homes, mature 
students may be granted permission to live in apl)ro\'cd community 
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homes by the President's Council. Information about necessary room 
furnishing to be supplied by the student may be found in the student 
handbook. 
PUBLICATIONS 
The Student Association publishes the bi-weekly SOli/hem Accent 
and the yearbook Southem Memories. The Camp1lJ Accent. a single 
sheet publication of announcements for distribution in chapel, is also 
published by the Student Association. These student publications arC" 
under the sponsorship of the instructor in journalism. 
HEALTH SERVICE 
The health service is directed by the resident school nurse in co­
operation with the school physician . The Clinic is located on the campus. 
The general fee paid by each student upon entrance covers certain 
medical services without additional charge. A list of these services is 
handed to each student at the time of registration. 
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS 
More than thirty campus organizations give ample opportunity 
to develop student initiative and leadership. They may be chssilied 
under four divisions; namely, church related organizations, social clubs, 
professional clubs, and special interest or hobby clubs. 
The church related organizations are the MV Society, Ministerial 
Seminar, Christ's Foreign Legion, American Temperance Society, the 
Colporteur Club, and the Usher's Club. 
The professional clubs are organized by departments with student 
leadership under the sponsorship of the department or division head. 
The social clubs are organized according to place of residence. 
These are the Married Couples' Forum; Upsilon Delta Phi , th:: men's 
club; and Dasowakita, the women's club. 
One of the most recently organized of the hobby clubs is the Speleol­
ogists. The surrounding area abounds in caves, some of which h:lVe 
never been explored, and offers a rich field for this activity. 
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
Broadly speaking Southern Missionary College is a living institu­
ion made up of its alumni, faculty, and students. The Alumni Associ­
tion promotes the interests of the school, fosters a spirit of friendship 
mong former students, preserves worthy traditions of the College, and 
erves mankind through the exemplification and advocacy of the idejls 
If their Alma Mater. 
The General Association holds an annual meeting on the day fol­
owing Commencement. Local chapters . in various sections of the 
:ountry meet several times yearly. The Association publishes the 
i/fJmni News Bulletin, its official publication. It is distributed free 
o Alumni and friends of the College. 
The Association maintains an office on the college campus which 
;eeps the records of its regular members, some 2,000 graduates of 
louthern Missionary College, or of the institutions which preceded it 
[the Graysville Academy, the Southern Training School, the Southern 
funior College). Associate membership in the organization is also 
~ranted individuals who have attended this institution at least one 
iemester. 
GRANTS-IN-AID 
Grants-in -aid of amounts up to $100 are allotted to students of 
wphomore, junior, or senior standing in case of proved financial need 
provided the citizenship and scholarship are of a high order. Ap­
plication should be made in writing to the Dean of the College. 
A scholarship loan fund is also maintained by the Alumni Associa­
tion from which loans are made under conditions similar to the grants­
in-aid . Applications for scholarships should be made to the Alumni 
Scholarship Committee through the Secretary of the Alumni Associa­
tion. 
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
The College operates a variety of industries which provide con­
siderable employment for students in financial need. These work 
opportunities provide a training in vocational skills as all work is 
done under trained supervisors. 
LYCEUM COURSE 
The College sponsors a lyceum course of high-cb~s material tha t 
is at the same time both educational and entertaining. This consists 
primarily of trave!0b'ues, music, and lectures. 
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
Students may hold extra-curricular offices according to the standards 
as defined in the Student Association Constitution. 
All Jists of students chosen for office must be submitted to the 
academic dean for approval before the student may be asked to ac­
cept the responsibility . 
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ACADEMIC STANDARDS 
ADMISSION 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE 
As a private Christian institution, Southern Missionary o ll ege fol­
lows the policy of determining admission on the hasis of character 
and citizenship as well as of scholarship. Formal application is made 
()n a blank furnished by the Admissions Office. All correspondence 
concerning admissions should be addressed to the Secretary of Admis ­
sions. Each application should be accompanied by a processing fee of 
52 which is not refundable. Ordinarily about a month is necessar)' 
to process an applica tion. 
The College takes the responsibility of securing transcripts of the 
applicant's prev ious scholastic record. All transcripts become the 
propert} o f the College. 
ADMISSION PROCEDURE 
A student may be admitted by g raduation from a state or regionall y 
accredited secondary school without qualifying examination. Ap­
pli cants from unaccredited schools may be admitted on a provisional 
hasis up )n the completion of entrance examinations. 
The subject requirements for admission to the various curricula will 
be found on page 44. The student is advised to g ive emphasis in his 
'econdary school to those basic ,ubjects which will prepare for any 
liberal :uts curriculum. 
ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING 
A Ct ndidate for adm ission from another reg ionally accredited co l­
lege may receive credit without examination subject to the fo llowing 
recl uircments: 
<l. Rece ipt of oHicial transcript or transcr ipt of the complc:te 
previous scholasti c record. 
b. A record of entrance tests taken previously and a statemen t 
of withdrawal with an honorable record. 
c. Evidence of satisfying the entrance requi rements of this co llege. 
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PROVISIONAL ADMISSION-TRANSFER 
Credit is recorded provisionally at the time of admission but will 
not become part of the student's permanent rec(l<d until the student 
has satisfactorily completcd not less than twelve semester hours in 
this institution, Not more than 72 semester hours or ] 08 quartcr hours 
Jllay be acn'p~ed from a junior college, 
ADMISSION BY EXAMINATION 
Applicants over twenty-one years of age who have had at least 
eight solid secondary units may be admitted on thc basis of passing 
the General Educational Dcvclopment tests with a minimum score of 
45 on each test and an averagc standard score of 50 on the total 
of five tests, 
ADMISSION OF VETERANS 
Veterans arc admitted on the same basis as applicants over t\\lenty­
one yea rs of age referred to in the preceding paragraph, Educational 
([edit earned while in service will be evaluated on the basis of the 
recommendations found in the Guide of the American Council on 
Education, 
CLASSIFICAliON OF STUDENTS 
The classification for whi ch a student qualifics at his tirst regis tra­
tion ord inarily continues through both semesters, Applications for 
reclassification at the beginning of the second semester may be madc 
to the Academic Dean except that officers of classes may not be re­
classiilcd and a student may not be classified as a senior until he is 
a candidate for graduation in Mayor August of the current yeaL All 
students are c1assificd under one of the following categories: 
fRESHMEN-Graduation from secondary schooL 
SOPHOMOREs-Those who have completed at least 24 semester 
hours, A sophomore may not take upper bienniulll courses unless he 
has completed 50 lower biennium hours, except certain sequence courses 
approved by the Dean, 
He may however register for one or more upper biennium cou rs(:" 
for upper biennium credit, provided (1) he has earned, with an average 
of "c" or above, fifty hours including basic freshman and sophomore 
courses already taken, and (2) his curren t registration COJllpletes the 
fulfillment of lower biennium basic and major requirements, In ex­
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ceptiollal cases, a sophomore who does not fulfill the above require­
ments may be admitted to an upper biennium course for lower bie:1­
nium credit. Application for permission to do this is made in the 
Dean 's Office. 
JUNIORs-Those who have at least 56 semester hours with a cu­
mulative average of C. 
SENIORs-Those who have completed 96 semester hours and are 
candidates for spring graduation. Summer graduates form a separate 
class if they have completed 118 hours at the close of the second 
semester. 
All required freshman courses must have been completed before 
the student reaches senior standing. Required freshman ccurses left 
until the senior year must be taken without credit. 
Ad,,!t Sputa! Stttdelll-A mature person who ~oes not meet regular 
admission requirements may be permitted to tal;e lower biennium work 
to a maximum of twelve semester hours. To , -''1t. '1ue furthet he must 
regularize his admission. 
Unclassified Sludelll-A student who is qualified to enter on a regular 
basis but who does not plan to complete a curriculum is registered 
as an unclassified student 
ACADEMIC REGULATIONS 
REGISTRATION 
The week of September 14-18 is registration week. September 14 
will be devoted to the orientation of all freshmen and transfer stu­
dents. Placement and aptitude tests will be g iven which will prove of 
value in helping the advisors in registering new students. Freshman 
registration will be held on September 16. 
Registration of non-freshmen and transfer students will take place 
on September 14 and 15. 
A late registration fee of $5 is charged after registration week . 
Students may not register more than two weeks late except by permis­
sion of the Dean. The course load of a late registrant will be reduced 
one semester hour for each week of lateness. 
CHANGES IN PROGRAM 
Changes in registration may be made during the first two weeks 
of a semester without cost upon the consent of the advisor and the 
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Dean. After the second week any change in registration, whether add­
ing, dropping, or exchanging courses, carries a fee of $2. 
Students may not change from one section of a class to another 
except by permission of the Dean. 
A student may withdraw from a course up to the fourth week of a 
semester with a grade of W. From the fourth week to the twelfth wee~ 
the grade recorded will be WP or WF. For withdrawal after the twelfth 
week a grade of F will be recorded unless the withdrawal is because 
of unavoidable circumstances approved by the Dean. 
CLASS LOAD 
A full-time student is one who is registered for twelve or more 
semester hours. Except by permission of the President's Council a 
student living in the residence halls must carry a minimum of eight 
semester hours. If a student is working to defray expenses, his course 
load will be adjusted according to his scholastic ability. Students of 
superior scholarship may register for a maxium of 18 hours by per­
mission of the Dean, a 1.5 grade point average being the minimum 
qualification to make such a request. Correspondence work is computed 
as part of the current load. 
No appointment, work assignments, field trips or other activities that 
would interfere with the student's regular schedule of school work may 
be asked of the students without specific arrangement with the Dean 
in advance. 
SCHOLARSHIP STANDARD 
Students who fail to maintain a C average are considered on a pro­
visional or probationary status. An average of C is the basis of admission 
and a requirement for graduation from all curricula. A student who may 
be admitted with less than a C average must raise his average .2 each 
semester; otherwise, his program will be reviewed for the purpose of 
reducing his class load or labor load or both. Students may not continue 
indefinitely doing less than C average work. Furthermore, a student 
on this status is restricted in the number of extracurricular respon­
sibilities which he may carry. The maintenance of a high scholastic 
record is considered as a most important consideration for the student's 
own welfare. 
CORRESPONDENCE WORK 
A student will be permitted to carry correspondence work while in 
residence only if the desired course is unobtainable at the College. All 
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correspondence work whether taken while in residence or during the 
summer must be approved in advance by the Dean. 
The maximum amount of correspondence which may apply toward 
a degree is twelve semester hours and eight hours for two-year cur­
ricula. 
Correspondence credit on the upper biennium level may not apply 
tuward the student 's major or minor . A student may not repeat by 
correspondence a course in which he has received a grade of F in this 
institution. 
Correspondence work must carry a grade of C or above to be 
recorded. C grade correspondence work may not apply toward a major 
unless by a validation examination. However, A or B grade correspond­
ence may apply toward a major without a validating examination. 
A senior doing correspondence work must have a transcript of his 
final grade in the Registrar's office at least nine weeks before gradua­
tion . 
No correspondence credit will be entered on the student's record 
until he has earned a minimum 12 hours in residence with an average 
of at least C. 
AUDITED . COURSES 
A student may audit only non-laboratory courses. Audited courses 
do not carry credit, the tuition being half the regular charge . In comput­
ing a student 's course load, an audited course counts as half . A student 
may not repeat an audited course for credit. 
ATTENDANCE AT CLASS APPOINTMENTS 
No class absences are allowed except for illness, authorized school 
trips, or emergency; hence the student may incur a reduction in grade 
for any unexcused absence. Excusable absences are those occasioned 
by illness, authorized school trips, or emergency, and when so recog­
nized by the Dean of the college the student may be permitted to make 
up the work lost. Such requests must be presented to the Dean within 
48 hours after the student resumes attendance, and the work must be 
made up within a week after the absence . 
Teachers will send a report to the Dean 's office when the number of 
absences in a course equals the number of class appointments for one 
week. If the total number of absences in any semester exceeds the 
number of class appointments in a two weeks' period the teacher will 
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consult with the Dean as to whether the student will be allowed to 
continue the class or get a grade of FA. Cases of such students may 
be reviewed by the Academic Policies Committee upon petition of the 
student. 
The school nurse or the deans of the school homes will turn in Ijsts 
of ill students to the Dean 's office each day before noon. 
Absences immediately preceding or following a vacation period, 
announced picnic, fic:ld day, or from the first appointment of the second 
semester, by a student in attendance the first semester, carry penalties. 
The penalty for missing each class period shall be equivalent to the 
penalty for missing two regular class periods. 
Tardiness. Students who are late for class must report such fact to 
the instructor before leaving the classroom ; otherwise the tardiness 
wi]'1 count as an absence. At the discretion of the teacher , three reported 
tardinesses may be counted as one absence; also students who I'eave 
class without permission are counted absent. 
CHAPEL ATTENDANCE 
In principle the chapel absence policy is the same as for class abo 
sence in that no absences are allowed except for illness, authorized 
school trips, or emergency. If the number of unexcused absences in 
anyone semester exceeds the number of chapel periods in one week, 
the student will be asked to reregister at a cash fee of 8').00. Addi· 
tional unexcused absences wiJl subject the student to disciplinary 
action by the President's Council. 
A student leaving chapel after the record has been taken will be 
counted absent. If a student is tardy three times, it will be counted as 
one absence. 
GRADES AND REPORTS 
Mid·semester and semester reports of the scholastic standing of 
each student are issued to the student and his parent or guardian. 
Semester grades are kept on permanent record by the College. 
The following system of grading is used: 
Grade Points 
per Semester Hour 

A- Superior. ...... ..... .... ... ........ ... .. ........ ................. ........ ........ ........... . 3 

B-Above average .. ...... ... .. .................... ............ ....... .... .... 2 

C-Average ................... ........ ...... ........... .......... ... .... ...... .. ..... ... ............. 1 

D-Below Average ......... ... __ .... ..... .............. .................. ........ 0 

F-Failure.................... .. .......................... .. .. .. . ..... .. ......... Minus 1 
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If a student is found cheating his entire grade to that point becomes F. 
E-Warning for "below passing" scholarship. This grade may be giv­
en only at the nine weeks period. 
I-Incompletes because of illness of other unavoidable delay. An in­
complete grade must be removed by the end of the first six weeks 
of the following semester. 
A teacher may not give an incomplete grade without authoriza­
tion from the Dean. A student who believes he is eligible for an in­
complete must secure from the Registrar 's Office the proper form 
on which he may file application with the Dean to receive an in­
complete. 
Wp- Withdrew passing (See page 34) 
Wf- Withdrew failing ... _.... ........ _.. _ ...... .... .. .. _.. _ ._ ... .. .. _ Minus 1 
Au-Audit 
S- Satisfactory (for music organizations only) 
U-Unsatisfactory (for music organizations only) 
FA-Failed because of poor attendance record 
A grade correctly reported to the Registrar can be changed only 
upon repetition of the course. No grade above a D may be repeated for 
the purpose of raising it. When a course is repeated to raise a grade, 
it must be done before a more advanced course in the same field 
is completed. Credit may not be earned in the course after a more ad­
vanced course in the same field has been taken. No grades will be 
recorded for a course for which the individual concerned has not reg­
istered. After a semester grade has been recorded no change in credit 
for the course may be made. 
THE DEAN'S LIST 
The Dean 's List consists of those who carry a minimum of twelve 
semester hours and maintain a grade point average of 2.5 or above 
with 3.0 as the possible maximum. 
SCHOLARSHIP REPORTS 
Mid-semester and semester reports of scholastic progress are sup­
plied to the student and his parents Or guardian. Only semester grades 
are permanently recorded. 
SPECIAL EXAMINATION 
Special examinations are given when justified by circumstances 
such as illness or necessary absence from the ColJege. Permits are is­
slIed by the Dean at a fee of $2 and presented by the student to the 
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teacher concerned. Such examinations must be taken within two "eeks 
after student's return to class. 
EXEMPTION BY EXAMINATION 
A student may be exempt from a required course by passing a com­
prehensive examination with a grade of at least C. The purpose of this 
provision is to aJlow a student to take advanced work when he has 
already covered the material of a prerequisite course. No hours of 
credit are allowed on such an examination. Authorization for such 
examinations are by action of the Academic Policies Committee. The fee 
is .$2. 
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GRADUATION STANDARDS 

DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES 
The college confers three degrees: Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor 
of Music, and Bachelor of Science. All require the completion of 
128 hours with an average of C. 
The Bachelor of Arts degree is conferred upon students who have 
fulfilled the basic requirements together with a major field of con­
centration and a minor of 18 hours. A major or a minor may be 
chosen from any of the following fields, the major usually consisting of 
.,0 hours and the minor of 18. 
Biology 
Business Administration and 
Economics 
Chemistry 
-.communications 
--Elementary Teacher Education 
English 
In addition to the above fields 
Education , Speech, and German. 
History 

Mathematics 

Music 

Physics 

Religion 

Spanish 

Theology 

a minor may be earned in Physical 
The Bachelor of Science Degree is conferred in thirteen field, 
listed below. The number of semester hours required for the field of 
concentration varies according to the particular field as noted below. 
The minor consists of 18 hours in 
Accounting ..... .. ......... .. ..... 48 
Busi.ness Administration. 40 
Chemistry .. 40 
Foods & Nutrition .......... 30 
Home Economics ... 30 
Industrial Education 30 
Medical Secretarial . . 30 
each field. 
Natural Sciences 
Nursing .........
Physics .... 
.. .. . .
. ... .... 
. ..... 
_.... .. 
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62 
40 
Secondary Education .... 18· 2 6 
Secretarial Science ... .... ... .. 30 
Teacher Education . ..... .. 18-26 
In addition to the above fields a minor may be earned in Physiul 
Education, German, and Speech. 
The Bacheim of Music in Music Education and the Bachelor of 
Music in Performance consist of 128 hours, 59-60 of which are tn 
various areas of music, but there is no minor. 
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In addition to the above four-year curricula leading to a deg ree, 
a number of two-year curricula are offered leading to a diploma_ These 
are: 
Bible Instructor Home Economics 
Secretarial Science Medical Secretary 
The pre- professional and pre-technical curricula are as fol lows: 
Pre-Medical Pre-Optometry 
Pre-Dental Pre-Pharmacy 
Pre-Laboratory Technician Pre-Engineering 
Pre-Physical Therapy Pre-Law 
Pre-X-ray Technician 
GENERAL GRADUATION REGULATIONS 
L A m:nimum of 128 semester hours. 
2. A major and a minor or two majors. 
3. A minimum of 40 semester hours of upper biennium credit. 
4. An average of C on the total hours and an average of C on all 
work taken at this college. 
S. Completion of the basic or core requirements for a baccalaureate 
degree. 
A student may graduate under the bulletin of the year in which 
be entered or the one in which he completes his work. If he dis· 
continues for a period of 12 full months Or more he must qualify 
according to the bulletin current upon his return . 
A student who qualifies for a degree in one field of concentratiO!l 
may qualify for a second degree by meeting the additional reqUJre­
ments . 
GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATIONS 
All cand idates for a baccalaureate degree are required to take the 
graduate record examinations during the last semester of the senior 
year. These examinations are important to the student's record of 
work as many graduate fields are open only to those who can present 
a satisfactory record on these examinations. 
CANDIDACY FOR GRADUATION 
To be graduated, a student must have completed all requ:remen~, 
for graduation. A student may become a candidate for graduatio,l 
when he enters upon the semester during which it will be possible foe 
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lim to complete all the reguirements for his graduation. Candidates 
far graduation at the close of the ensuing summer session will par· 
:i cipate in the summer graduation exercise. 
Formal application for graduation should be made at the Registrar 's 
Jffice during the first semester of the senior year. All resident candi· 
:lates for graduation must be members of the senior class. Sen iors who 
:lid not participate in the junior class of the previolls year are assessed 
In amount egual to the junior class dues. 
The responsibility for meeting graduation reguirements rests pri. 
mrily with the student. He should acguaint himself with the published 
requirements and plan his course so as to fulfill them, for he is 
: Iigible for graduation only when the records in the Registrar's Office 
;how he has met all the requirements listed in the college catalog. 
GRADUATION WITH HONORS 
A candidate for graduation with a grade point average of 2.5 or 
Ibove, and whose record shows no grade lower than a "C," may be 
:onsidered for graduation with honors. The Academic Policies Com­
l1ittee recommends the candidate to the faculty for approval of this 
honor. Transfer students must have earned 36 hours in residence to 
=Jualify for graduation with honors. 
GRADUATION IN ABSENTIA 
Each candidate for graduation must be present to receive his diplom,l 
unless granted written permission by the President of the ColJege to be 
graduated in "bsentia, Written application should be made early in the 
second semester of the senior year and permission will be granted only 
in cases of evident necessity. A ten-dollar fee is assessed on all those 
graduating in Clbse17licl. 
RESIDENC~ REQUIREMENTS 
Not less than 24 hours of the 128 hours must be earned in residence 
10 this coJlege, twenty of which must be in the senior year. At least 
six hours in the major field and a mjnimum of three hours of upper 
biennillm cred it in the minor must be earned in this coJlege. 
COURSE NUMBERS 
Courses numbered 1 to 49 are lower biennium courses taken mainly 
by freshmen , and 50 to 99 mainl), by sophomores; those numbered 
100 to 149 are upper biennium courses open primarily to juniors, and 
150 to 199 open primarily to seniors. 
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Course numbers that stand alon'..: (e.g., 50) represent courses of one 
semester whjch are units in and of themselves. 
Course numbers separated by a hnihcn (e.g., 1-2) represent year 
courses, the semesters to bc taken in order given. Credit for the first 
semester only will not apply toward graduation from any curriculum. 
Course numbers separated by a comma (e.g., 41, 42) represent 
units in and of themselves either one of which may be counted for 
graduation without reference to sequence. 
Course n umbers separated by a colon (e.g., 11: 12) are year course:; 
in which the first course is a prerequisite to the second; however, credit 
may be given for the first semester when taken alone. 
THE BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Graduation from a secondary school with at least a C average. 
The following are the minimum secondary requirements: 
English 3 units 
Language _ __ __ ___ ._____ .__ .. ____ _____ __ ____ __ ___ ____ .. __ __ __ .__ __ 2 units 
Mathematics 2 units 
Natural Science _. ______________ ___ __ __ __ __ __ _ 2 units 
for Bachelor of Arts curricula, otherwise, one unit 
Social Science ____ _______ ___ __ ___ __________...... .. _.. _.______ _____ ________ ____ 2 units 
for Bachelor of Arts curricula, otherwise, one unit 
Religion ___ __ ____ ___ __ .___ ____ ____________ ___ ____ __ __ . ________ __ __ __. __ ._ _ 1 unit 
for each ycar of attendance in an academy up to 3 units 
CORE CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
These are the same for all degree curricula unless indicated othee­
wise in the write-up of the curriculum concerned and are as follows: 
ENGLISH ____ __ _____ _____________ ____ ____ __ ________________________ ______ ____ ____ .. ____ __ 10 hOllrs 
Six hours must be in Freshman English, which is to be taken in the fre>h­
man year. The remaining four hours must be in literature and should be 
taken in the sophomore year. 
FINE ARTS 4 hours 
Required: Art 60 or Music 6l. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES ________ ____ __ ____ _ __ __ __ __ __ ______ __ 6-14 hours 
L 	 Six hours of the foreign language in which two units have been earned 
in secondary school. To be taken in the freshman or the sophomore year. 
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2. 	 Fourteen units in one language, if different from the language in 
which two units have been earned in secondary school, should be taken 
if possible in the freshman and sophomore years. 
3. 	 Fourteen units in one language, if no foreign language or less than two 
units in one foreign language was taken in secondary school, should be 
taken if possible in the freshman and sophomore years. 
1. 	This requirement may be fulfilled l:Yy credit in Greek, Latin, or a mod­
ern foreign language. 
5. 	 Any student whose mother tongue is not English may be exempted 
from the foreign language requirements if he presents three secondary 
units of his oa tive language on his transcript. 
HFALTH _______________________________ •••.. __ _________ __ .• __ _ __ ____ ____ _____________ 1 hour 
Requi[ed: Health 7, 8, o[ equivalent. Must be taken in the f[esh­
man o[ sophomore year. 
NATURAL SCIENCE S- MATHEMATICS ___ 12 hours 
May be selected from the fields of Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, and 
Physics. Six hours sequence must be selected from a science field with 
laboratory to be completed in the freshman an d sophomore years. (Bus. 
Math., Fundamental Concepts, or Functional Math., not accepted.) 
RELIGION __ __ ___ __ __________ _ __ . __ __ _________________ 12·16 hours 
A student presenting three or mOre units of credit in Bible from the sec­
ondar school needs tw!:lve hours; one presenting two units, fourteen hours; 
and One presenting one unit Or less, sixteen hours. A pproximately half of 
this requirement should be taken in the freshman and sophomore years. At 
le-ast four semester hours should be of upper biennium credit. Transfer 
,tudents frum other coll eges will take four hours for each year of attend3nce 
with a minimum of six hours for graduation. 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 12 hours 
Six hours must be in a history sequence taken in the freshman or sophomore 
year. The remaining six hours may be any courses in history, political 
science, geogra phy, o r sociology 20. 
VOCATIONAL ________ _ 	 ________ 4 hours 
May be chosen from practical or laboratory courses in Agriculture, Industrial 
Education (vocational in nature) , Secretarial Science (courses 13 and 14), 
Home Economics (courses 1, 2, 21 , 22), Ind. Arts Teacher Training 31, 
Graphic Arts (courses 17, 18, 67), Library Science (courses 93, 94), or 
any vocational training program. In cases where the student can furnish 
evidence or satisfactory proficiency in a trade, the D ivision Chairman may 
recommend to the Curriculum and Academic Standards Committee that the 
student be all()wed to omit the vocational requirements and add the four 
hours to his elective group. Students with a major or minor in Chemistry 
or PhysiCS will have met the vocational requirement. 
Two oj the j ollowinf. SlJb;uts dre "equired of degree candidates: FUt/da· 
menla/s oj Education 21, Prophetic Gift 5, Health P,-il1ciples 51. 
NOTE: While it is preferable to take as many of the Core Curricu· 
lum requirements as possible on the freshman and sophomore level, a 
itudent will 1101 be required to complete all of them before registering 
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for upper biennium work. However, the follow.ing basic requirements 
must be met before the student registers for any upper biennium course. 
Foreign Language ........................... . 6 Religion ......... .... ........ ............ .. ..... _ 4·6 
Natural Sciences and Mathematics .. 6 History.............. .. ...... .. ............ ... ...... 6 
English . ....... ....... .... .... ..... ................. 6 
MAJORS AND MINORS 
MAJOR REQUIREMENTS. The student should choose a major field 
of specialization preferably by the beginning of the second semester 
of the sophomore year. Specific requirements for majors are given 
immediately preceding the description of courses in the several de· 
partments of instruction. 
Each major consists of a minImum of thirty semester hours ot 
which fourteen must be upper biennium credit and six of these must 
be earned in this college. 
No course in which a student has received a grade of '"0" may 
apply on a major or minor. 
MINOR REQUIREMENTS. A student should choose his minor field 
not later than the beginning of the second semester of the sophomo:e 
year. A minor may not be earned in the field chosen for the major. 
All minors consist of eighteen semester hours except Religion which 
consists of the basic requirements plus six hours, and English which is 
twenty·one. 
Six hours of a minor shall be earned in the upper biennium. A 
minimum of three hours of upper biennium credit on the minor must 
be earned in this college. 
The fields in which minors may be earned are given below. See the 
appropriate section under "Division of Inst:uction" (page 47) for 
further information. 
Biblical language Industrial Education 
Biology Mathematics 
Business and Economics Medical Secretarial Science 
Chemistry Mus.ic 
Communications Physics 
Education Physical Education 
English Psycholqgy 
Foods and Nutrition Religion 
German Secretarial Science 
History Spanish 
Home Economics Speech 
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DIVISIONS OF INSTRUCTION 
APPLI ED ARTS 49 

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 59 

COMMUNICATION ARTS ... 69 

EDUCATION - PSYCHOLOGY - HEALTH 77 

FINE ARTS 91 

NATURAL SCIENCES - MATHEMATICS . 99 

NURSING 112 

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, APPLIED THEOLOGY 117 

SOCIAL SCIENCES ..... . 124 

PRE-TECHNICAL CURRICULUMS 127 
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APPLIED ARTS AND SCIENCES 
HARRY HULSEY, Chclirm:lI1; DOROTHY CHRISTENSEN, KENNETH 
DUNN, THELMA HEMME, MYRTLE WATROUS 
AGRICULTURE 
Like the land-grant coHeges of an earlier period, Southern Mis-
sionary College believes in the educational values of practical work 
on the land and in the shop. At present, we offer but one course in 
the area of agriculture and that to meet a specific need. 
1, 2. COUNTRY LIVING Eac/; semesler, 2 /;ollrs 
This is a course intended to acquaint students with various phases of 
country living. It is intended especially to be of assistance to those who 
make their homes in the suburbs and country sections even though their 
occupation may not be farming as such. Special attention will be given 
to gardening. landscaping. soil building, horticulture, poultry, and dairy 
hushandry. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
The courses in this area are designed to p repare students for a 
career in some field of Home Economics, and at the same time give 
cultural and practical knowledge of the essentials of successful home-
making. 
A separate sequence of courses is presented for students who wish 
to go into the field of dietetics and institution management. 
Bachelor of Science With a Major in Home Economics 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
MA.JOR (Home Economics) ................................ 30 hours 
Including 1, 2; 21, 22; 25; 41, 42; 132; 181. 
Minor ................................................ ...................... 18 hours 
Education-Psychology .51 ............ ' ... ........ ........ ... 3 hours 
English 1-2 ........... ............................................ • . 6 hours 
Literature 31, 32 or 41, 42 .......... .............. ...... .. 4 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 required .............................. .. 4 hours 
Health 4, 7, 8 _ ... _ .. _-_ ...... _ ............... _....................... 3 hours 
Natural Sciences-Mathematics ................ _........... 12 hours 
Religion .......... _ ..................... _ ... _....................... 12-16 hours 
Social Science 82 requjredi ........................ _....... ..... 12 hours 
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Two of the followin g courses ,lre required : 
Education 21, Religio n 'i, Health 'i I 
Elect ives- sufficient to make a four.year total 
of 128 semester hours. 
4 hours 
Those who plan to do graduate work in Horne Economics should 
include General Chemistry 1·2 ; Biology 12 and 22; and Economics 71 
,lnd 72. 
Those who wish to prep ,ue for a teaching career should qual if)' 
for teach er certification. See page 79 onward. 
A Bachelo r of Arts degree with a major in Home Economics Illay 
be obta.ined by meeting the additional requirements given nn pages 
44 and 4'). 
Bachelor of Science With a Major in Foods and Nutrition 
COURSE REQUIRI'MI'Nn 
Home Economics majo rs who wish to meet the: requirements fm 
hospita l dieteti c internships approved by the American Dieteti c 
Association must meet the following requirements: 
MA.J OR ( Horne Economics) .... . ....... ... . .... ....... ., 0 hours 
1,2; 2,); 101, 10 2; 161, 162 : 171, 17 2. 
MINOR (Chemistry- including 1·2 ; 81; 171:172) 18 ho urs 
Bllsiness Admini st ration 3 1 .. ... .. ......... .... .... . 3 hours 
Psychology 1 11; 142 ') hours 
English 1·2 .. ... .... ......... .......... . (, hours 
Literature 3 1,32 o r 41,42 ... .. ... .......... .... . 4 hours 
Fine Arts ()O or 61 required ..... ... ... .. .. ... . Ij hou r5 
H ea lth 7. 8 ............ ... ...... . ....... .... . 1 hou r 
Biolo!,')' 12, 22 .. ... ........... .... .. .. . . ...... . ..... .... . 7 hOll rs 
Religion ... _ I 2· I () hOll rs 
Social Science 82 required ... .... . . 12 hours 
Two of the fo llowing courses are required: 
Education 2 1, Religi on 5, Health 5 1 . .. ... .... ... ...... 1 hours 
Electives sufficient to make a four·year total of 128 semester 
hours. 
Sugges ted electives: Horne Economics 2() and 13 2: Economics: 
Psychology: Educatio n courses. 
To meet the requirements fo r American Dietetic Association 
membership in o ther areas of food and nlltrition th e student must meet 
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the specific requirements for American Dietetic Association member· 
ship Plan Ill. This should be arranged by the individual student in 
consultation with the head of the Home Economi cs Department. 
MINOR: Men and women who are majoring in other flelJs lllelY 
take a minor or electives in home economics. A minor in home eco· 
nomlcs requires 18 hours including Home Economics I , 2; 2 1,22 ; 2,). 
A minor .Ill fooJ~ anJ nutrition requires I H hours including 
HOllle Economics 1, 2 ; 2 ) ; 1()1. 
Two-year Curriculum In Home Economics 
A two·year curriculum in Home Economics is offered primarily to 
prepare youn g women for suc<:essful homemaking. 
COURSE REQ UIREMENTS 
Home Ew nomics 1, 2 ; 21,2 2 ; 2,) ; 13 2 ; 4 1,42; IHI 2,) hours 
English 1·2 .. . .. .. . ....... ... . ... .. . 6 hours 
Relig ion ..... .. .. H bOll rs 
Social Science 82 required . ... .. _" .... ... .. ............ .. 10 hours 
Fine Arts () () or 6 1 required .. .. .... .... ... . ... . . .j hours 
Health 4 , 7. 8 ..... .. . ,) hours 
Biology 12 " ........ . .. ,) hours 
Industrial Arts ., I .... ..... ... .. 2 hours 
Electives hours 
FOODS AND NUTRITION 
I . FOODS r:ifll Je lll ", U e r, j bOllr , 
Basic prin , ipil', of food composition . ,e ledio n. and pr~parati,;n . Tw o 
hou.rs lel' ture and one lahoratory per ind "ach wec· k. 
1 . l UTRrnOi'o' S e C" o l/ d Je ll/ e.Ut.!,. 2 b Olln 
Principles of nu trition il nd their a pllication to everyda y li vin,J.:. 
6 . 1'0 00, Secolld ,re lll e r/a. I bOllr 
Princip les of food preparalion and sd ertion with an introductio n to th" 
planning and ser"i re o f meals fo r nurSeS. teachers. and others not taking 
Foods I . Th ree ho urs laho r.lw ry ea ch week. 
2 ~ . M EA l. P LAl';-'; IN(; Pinl J~lIIe .. le r . 3 hOll ,.. 
Pn:requisit(-: Horne Econ,,,niLs I , 2 or by a l'p rm ·a!. 
Menu plannin,J.:. marketing. , mea l p re paration. anJ tah le , cr\' ice . Thre" 
2.ho ur pe riods "adl wl't'k. 
16 . Fooo DHIONSTR ,\TI O :-; Seco"d .I I! III f!.1 !{:r. 2 hour.1 
. Pre requi site: Horne Ec() n()tlli (~ I. 2 or hI' appro,'a!. 
De~ igned to prt:scnt purpO'es. st:lnJa n b. and techniqucs o f food demon· 
s trations with application to te,lch ing. bu si ness. anJ l'ondud ing co()king 
schno l ~ for adult g rnups. Two 2·hour periods each week. 
5 I 
"']()I, IO.!. EXPERIMENT.~L FOODS Two Je1fl(:s/ers, 4 hours 
Prerequisite: Home Ecooomics I, 2. 
Individual and class problems in food preparation , calculating cOsts, pre­
paring and serving meals for special occasions. One hour lecture and one 
laboratory ptriod each wttk. 
I()I. 	ADVANCED NUTRITION FifJl J· i! lIte.r/er, 3 h Olll"s 
Prerequisites: Home Economics J , 2, 25 , and Chemistry 1 and 2 or b)' 
approval. 
A study of the principles of normal nutrition as it applies 10 individuals 
at different ages. Two bours lecture and one laboratory period eacb week. 
162. 	 DIET THERAPY Seco/Jd .remes/er, 3 h Ollrs 
Prerequisites: Home Economics 161. 
A study of the principles of nutrition as applied to physiological conditions 
altered by stress, disease, or abnormalities. Two hours lec·ture and one 
laboratory period each week. 
171: 172 INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT Two semes/en, 6 hou/"s 
A study of quantity cookery, menu planning, institutional equipment, pur­
rhasjng, management-personnel relationships, laboratory experience in 
college food services, and sanitarium and hospital food services. One hour 
lecture each week. Laboratory work by appointment. 
HOME MANAGEMENT AND CHILD CARE 
41. 	 HOME MANAGEMENT Fin! .remeslef, 2 hotJrJ 
A study of family problems and goals with emphasis on planning personal 
and famIly schedules, conserving time and energy, financial plans and 
family housing. 
42. 	ART IN EVERYDAY LIVING Second Jl!lII(JJler, 2 /;o,,/",( 
The study of principles of art as they are related to everyday problems 
such as huuse design and decoration, selection of furniture, Aower arr;lnge­
m~nt, pictures, accessories, and other home furnishings. 
112. 	ApPLIED HOME FURNISHINGS SefOlld Se11leJle .... 3 /J rlflrr 
Laboratory experience in simple upholstering and professional drapery 
making. Two 3-hou1' combined lecture and laboratory periods. 
132. 	CHILD CARE AND DEVELOPMENT Secoltd semester, 3 bOIlY.r 
A study of the younll child , beginning with prenatal care through the years 
of babyhood and early childbood with the family as a background for 
growth and development. The physical, m~ntal, and social development 
studied with special emphasis on nutrition of mother and child. 
181. 	PRACTICE IN HOME MANAGEMENT Either JemeJ/er, 3 hnflrs 
Prere<juisites: Home Economics I, 2, 25, 41. 
EXp>erience in solving problems of family living, care of a home. budgeting, 
laundering, entertaining, planning, marketing. preparing and serving meals 
in the home management apartment for six weeks, projects to be planned 
before and written up after this period. One class period each lI'eek. 
*Not offered 1959-'60. 
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TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 
5. CLOTIiING SELECTION 	 FirJI Je11l t!.fter, 2 hOtly'{ 
Ar tisti c and econ(;mic factors in the selection of adult clothiog; wardrobe 
ne~ds of college girls. A cour;;e for those not taking 22. 
21. 	 CI.OTHING CONSTRUCTION AND TEXTILES Fi rJ/ JemllJ /er, 2 bOilYS 
A cOllrse in fundamental clothing construction. Basic textile principles 
are st lIdied. Colnr, line, and design as related to the figure are studied. 
Use a.nd a Iteration of commercial patterns. One hour lecture and one 
laborator), period each week. 
22. 	CLOT~ I ING CONSTRUCTION AND SEUCTION S"C(Jlld semes/er, 2 bOllrl 
A study of the factors essential to intelligent selection and care of clothing 
with emphasis on suitability of dress, buying of clothes and planning a 
suitable wardrobe, Fundamelltals of construction and fitting are also 
emphasi zed. One hour theoq', three ho urs laboratory each week, 
119. 	TEXTII.ES FirJl .feme.r/er, 2 bOlln 
A study of textile fibers and fabrics and factors influencing their constrlle­
tion, fini sh, and design , Selection and identification for consumer use. 
Two hours lecture. each week, 
':' 121. FLAT PATTER N DESIGN AND DRESS CONSTRUCTION Fir.r/ .felllllJ/a, 2 boms 
Prerequisites: Home Economics 21, 22. 
The use of the basic pattern in dress designing and cons·truction with 
emphasis on fitting. One hour lecture and one laborJtof)' period each week. 
':' 122. TAILORING SN(Jlld .remeJ/a , 2 hr}f//'J' 
Prerequisites: Home Economics 2 1, 22 and 121 or by approval. 
A stuuy of the techn.iques of tailoring and their practical application to 
women's suits and coats. One hour lecture and one labo ratory period 
each week, 
141. 14 2. HOME ECONOMICS SEMINAR Two J~",e.f/el's, 2 bOlln 
A study of problems, research, and trends in the vuiou5 fie lds of home 
economics. Regi stration conditional upon consent of instru cto'!'. 
191 . 	 PROBLEMS IN HOM E ECONOMICS Eilbe.. SemeJle,., 1 or 2 hOlln 
To permit the advanced s tudent maj oring in Home Economics to UO 
individual work in the field under the direction of a staff member. 
LI BRARY SCI ENCE 
93 , 94, THE USE OF BOOKS AND LIBRARIES Tu 'o Selll eJ/er.r , -1 bOllrs 
T <:aches the s tandard practices in all libraries aod the organization of the 
lollege library in particular. Provides ,Icqllaintance with the best books 
(hoth re'erence anu general) in the various fields of knowledge, Im ­
proves scholarship through a knowledge of how to do resea rch, 
95. 	 LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION Fin/ Sem~J/er, 2 h(JIII'" 
Designed to impart a praCtical knowledge of how to organize and ad­
minister a libraf)'; how to select, acquire, and catalog books; and how to 
relate the 
prac tice in 
libruj' to the needs 
the college library. 
of the pupils. Lectures and laboratory 
"Not offered 1959-'60. 
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
The purposes of the courses in Industrial Education are: to prov ide 
opportunity for students to learn at least one trade; to train teachers 
o f industrial arts; and to develop supervisors and plant managers for 
home and foreign mission enterprises. 
Bachelor of Science With a Major in Industrial Education 
COlJRSr:. REQUIREMENTS 
t"IA)OR (Industrial Educa tion) .)0 hours 
Including 1,2 or -4; 17; 97, 9H; 121; 190; 193, 196 
MINOI( (Education recommended) 18 hours 
Business Administration- Accounting 6 hours 
English 1-2 .. ...... . . 6 hours 
Literature 31, 32 or 41, 42 4 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 required -4 hours 
Health 7, 8, 22 ........ ..... . 3 hours 
Natural Sciences- Mathematics 12 hOllrs 
Religion ..... .. ....... __ .. .. ... . .... ... . 12-16 hours 
Social Science 'j 3, ')4 .. ..... .. 12 hours 
Two of the f ullowin,t; courses are required: 
Education 21, Religion 'i, Health 'jJ ..... .. . . .. . .. -4 hours 
Elect·ives-sufficient to make J. four-year total of 128 
semester hours . 
MINOR : A minor in Industrial Education in the Arts and Sciences 
curriculum requires eighteen hours. Course 196 is recommended 
providing one or more first-year laboratory courses have been taken. 
In the Vocational Training prowam as outlined on pages 57, '58, 
credit to a total of four semester hours may be earned to apply on 
a llllllor. 
Teacher Certification: See page 79 for specific re<juirements. 
All Industriall Education majors and pre-eng. students are re(Juired 
to own a drawing kit consisting of suitable drawing instruments-trio 
angles, scales, T-s<juare, and drawing board . 
Due to the variation in the types of content included in these 
(ourses, the following tabulation is given to indicate the time require­
ments for credits. Figures in parenthesis indicate hours in preparation: 
1 period per week (2) 18 weeks semester hour 
2 perioJs per week (1) 18 weeks semester hour 
3 periods per week «()) 18 weeks semester hour 
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GRAPH Ie ARTS 
1. }1\ STRL:ME l'\TA L DR .\ \'i/ lf\; t. 	 Fin l . r: lIl t f / er. :1 bOll r.l 
D esigned to give fundamenta l tra ining in th" use o f instruments. and in 
the selection of equipment and d rawing materia./ s; tr aining in s),stu ns 
of pro jection and dimensioning pract ice. One hou r lect ure: and thr"" hOllr' 
Iahora to ry each week. 
2. ~1ECHAN ICA I. DRA\XlING 	 5ecflnd IUJJ£'JIt' r, :: hll ll n 
Prerequisite: Instrumenta l Draw ing I or equi va knt. 

D es igned to acquaint students with hasic machine elements, spec ia l prac­

tices ;lnd fields. One- hour kctm" and thret· hour, lahoratory each wl·c:k . 

•1. ARCHITECT U RA l. D RN""II': G 	 Sd,," d l e1llfUI'r. 2 bOll I'S 
Prerequi s ite::: Instru mental Drawing I , o r a he,ginn ing cours" in Mechanical 
Drawin;.;. 
A Survey of the fi dd in its va rious phases, and th" "(quisi tion o f a wo rkin,l( 
knowledg e of technique, symbols , materi a ls, plan reading , tracing, and 
hlue-printing. One hour Iectur" and three hours lahora to ry each wC'ek. 
il() ,~. A DVANCED M EC HA N ICAL DRA W I NG Fi,.,1 (emcJlel', 2 bOIl r.< 
Prer~quisite : Instrumental ,ln J Met' hanical Dra wing 1, 2, or t'q ui\'al~nt. 
Th" prot'csse.s to he studied are: isometric d rawing, ohlique drawing , inter­
sections, and set'tional views, ma p and topographical drawing, seacraft a nd 
aircra ft drawings, detail s, and tracin,l(s. Six hours su perv ised labo ra tory 
each we~k , 
10 <1 . AOVAJ\'CEO AR C HITE CT URAL DRA\l(' ING SecoNd Jel'l/ eJ/e,- . ~ /.)(J1I 1'.I 
Prerequisites: Instrumental and Architectural Drawing 1, 4 . or their 
equi va lent. 
Students will he expected to work out for a full- ~ il(' structure :\ (omplt"le 
, et of plans, details, specifications , hill o f materials and Iahor. and total 
costs. Six hours supervised lahoratory ~ach week. 
17 . 	F UI':-DAMENTALS O F TYPOGRAPHY Fil'..-I J""'''J/ "I', 3 hOIll'f 
Simple printing fundamental s, typesetting , platen presswo rk . Essential 
knowledge to prepare a stud"nt for emplo)'tn" nt in the Co llege Press the 
second semester. Students with prev ious printing expe ri ence ma l' he e lll­
ployed in the Press concurrently with the first semt'ster 's cl ass work. 
Instead of laho ratory one may satisfy the laborato ry requireme nt hy working 
under supervision with regular pay a tota l of 255 hours in the Press. 
18 . 	 FU N DAMENTALS OF TY POGRA P HY Secolld JOli eJlel'. 3 hO li n 
Prerequisite : Graphic Arts 17. 
Work is concentrat"d on "ol11positio n and presswork with spec ia l con­
sideration for proper grouping and spacing o f jobs,. layout and desig n, 
and presswork. 
67. 	PROOFREA!)J N G AND PROOFROOM TE CH N IQ U ES Fi r .a .. "meJIa, 2 hO"I'.i 
A survey of the fundamenta ls of proofreading and copy prepa r;ltio n, the 
study of fIlles and prani('es regarding book, magazine, and newspaper pub­
lishing, and joh wo rk. Includes on-the-joh practice in handling actual 
I'wo froom probkms. Open to men and ",(tllwn . Credits fo r thi s cou"" 
( an he applied on an English ma jor. 
t Will h" offe red on d<:mand . 
CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN 
11. 	GENERAL WOODWORKING FirJI Jellle.l1er, 2 bOlln 
The study of hand and machine tool processes, with opportunity for work­
ing out selected projects in the laboratory. The use and care of tooh. 
selection of projects, shop ske:ching. One hour lecture and three hours 
laboratory each week. 
12. 	GENERAL W OODWORKING Second Je1lJl'Jler, 2 hoJ/l" 
The study of hand and machine tool processes. with opportunity for work­
ing out selected projects in the laboratory. The use and care of tools. 
selection of projects, shop sketching, finishing processes, and finishing, 
designing furniture, matching grain, selection of hardware. and methods of 
displaying finished products. One hnur lecture and three hours laboratory 
each week. 
97,98. ApPRECIATION OF DESIGN 	 Two SCllle.fler.. , 4 hOllr,r 
This course is designed to give special attention to appreciation and design 
as applied to Industrial Education in general. 
121. 	BUILDING TECHNOLOGY Fi/'JI JellleJ/£'I' , .3 hOll" 
Study o·f various types of structures; natural and manufactured building 
materials; architectural expression and basic mechanical and electrical 
structural installations. A notebook will bt- required. Advanced training in 
techniques current in the field of machine woodworking. Three hnurs 
lecturt- each week. 
i'133, 134. CABINET AND FURNITURE MAKING Two .rellleJ/efJ. 4 bOil'" 
Prt-requisite: General \1(/oodwnrking 11 and 12, or equivalent. 
One hour lecture and three hours Iahqratory eacb week. 
METALS AND MECHANICAL ARTS 
1.5. 	 16. GENERAL METALS TUJo JellteJ/er.' , 4 bOlln 
Principles and practice of electric anJ oxy-acetylene gas wdding; use of 
cutting tools and other marhint-s, and hard tools used in metal working. 
51. 	 AUTO MECHANICS Fi,..fl se1Jlt'sln, 2 bOil,., 
A general course in the fundamental principles of gasoline engines. their 
design, timing, cooling, carburetion, and lubrication; autnmnbile bndy 
designs, makes and models. One hour lecture and three hour labn·ratory 
per week. 
t141, 142. ELECTRIC AND OXy-ACETYLENE WELDING Two Je ll/ellen, 4 bOlln 
Prerequisite: Courses 15, 16, or equivalent. 
Designed to give advanced skill in the process, use, and fusing of metals , 
their characteristics under colJ aod beat, various technical designs and use 
of tin plates, servicing and care of equipment. One hour lecture and three 
hours laboratory per week. 
t \Xfi II he o/Iered on demand. 
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER TRAINING 
51. 	 PRACTICAL HOME ARTS FirJ/ Je llle.r ler 2 bOllT, 
A course designed to prepare teachers in methods and materials used in 
teaching horne mechanics , and gardening. Important to all eJem"ntary 
kachers for teaching vocational subjects. 
19(). 	 I KDl:STRIAL ARTS PROBLEMS F.i l'Jl or Jecofld J(:.lTteJ/er, / or 2 bOflfJ 
A study of particular problems in the industrial arts lidd. A term paper 
is required. 
193. 	 I KDllSTRIAL EDUCATION METH ODS AN D ANALYSIS Fir.f/ .remer/a. " /Jolin 
A study of the particular problems of administration in the lidd of 
InJustrial Education with some emphasis on analysis techniques for in · 
structors. A term paper is required . 
19(; . 	 HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS Second Jemes/e/" 3 !JOllrJ 
The study of the development and proper place of InJustrial Education . 
The student formulates and presents in written forlll his nwn personal 
philosophy of Industrial Education. 
VOCATIONAL TRAINING 
The vocational training program was established for the purpose 
of giv:ng opportunity to students to Jearn a trade while working in the 
College Industries to pay for their formal education. It is also designed 
to be of interest to those students who do not desire to go all the way 
thro,.lg :l college, but who want to broaden their social and intellectual 
experience for several years beyond the high school level. 
A total of eight semester hours of credit may be counted on the 
Bachelor of Science curriculum in Industrial Education. Four semester 
hours of credit from this program will satisfy the vocational require. 
ment of all cUfr.ieula. 
For e:lCh semester hour of credit, the student will have to present 
a cumulative record in his trade book of 270 hours of supervised work 
in the respective industr),. Tuition charges will be at the same rate as 
for other academic credits. Work done be the students in the industrial 
or ser\'ice departments will receive the regular rate of pay. 
In addition to the required supervised work, each student ~<II be 
assigned collateral readings and be required to render reports covering 
subjects related to the industry in which he is earning credit. Regular 
on-the-job conferences with the supervisor, as well as speciall), arranged 
formal conferences or lectures are also required. Passing grades are 
given for the prompt fulfillment of collateral assignments , faithfulness 
in meeting work appointments, and an ever-increasing skill in the trade 
which the student is studying. 
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The iollowinJ! vocational training classes will be offered. A maxi­
mum ()f two hou rs may be earned in each. 
NOTE FOR TH E FOLLOWINC COURSES: One c lass period per munth, 
270 JO,t:ped hours of supervised work per semester. 
M AINTEN ANCE AND CONSTH lICTION 
'I. ·1. PLANT M .'INTENAl'-:CE Eac h .relllr.,Ia. I /J o llr 
. It is high i" recommended that the student take Mechani,"i Dr;,win,l: 
r' rt'violls l ~' Of concurrently. 
PH INTIN(, 
, 5 . 86 PRESSWORK Each felJleil(:',.. I or 2 hour i 
H7. HR. ADVAl'-:CED COM POSITlOl'-: I~((h rt:' fllt' .(/tr, 1 or 2 lu, II,'.! 
185 . 186. A D\,Al'-:CED PRES~W()RK EeI'-/:. .rnlleJler. I h our 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

X' AYNJ: VANJ>EVUtE , A(lill!; Cbdinll"lI; THLRESA BJUCKMA~. RALPH 
DAVll>SON 
"Not one business nun now connected with the cause needs to be 
,[ novice. Men of promise in business lines sbould develop lnd perfect 
their talents by most thorough study and training. They shoLdd Ix: en­
(ouraged to place themsel\'es where, as students. they can rapidly g,lin 
a knowledge of right business principles and methods. " - -J"eJli"' fwid 
I f) Ihe Chllr(h. Vol. 7, page 24R . 
Bachelor of Ads With a Major in Business Administration 
and Economics 
COURSL REQUJREMENTS 
MAJOR (Business and Economics) 30 ll(lurs 
Including 31 :32 ; 71,72; and 61:02; 102, 112 ; 
129,130; 175; or 55, '56; 129, 130; 141; 175. 
MINOR 18 hours 
English 1-2 (, hours 
Literature 31, 32 or 41. 42 4 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 required ...... .. .... . . 4 hours 
Foreign Language . (,- 14 hours 
Health 7, 8 ... . hour 
Natural Sciences-Mathematics I 2 hours 
Religion 12-16 hours 
Social Science 12 hours 
Vocational- Typewriting 13 or 14 ... .. .. . 4 hours 
Two of the following courses are required: 
Education 21, Religion 5, Health ') I 4 hou rs 
Electives-sufficient to make a four-year total of 128 
semester hou rs. 
Bachelor of Science in Accounting 
(Leading to Certified Public Accountant Exami nations) 
COlJR~E REQUIREMENn 
J {AJOR (Accounting) 48 hours 
Including 31:32; 71, 72; 61 :(,2; 5), 56 ; 102; 
112; 131:132; 160; 171; 191 , 192 ; 195. 
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'(MINOR ..... .......... .... .. . ......... ........... .... .. . . 18 hours 
En,~lish 1·2 .......... .... .. ... ... . 6 hours 
Literature 31, 32 or 41,42; and Speech') .... ....... . 6 hours 
fine Arts 60 or 61 required .. ... .... ..... . . 4 hours 
Health 7, 8 ... .. ... .. . ... .. ... .. ... .. .. ... . . hour 
Natural Science ..... ................ ..... .. .. .. .... ... . 12 hours 
Religion ....... ....... ... ... . . 12·16 hours 
Secretarial Science 13, 14; 74; 76 ... ..... ... ....... . 7·9 hours 
Social Science 53, 54 ....... ....... .... ... .......... .... ...... . 8 hours 
Vocational- Typewriting 13 or 14 . 4 hours 
Two of the following courses are required: 
Education 21, Religion 5, Health 51 .... ' .. ' 4 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make a four-year total of 128 
hours. 
Bachelor of Science With a Major in Business Adm:nistration 
COURSE REQUIRHIENT~ 
MAJOR (Accounting and Business) ............ 40 hours 

Including 31 :32; 71 , 72; Secretarial Science 14, 74, 76. 1f 
emphasis is on Accounting add 61 :62; 102, 112, 175. If em­
phasis is on Business add 55,56; 129, no; 141, 17'). 

MINOR ........ ... ............ .. ....... . .... ...... .. 18 hours 

English 1-2 ... ... ...... . 6 hours 

Lterature 31, :,2, or 41, 42 ... .. .. .. .. ... .... 4 hours 

Fine Arts 60 or 61 required ...... .. .. .... . . _. 4 hours 

Health 7, 8 .......... .... hour 

Natural Sciences- Mathematics ... .. .. .......... .... ....... 12 hours 

Religion. .... ... .. ... .. ... ... ... .......... 12·16 hours 

Social Science .. ... ... . ... .. ... . .. .. .. ... 12 hours 

Vocational- Typewriting U or 14 ... .. 4 hours 
Two of the following courses are required: 
Education 21, Religion 'i, Health 51 ....... ....... 4 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make a four· year total of 128 
semester hours . 
Students who wish to teach and be endorsed in General Business 
should follow the teacher-training program as noted on page 81. 
MINOR: A minor in Business and Economics requires eighteen 
hours, including Accounting 31 : 32 and Economics 71 , 72. 
tDue to the heav), requirements In accounting it is recommenJeJ that the 
stuJent minor in religion. 
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ACCOUNTING 

11. SECRETARIAL ACCo\; NTING 	 Finl JemeJ/t!I'. 3 hOll,.s 
A study of the fundamental rrinciples of accounting as applied to mercan­
tile and personal service enterrrises. Two types of personal service enter­
pris"s are take.l up, namely, professional and business. This course is 
specifically designed to meet the needs of the secretarial and clerical 
students. Two hours lecture" three hours laboratory, each week. 
31:32. 	PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING Two .femes/er.r, 6 bOlln 
A course in the fundamentals of accounting applied. 
61 :62 INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING Two xemes/en. 6 bOIlI'J 
Prerequisite: Accounting 31 : 32. 
A course in accounting principles applied to meH'handising and industrial, 
enterprises in the partnership and corporate forms. Two hours lecture, 
three hours laboratory, each week. 
67. PRINCIPLES OF DENOMINATIONAL ACCOUNTS AND RECORDS 
Finl sellle.rlel', 2 hOI(l'.!' 
A (Ourse designed to acquaint the student with the accounting and financial 
records of Snenth-day Adventist denominational institutions. induding 
local churches, conferences, academies, Book and Bible Houses and sani­
tariums. Credit will nnt apply on a major in the Business area. 
* 102. COST ACCOUNTING S<'(olld .remeJ/er. 3 J;rmI'J 
Prt'requisite: Accounting 61. 
The general principles of job order and process cost accounting. including 
the control of burden. Standard costs and budgets are given attention. 
112. 	ADVANCED ACCOUNTING Secolld .feme.r/er, .3 hOll/'r 
Prerequisite: Accounting 61 :62. 
Consideration of problems concerned with consolidated financial statements, 
partnerships, businesses in financial difficulty, estates and trusts. 
*131: 132. GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING Two uII/Hler..., 4 hOlll'''' 
Prerequisite: Accounting 61 :62. 
A course designed to show and expl;lin the accounting principles and 
procedures applicable to both state and local governments, including 
(ouoties, townships, cities and villages, school districts, and (ertain in­
stitution, such as hospitals, colleges and universities. 
160. 	AUDITING Seco /ld semer/e/" 3 hOIlI'." 
Prerequisite: Acmunting 61: 62. 
Accepted standards and procedures applicable to auditing and related 
types of public accounting work. 
171. 	 FEDERAL INCOME TAXES Fil'Jl Jellle.""'''', 4 hOI/I'." 
Prerequisite: Accounting 31: 32. 
This course of study is designed to provide a comprehensive explanation 
()f the Federal Tax structure, and to provide training in the application 
of the tax principles to specific problems. 
The attention of the student is directed mainly to those taxes applicable to 
the Federal Government, which includes the Income Tax. S(1)cial Security. 
Estate an.1 Gift Tax. Mention is made of State and L(1(;ll taxes applirable 
to the State 0' Tennessee. 
*Not offered 1959-'60. 
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IH 2. 	 ACCO li NTI NG SnTEMS S,'colld .femer/vr, 1 hour" 
Prerequisites: Acco unting 6 1, 102. 
A "t udy of the problems involved in the design and installalion nf 
accou nting sys tems, including the systematizing and detailing of clerical 
Jel'artments of a hu siness. A c« )un(s, forms. report s, chart s, and other 
materials needeJ will be prepared. 
19 1. 	 192 . C. P.A. Rr,Vlli W PROBI.EMS T fi' f) Jell/erlerf, () /.7,,,,,..[ 
Prer<:quisite: By permi ssion of instructor, 
* 195. S1TDY IN A CCOUNTI NG THEORY F>"'I re m e,r/er, 3 h""rJ 
Pr<:requi,site: A ccounting 6 1: 62 . 
A s tudy of ac('()u nting concept.s in the light of current trends, with 
eJl1!,has is on the devt'lopment of ac<o unting theory as exemplified by the 
accountin1( research hulletins of the Ameri can Institute of Certified Puhl ic 
A ccoun tants. 
ECONOMICS AND GENERAL BUSINESS COURSES 
A major rell uirement is made lip of suitahle courses in econOIllIO, 
accountin g, and business . For a detailed sta tement of the major .tnd the 
minor reguirements in this field see pages 'iY, 60. 
-'j, 5(,. Bl'SINESS L~\X' 	 TU 'fJ HmtirJ"r,I, -i hO/J" 
The nature and suci ,d functions of law; social (ontrol through law; the 
i;lw of (omm e[cial tran:"ac tion.'i and hll~ines~ organization. 
7 1. 72, PRINCIPLEs O F ECONOMICS 	 Two J t' ffleJJ f:' rl, o lu)/" , 
A :-iurvey cou rse in the fun damental s of (:'( onomics; th t" institutions, forces~ 
and folctors affecti ng production, eva luati on . exchange. ,JOJ distrihution ,)f 
w e,d lh in modern so(' ietv . 
*il2. 	ST.'TISTICS Secol1d .f fl ll/el/ e ,., 3 /;o/Jr r 
Prerequisite: Mathema ti cs II or pe rm iss ion of instruclof. 

A -,,<:ncral SUf\'er o f the fidd of statistical prnceJures and techniq ues , wi th 

major em phasis upon the usc and inte rpretation of stati sti ca l dal" and 

th e mechanics of computation . 

129, 	130. M,o,RKETI I'G .,. U'O .1'"111 " .I I £' ff , 4 h Oll n 
Prerequisite: E,'onomic, 7 1 requ ired anJ 72 relO mmen ded. 

The ti rst semester incluJes fundamental s, anJ empha sis is o n the retail ing 

;1I'ea o f marke ting. The scconJ semeste r is largely conce rn ed with personal 

sel ling in the marketing .lfea. 

':' I _n . S,UES M,o, NS HII' FirJI relllt'J/ er , 2 hOll rs 
.A stll dy o f Ihe principles underlying the personal selling process in rela tion 
10 modern sales prartices, 
" 13R. A DVE RTISI NG 	 Sf!COlld rem (! f /t'l" ) ] bOllfl 
Prerequisite: Enmomics 7 1 
Sa les ma nship principles as applied to advertising , Analysis a nd p reparati on 
of various types of aJvertising. Study of ~dvert i si n-" media. Principles vf 
advertisin,g (a nlra i .~ n o rganization . 
" Not offerl·d 1 9~9- ·(,0. 
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* 139 . MONEY AND il"~KIN(; 	 FIr.lI Je !!l eJJl!r. J boun 
Prerequi~ite: Economi cs 71. 72. 

Mediums of exchange, monel' and crcdit. h,lnks and thei r services . the 

rederal Reserve System. and other fina;1cial institutions are considered . 

• J 40 . ADVANCED B US INESS ECONOMIC.S S£'(f) !/d,emefler, .J fJou" 
Prerequisite: Economic, 71. 72. 
Applica tion of economic analysis I.() the solution of hu.siness prohlems. Con­
sideration of the nature and functions of husiness profits. the analysis .,f 
demand and of costs. the dete rmination of I'rices , price policies. etc 
'·il. 	B US INESS ANL) OI'I'ICI' MAl'>AGH11'l'>T fin'! .fOlle.fler. .3 hOll'.' 
Major emphasis is placed on application of husiness management prin­
ciples ttl the prohlems of the .small business man and nn the organizing o f 
husiness "nd secretarial tlffices. Attc'ntion is given to the training of office 
employees. selection of equipment. aod Row of work through the office. 
J41. 	H CS INESS POLI CY AND M.\NA GE MENT Secoud l e !!l eXle r, .3 bOllrs 
An "n"lysis of busine.ss policies viewed from tlw standpoint of the fun e­
tional characteristic.. ) of rnanagcluent rroC"ess(;.')s and current ethics. 
147. 	 PERSONNEL ADMI~ISTR"TION Pinl Je!!le,l"/er. 2 hOlln 
An introduction to the organization, training, rnotivation, and direction o f 
employ"es with a view to mainta.ining their productivity and morale at 
high levels. Among topics covered arC: sdedion. training. compensation 
and financial inc"nti"". work .standards . techniques of supervision and 
leadership . 
5eollld rt'II' f! .l/ e r, 3 I.w"rJ 
Prer<:qui site : Accounting 6 1 :(,2. 
A :; tudy of the fundamental principle, of financial (Jrgani<ation . Emphasis 
on instruments of finance. policies of capitalization. problem, pertaining to 
workin.'; capital. :lnd (orporate expansion and reorgani za tion . 
• I '56. PRIl'>CIPU:S 01' il'>SURANC F 
A study of in su r;lOce contrad , underwriting or,ganizations, anJ insuran(.."l' 
representation :lnd procedure..;. 
I 'i . BCSINESS ADMI N ISTR t\TIOl'> PROKl.cM S Pinl ("!!I erler. 2 hl)u rJ 
A seminar cou"e in man"gt'ment problems including budgets ,lOci fin"ncial 
r('port'. 
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
The courses in this area of study arc design ed to prepare young 
men and young women for work as office secretaries primarily 111 
denominational in st itutions and for office work in general. 
*Not offered 1959.'(,0. 
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Bache!or of Science With a Major in Secretarial Science 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
MAJOR (Secretarial Science) ...... ......... .... ...... ...... . 30 hours 
Including 40, .51, 55, 56; 63, 64; 72, 74, 76, 109, 
127 or 112; 128. 
Courses 9. 10, 13 , 14 do not apply toward this major. 
MINOR ...... ........ ......... ............ ... ............... .. ... ...... 18 hours 
Business Administration J I or 31. 71, 72; 141 12 hours 
Education-Psychology 51 .......... ..... .......... ... 3 hours 
English 1·2 ..... .. .... .. .. .................... .... .. .. ....... 6 hours 
Literature 31, 32 or 41, 42 .... ... ... .. .. ..... .... .... ..... 4 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 requi red .... .... .... ..... .. .... .... ..... 4 hours 
Health 7, 8 . ....... ... ........ .... .. ........ hour 
Natural Science-Mathematics .. .. .... .. ............... ... 12 ho~lrS 
Religion .. ...... ....... ........ .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. . 12·16 hours 

Social Science 53, 54 .......... ........ ... .... ...... .. .. .. ..... 12 hours 

Two of the following courses are required: 
Education 21, Religion 5, Health 51 .... .. ..... ...... 4 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make a four.year total of 128 
semester hours . 
Bachelor of Science With a Major in Medical Secretarial Science 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
MAJOR (Secretarial Science) .. ... ..... 30 hours 

Including 40,51, 55, 58; 63,64; 73,74,76, 77, 
78,128,136,177,178 . Courses 9,10,13, 14 do 
not apply toward this major. 

MINOR .............. .............. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... ...... .... .... ...... 18 hours 

Business Administration 11 or 31,71 , 72; 14 1 ... 12 hours 

Education-Psychology 51 .... ......... ......... . 3 hours 

English 1·2 ............ .. ......... ........ .. ... .. .. ...... ... .. ...... .. . 6 hours 

Literature 31, 32 or 41, 42 ... .... .... .................. .... .. 4 hours 

Fine Arts 60 or 61 required .... .... ......... .. .... 4 hours 

Health 7, 8, 22 .. ............ .. ............ .. .... .. ..... ........ .... .. . 3 hours 

Natural Scjences-Mathematics 11: 12; 22 .... .. ...... 12 hours 

Religion .......................... ............................ ...... 12·16 hours 

Social Science 53, 54 ......... .................. ........... ... ... 8 hours 

Two of the following courses are required: 
Education 21, Relig.ion 5, Health 51 .................... 4 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make a four.year total of 128 
semester hours. 
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Two-year Diploma Requirements in Secretarial Science 
COURSE REQUIRHI ENTS 
'ecretarial Science: 9t, lO'i', 13t, 14t, 40, 51,55, 'i6; 
63, 64; 72, 74, 76 .. .... ..... ......... ............ .... .. .. .. 32 hours 
Business Administration 11 or 31, 55 5 hours 
Education-Psychology 51 .. ' .. .... ..... .. 3 hours 
English 1·2 ........ ..... ... .. . .. ... .... ....... ,.... . . , .. ,.. . 6 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 required .. .. .. . ....... ...... ... 2 hours 
Health 7, 8 ... . .. ... .. ......... ..... .. ... ... . _ ............ ... hour 
Religion .. 6 hours 
Social Science 2 hours 
Electives- sufficient to make a two· year total of 64 
semester hours. 
Two-year Dip!oma Requirements in Medical Secretarial Science 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
Secretarial Science: 9t, lOt, l3t, 14t, 40, 51, 55, 58; 
63, 64; 73, 74, 76, 77, 78 ...... ............... . . 35 hOLirs 
Biology 11, 12 ........... ... .... ......... ... ... ...... . . 6 hours 
Business Administration 11 or 31 ... ... ...... ... .. . 3 hours 
Education- Psychology 51 ... .. .. .... .. ...... ... . . 3 hours 
English I· 2 . .. . .. .. .. .. ..... .... . " 6 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 required 2 hours 
Health 7, 8, 22 .. 3 hours 
Religion ... 6 hours 
Social Science ... 2 hours 
Electives sufficient to make a two·year total of 6~ 
semester hours. 
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE MINOR: Eighteen hours. Required courses: 
Secretarial Science 55, 56, or equivalent, 63, 64, and 72. Secretarial 
Science 9, 10, 13, 14 , do not apply. 
MEDlC,\L SECRETARIAL SCIENCE MINOR: Eighteen hours. Re<juired 
courses: Secretarial Science 55, 58, or equivalent, 63, 64 , and 73. Secre· 
tarial Science 9, 10, 13, 14 do not apply. 
9. 	 SHORTHAND Fin/ Jemu/e.-. 4 brillf .i 
Prerequisite: Senetari.' Science 13 must be taken roncurrently with this 
(Ourse unless the student has had the equivalent. 
Fundamental principles of Gr<:g,g Shorthand simplilieti. Five class periods 
each week. 
tThis requirement may be met by havin,g hi,gh school (;ql1ivalents. 
10. 	SHORTHANO SeeD/ii semesler, 4 hOllrs 
Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 9, or equivalent to one unit of high school 
shorthand. Secretarial Science 14 must be taken concurrently with this 
course unless the student has had the equivalent. 

Five class periods each week. 

13. 	TYPEWRITING Firsl semesler, 2 hOlir.. 
Five class periods each week. One practice period 3 week is required . 
Students who have had 1/2 unit of high school typewriting may receive 
1 hour. Teacher to be consulted for entrance date. 
14. 	TYPEWRITING Secol1d semester, 2 hOllrs 
Prerequisite : Secretarial Science 13, or equivalent of one unit of high Sdlool 
t\'pewriting. 

Five class periods each week. One practice period a week is required. 

20. 	CLERICAL PRACTICE Second Jemeslt!r, .3 hOflu 
A course designed to develop office initiative and efficient service. The stu­
dent will learn to perform work related to office machines, filing, mailing. 
telephoning, and meeting callers as well as personality development, J.,>ood 
grooming, alld etiquette. Three class periods and two hours laborator\, 
each week. 
23 , 24. BUSINESS ENGLISH Two semeslen, 6 hO"".r 
A course designed for the prospective office worker, stressing spelling, 
punctuation, grammar. pronunciation and letter writing. This course may 
not be substituted for English I, 2. 
40. 	 fILING Eilher Jemeiler; 2 /Jolin 
A (ourse in the theory and practice of modern systems of filing. 
51 . VOICE TRANSCRIPTION Eilber SeIne.rfer, 1 hOllr 
Prerequisites : Secretarial Science ]4; permISSIOn. 
A course in the operating of voice-writing equipment with emphasis on 
mailable transcriptions. Three laboratory hours each week. 
55. 	 INTERMEOIATE SHORTHAND (ADVANCED) Firsl semester . .3 hOllrs 
Prerequisite: "C" standing in Secretarial Science 10; simuluneous regis­
tration, Secretarial Science 63. 

Four class periods each week. 

56. 	 IKTERMEOIATE SHORTHANO (ADVANCED) SeCONd semeJl er, 3 /;ollrJ 
Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 55 or equivalent; simultaneous registration, 
Secretarial Science 64. 

FolIC class periods each week. 

58. 	MWICAL SHORTHAND Secolld Jf!llIe.rler. 3 bOllrs 
Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 55 or equivalent, simultaneous registration, 
Secretarial Science 64. 
A study of shorthand outlines for medical terms-their pronunciation, their 
spelling, and their meaning. Four class periods each week. 
63. 	SECRETARIAL TYPEWRITING AND TRANSCRIPTION Firs! .remesler, 2 bOllrJ 
Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 14 or two units of high school type­
writing. Simu.ltaneous registration, Secretarial Science 55. 
A course in rapid transcription from shorthand notes. Emphasis is also 
placed on special letter-writing problems, tabulation. manuscripts . Five 
class periods each week. One practice period is required. 
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64. 	SECRETARIAL TYPEWRITING AND TlIANSCRll'TlON Secol/d semester, 2 hOllrs 
Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 63; Simultaneous registration, Senetarial 
Science 56 or 58. 
Mailable transcripts. Special attention given to practice in preparing type­
written uutlines, report~, theses. and bibliographies. Five class periods each 
week. One practice period is required. 
71. 	 SECRETARIAL DEVELOPMENT Second sel!lest~r, 2 hOllrs 
Prerequisite: Ten hours of Secretarial Science, or the consent of the 
instructor. 

A study of bu. iness ethics. procedures, and techniques used by the secretary. 

73. 	 MEDIC,\L SECRETARIAL DEVELOPMENT Fir..-t semester, 2 hours 
Prerequisite: Ten hours of Secretarial Science. or the consent of the 
instructor. 
A course to prepare students to take care of the specialized duties in a 
phrsician's office. 
74. 	BUSINESS COMMUNICATION Secolld semester, 3 houl'.l 
Prerequisite: English 1-2. 
A study and application of the m(ldern pradices in. oral and written business 
communication. Accuracy in grammar, .,pelling, and punctuation, and the 
writing of well-knit sentences and ckar paragraphs are taught as a means 
of effective expression in business-letter wrting. 
76. 	 BliSINESS MACHINES Second semes/a, 2 hOJlfJ 
Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 13, or equivalent. 
The theory of and practice in the use of the fo.[[owing office machines: key­
driven and rotary calculators, full keyboard and ten-key adding listing 
machines, stencil. and direct-proct's, duplicator>. One class period and 
three hours laboratory each week. 
77. 	LABORATORY SERVICE AND OFFICE NURSIl\:G Firs/ Jem~.r/el', 2 hOllrs 
Prerequisite: Ten hOurs of Secretarial Science or. the consent of the 
instructor. 
This course is designed to give instruction in office nursing 'techniques; 
such as sterilization, hypodermics, medicines, contagious diseases, preparing 
patients for examination, and doing simple laboratory tests. One class 
period and two hours laboratory each week. 
78. 	CLINICAL OffICE PRACTICE Second u.meSler, 1 hOllr 
Prerequisites: Secretarial Science 73 and 77. 
This course is based on supervised practice in ha~dling actual medical 
office routine. Three hours of laborator), work each week. 
*109. SHORTHAND R~PORTING Fir.rl semeJler, 3 hOllrs 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of Secretarial Science (including courses 55, 
56, 63, and 64 or equivalent). Must be enrolled concurrently in Secretarial 
Science 127. 

Rapid dictation of congressional and otJlt'r technical materials. 

112. 	DENOMINATIONAL REPORTING Second JemeJter. 3 hOllrs 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of Secretarial Science (including courses 55 , 
56, 63, and 64, or equivalent). Must be enrolled concurrently in Secre­
tarial Science 128. 
*Not offered 1959-'60. 
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*127, 128. A[)VANCED TRANSCRIPTION Fir.rl .rerne.r/er, J bl)/II' 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of Secretarial Science (including ccmrses ~5. 
56, 63, and 64, or equivalent). Must be enrolled concurrently in Secretaftal 
Science 109, or 1 12, qr 136. 
136. 	ADVANCED MEDICAL DICTATION Secolld JeJlJeJ/er, 3 bOllI" 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of Secretarial Science (including courses 5). 
58,63, or 64, or equiv.tlent). Must be enrolled ,,:onrurrently in Serretarial 
Scienre 128. 
A course emphasizing medical terminology and continuation of sl>t'cial 
medical dictation of terhnical case histories, medical news articles , and 
lectures. 
*]) 1. ADVANCED OFFICE MACHINES Fir.rl JerneJler, 1 II) 3 bo",...­
A course designed for students who wish to specialize on particular office 
machines. One class period and tbree hours laboratory a week for each 
semester hour of credit. 
.~ 174. ApPLIED SECRETARIAL PRACTICE Eilb(Cr lirJI or Jeumd .remeJ/er, 1103 bo",..1 
Prerequisite: For serretarial science majors and prospective business teachers. 
This course is based on an activity program which provides practical 
experience in representative types of office situations. 
177. 	 MEDICAL SECRETARIAL PROCEDURES Firsl JellleJ/e,.. 2 !Jolin 
Prerequisites: Secretarial SC'ience 73. 77, 'lnd 78, Or equivalent. 
A course designed to prepare students for advanced duties in a clinical 
offire or hospital office. 
17H. 	 MEDICAL WORK EXPERIENCE SEMINAR Suond Je!lle.rler , 2 b li lln 
This course is designed to give actual medical secretarial experience before 
the graduate is railed upon for pro'essional performance. To be taken 
either off or on the campus. 
I H1. 	 SECRETARIAL PROBLEMS Eilbe,. /inl (I I' Jecolld .reffleJler, 1 0,. 2 !Jolin 
Prerequisite: Open only to seniors majoring in Secretarial Science. 
Problems are assigned ac(()rding to til(' experienct· and interests of the 
student. 
One-year Course in Clerical Training 
COURSE REQUIRE1IIENTS 
Secretarial Science: 13, 14, 20, 23, 24, 40 15 hours 
Business Administration 11 .. .. .... .. . 3 hours 
Religion ....... . 4 hours 
Psychology 51. . ....... ... . . 3 hours 
Speech 5 .. ... .. . ... .... .... ... . ........ ... .. ... . . . 2 hours 
Physical Education I hour 
Electives ..... ..... .. ... ... ... . 4 hours 
This one-year course in Clerical Training is designed to prepare 
students from the secondary schools for general office work. The student 
will receive training in the use of voice-writing machines, adding 
machines, and duplicating machines. 
A certificate wil'l be given upon completion of this course. 
"Not offered 1959-'60. 
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COMMUNICATION ARTS 

CLY[)E G. BUSHNELL, CbclirmclII ; OTTO CHRISTENSEN, OLIVIA DEAN, 
GOR[)ON HYDE, EVLYN LINDBERG, HARRY LUNDQUIST, 
GORDON MA[)(;WICK, WILLlArv' TAYLOR 
ENGLISH 
MA)OR: A major 10 English shall consist of 34 hours, including 
Freshman Composition, four hours of Communications, Survey of 
American Literature, Survey of English Literature and Advanced Gram­
mar. In addition , English History or its e9uivalent is re9uired. Students 
planning to teach are strongly urged to take Problems in the Teaching 
of Reading and the course Directed Observation and Teaching. 
MINOR: A minor in English re9uires 21 semester hours, including 
freshman Composition, Survcy of American Literature, and Advanced 
Grammar. 
Bachelor of Arts With a Major in English 
COURSE REQUIRF/o.IENTS 
MA)OR (English) ....... ..... .... 34 hours 

Includ ing: See paragraph above. 
MINOR in Education recommendcd . 18 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 re9uircd 4 hours 
Forcign Language ... ... .. .. .." 6·14 hours 
Health 7, 8 ..... ... ... ... .... ... . I hour 
Natural Sciences-Mathematics 12 hours 
Religion ...... ....... ....... .. ... ..... ... _.. ...... 12-16 hours 
Social Sciencc .. ....... ... .... ... 12 hou rs 
Vocational ... ... ...... .. ... .... .. ........ . _. 4 hours 
Two of the following courses are re9uired: 
Education 21; Religion 5; Health 51 ... .... ... .. . 4 hours 
Elcctives-sufficient to make a four-year total of 128 
semcster hours. 
1·2. FRESHMAN COMPOSITION Two .remes/en. 6 hotlrJ 
Admission to En.'llish I depends upon the stuJent's satisfactmy performance 
in the entrance examination sed ions on mechanics anJ effectiveness of 
expression . No graJe will be giv.en f()r Freshman Composition unless the 
student has achieveJ a satisfactory score in reaJing speed anJ n,mpre­
hension. See the 01 anJ 02 courses below. 
01. 	BASIC GRAMMAR Finl .relllt'J/er, 1 hOIl,. elt'Ctifie credJl 
Students whose scores on the English placement tests indicate definite 
weakness in mechanics and effectiveness of expression are required to 
register for this class. Concurrent registration in Freshman Composition 
will be temporary until such a time as the student proves, either by his 
work or by subsequent placement tests, his ability to maskr basic grammar. 
Repetition of the course will be 'required of any()n~' who fails the first 
semester. 
02. 	READING TECHNIQUES Eithe,. Je1lIeJ'/t'f, 1 bOllY electi//{: aedil 
At least one semester of Reading Techniques is required of all students 
who do not reach the standard set for the reading section of the freshman 
placement tests. 
3,4. 	ENGLISH CONVERSATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS Two seme.r/et'J, 2 hOIlYJ 
(Does not satisfy English core J:equirement.) 
~, (). 	 ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS 
Two-. semeJIeI'.f, 4 h01l1'S 
(Does not satisfy English core requirement.) 
20·21. AoVAN~E~ 'CoMPosri-ION TUJo UlIIeJle,..r, 6 bOllfJ 
A course designed for those students whose placement tests indicate a 
mature .((nisp of the fundamentals of English Ilrammar and composition. 
In such cases it substitutes for English 1·2. 
31. 32. 	 SURVEY COURSE IN AMERICAN LITERATURE Two semeJle,'s, 4 bOlln 
A study of the chief poets and prose writers in America from pre·Columbian 
times to the present. Attention is directed to the literary achievements 
of the Indians. the Spanish Conquistadors, and the writings of the early 
missionaries on the frontier. 
41 . 42 SURVEY COURSE tN ENGLISH LITERATURE Two Jeflintel'S, 41Yollf( 
A study of the chief British writers from Beowulf to the present. 
53, 54. ELEMENTS OF ]OVRNALISM Two semesters, 4 bOlu,. 
Relation of the press to society and world events. Prartire in news writing 
',lnd general repor.ting of church, schOOl, and other activities for the public 
press. Personal interviews. Feature stories. Revision and correction of 
articles submitted. 
101, 	 102. MASTERPIECES OF LITERATURE Two semesters, 4 hOIll'J 
This is an introducti()f1 to great literature and is designed to fit the needs 
of the general Seventh-day ' Adventist college student. The year is spent 
in careful reading of the great writings from many countries. ' 
*109. CHILDREN'S LITERATURE Fint .reme.rte,., 2 hOIJf.[ 
The course places special emphasis upon the selcdion and presentation of 
literature suitable for children and offers opportunity to examine many 
types of books for children. 
123. 	ADVANCED GRAMMAR Firsi femeste.-, 3 boun 
A course devised to help prospective teachers and writers understand the 
structure of the English language and further develop their powers of 
anal}'sis. 
124. 	CREATIVE WRITING SefOlid JOllesler, 3 bOllrf 
·1 	 Designed 10 follow 123 and provide thf student with a training which will 
enable him to write for publication. 
"Not offered 1959-'()O. 
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127 . BIBlicAL LITERAT URE 	 Fil'JI U II/eJIe 1', 3 hOIlI'J 
A study of the types of literature in the English Bible, particularly empha· 
sizing passages of outstanding literary genius and grandeur. 
*136 . HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH L.... NG U ....GE Second JemeJ/er. 3 hOlln' 
A non·technical treatment of the periods of development of the language 
with special attention given to word study and vocabulary building. 
140. 	ELIZABETHAN LITERATURE S,,-olld JemeJtel', .3 h Olln 
A study o.f the major English writers of the Elizabethan age. 
" 142. MILTON Suolld Jell/nler• .3 h Olll'J 
The poetry and prose of this uutstanding Puritan writer. 
14 7 . THE ROMANTIC MOVEMENT Finl JellJeJ /er, 3 h OJJl' ,1" 
Historical and philosophical backgcounJ of the period, chan,l;ing attitudes 
in life and literature. Poets from Wordsworth to Keats . Prose writers from 
Lamb to Macaulay. 
148. 	THE VICTOItIAN PERIOD SefoJld .femeJ/", .3 h01l1'1 
Continuation of 147. Poets from Tennysun to Kipling, and pro~e writers 
from Carlyle to Stevensof1 . 
161. 	SPECI.... L PROBl.EMS IN ENGLISH Eilher .reme.rlu, I or 2 h Olll'J 
The content of this course will be adjusted to meet the particular needs of 
the individual student. Open only to English majors, or minors with the 
approval of the d'epartment h!'ad . 
COMMUNICATIONS 
The age of the mass media of communications has brought to 
increasing prominence the academic field of Communications. To pro­
vide students with a broad general background upon which later spe­
(ialization can be built, a strong selection of courses has been drawn 
together from a number of academic areas to constitute a Major in 
Communications, The offerings have been drawn largely from Journal­
ism, Public Relations, and Speech, These in turn are undergirded with 
a wjdely-based Arts program in the freshman and sophomore years 
particularly, This is in conformity with the prevailing broad cultural 
emphasis which is being given in departments of Communications. 
Graduates with a Baccalaureate Degree in Communications, as 
outlined below, will be adequately equipped for positions in the editorial 
and public relations offices of the denomination, or to proceed with a 
program of graduate work in Speech or Journalism with a view to 
teaching on one of the several educational levels. 
"Not offered '1959·'60 . 
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Bachelor of Arts With a Major in Communications 
COURSE REQUIRH-IENTS 
MAJOR (Communications) 30 hours 
Including: Speech 'i :6; 76; 113; 117 ; Journalism 
53, 54; 143: 144; Public Relations 166; Economics 
137 ; 138. 
MINOR (English [21 hours] , Social Science, Re­
ligion, Business recommended) .. ... 18 hours 
English 1-2 ... 6 hours 
Literature 31, 32 ... . 4 hours 
Foreign Language ... . 6-14 hours 
Fine Arts 60 and 61 required .. .. ... ... .... .. ... . 4 hours 
Health 7, 8 .. .... .... ... . hour 
Natural Science- Mathematics (Electron irs 81 
recommended) 12 hours 
Religion ... .... .... ... .... .. . 12-16 hours 
Applied Theology 73 ... . 2 hours 
Social Science 1, 2 and 53, 54 .... .. . 12 hours 
Business Administration, Economics 71 required 3 hours 
Vocational . . ... .... ... ....... .. ..... ..... .. ... . 7 hours 
Typing 13 (or 1 year of high school typing) 
Typography 17 
Proofreading 67 
Two of the followin<~ courses aIe required: 
Education 21 , Religion 'i , Health ')1 .... .. .. ... . . 4 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make a four:year total of 128 
semester hours. 
(Recommended: General Psy<,hology, 51 ; World Geography, 142; 
History of the South, 148; International Relationships, 162 ; American 
Government 11 'i .. ) 
JOURNALISM 
53. 	54. ELEMENTS OF JO URNALISM Two .Ietnt'J/aJ, 4 hour< 
Relation of the press to socit:ly and worlJ events. Practi ce in news 
writing anJ general re~~)fting of church. ,;choo l, and other activities for 
the puhlic press. Personal interviews. Feature stories. Revision anJ COr­
rection of articles suhmitted. 
143: 144. HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF JO URNALISM Tu'o Jeme.rler.r. (, hflllrs 
The cO'urse is a survey of the history of the great newspapers and journalists 
in the United States. Particular emphasis is given to ethics in journalism. 
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PUBLIC RELATIONS 
166. 	 PI. BLlC RELATIONS Secolld .feme.f/er, 3 /Hillrj 
Designed to give professional competence in the theory and practice of 
public relations, the course is a study of the plans and methods of dissemi­
nating news from business establishments and from institutions through 
all the media of communications. 
SPEECH 
The course offerings in Speech are intended not only for students 
who may be specializing in Communications, but they are designed to 
be of practical value as "service" courses to students from all areas of 
the College. It is assumed that any graduate of a liberal arts college 
will desire to develop his ability to express his convictions clearly, 
logically and persuasively. To serve this wider need the courses in 
Fundamentals and in Voice and Diction (Speech '):6 and (3) may be 
entered without prere<luisite. The courses in Oral Interpretation, Ele­
ments of Radio and TV, ajld Homiletics may be entered with the con­
sent of the instructor and with the appropriate academic standing. The 
courses in Persuasion and in Argumentation call also for Speech '):6 
as a prere<juisite. 
MAJOR: While no m:.lJOf is offered in Speech itself, it is now 
possible for a student especially interested in the Speech field to major 
in Communicltions. This major (as listed on page 72) is strong in 
Speech offerings, and may well prove a more balanced, more practical 
degree than one which concentrates on Speech alone. 
MINOR: Whereas it is still possible for a student to build a minor 
of eighteen hours in speech, it is recommended that it be built · rather 
in Communications. With the wider range of offerings in that area, no 
student should experience difficulty in arranging his course program 
to include such a minor. 
5:6. 	 f U NDAMENTALS OF SPEECH Two Jt!IIJf! .rtefJ , 4 hOlly.r 
Establishment of a basic approadl to speech, an elementary survey of the 
whole area, and an opportunity to develop speaking ability in various 
speech situations. 
"63. 	VOICE AND DICTION Fir.rt .f/!II/ntt'/'. 2 hOll"-' 
A basic study of the voice mechanism, and introduction to success'ul 
methods of voice improvement, with special attention to individual 
problems. 
*64. 	 ORAL INTERPRETATION Saolid .rellleJlel', 2 h()ul'.l 
Theory an" practice in the art of convel'ing to others the full meaning of 
selected readings , secular and sancd. Special needs of teachers and ministers 
considered. . . 
"Not ofiered 1959-'60. 
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76. 	 ELEMENTS OF RAOIO AND TV Secolld SemeJleI', 3 bOIlr! 
An introduction to the medium of radio ~nd the development of basic 
skiUs in the preparation and presentation of various types of radio programs. 
113. 	THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSUASIVE SPEECH FirJI SeflleJ/er, 3 bOlln 
Analysis of the bases for manipulating the motives of men toward the 
persuader's ends. Practice in the preparation and delivery of persuasive 
speeches. 
*117. LOGIC IN ARGUMENTATION Finl .reflleJ/e/', .3 OOU,.s 
Emphasis on research methods, logiral ar. a !ys;~. propaganda and public 
opinion; on learning to test the validity of evidence and reasoning. Studies 
Qf masterpieces in argumentation are included. 
I 19, 	120. HOMILETICS AND PULPIT DELIVERY Two Je1l1e.r/et'J, 4 b 01l1'J 
Trainin,e; in the preparation and delivery of the various types of talks and 
addresses the Christian ,,'orker or p[eather is called upon to present. 
140. 	 SPECIAL PROJECTS IN SPEECH Two umeJ/aJ, J I;I)/(/' 
The content of this course " 'ill be adjusted to meet the particular needs of 
the individual student who is working to,,'ard a major or minor in Com· 
muni('ations, or toward a minor in Speech, 
BIBliCAL LANGUAGE AND liTERATURE 
MINOR REQUIJl.EMENT: A minor in Biblical Languages may be 
obtained by 18 hours in Greek or with 14 hours of Greek plus 6 hours 
of Hebrew. 
GREEK AND HEBREW 
)·32. ELEMENTS OF NEW TESTAMENT GREEK Two seme.rlers, 8 bOIO'." 
A study of the grammar and syntax of the vernacular koil1e Greek of New 
Testament times , with readings in the Epistles of John. 
101, 	102 . INTERMEDIATE NEW TESTAMENT GREEK Two seme.iler.r, 6/Jollrs 
A course in translation of readings from the Gospel of John and Revela · 
tion, with vocabulary building, advanced studies in grammar and syntax, 
with exegetical interpretation of the original text. 
121 , 	 122. BEGINNING HEBREW Two JellleJlel'J, 6 hOltr.r 
The elements of Hebrew grammar, including the vowel system, vocabulary. 
writing, and selected reading from the Old Testament. 
GERMAN 
MINOR: The German minor consists of eighteen hours. 
2) · 22. BEGINNING GFRMAN 	 Two Jeme..-Ins, 8 bOJlrJ 
A foundation course in grammar, pronunciation, and reading. Not open to 
students who h~"e had two years of German in secondary school. 
*Not offered 19~9·' (i0. 
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83· 84. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN T wo semeJ/~"J, 6 hOll'-J 
Prerequisite : German 21 -22 or two years of G erman in secol)dary school. 
. Adv~n(ed grammar ; intensive and extensive readin.1( of moderately difficult 
prose and poetf)'; oral and written exercises. 
127 : 128. GERMAN CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION Two .remeSierJ, 4 hOlln 
Prerequisite: German 21-22 . 
Development of skill in sre~king , understanding and writing idiomati c 
German. 
" 141: 142. S URVEY OF GERMAN LITERATURE Two .remeJlaS, 4 hOllrs 
Prerequisite : German 83·84 . 
History and development of German literature; reading of representative 
works ; collateral re~ding and reports. 
151, 	152 . GERMAN POETRY Two .remes/erJ, 4 hOllrs 
Study of versification and the outstanding poets and their writings in the 
different periods of German literature. 
SPANISH 
Bachelor of Arts With a Major in Spanish 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
MAJOR (Spanish) .. ....... ..... ........ .... .. ..... .... ........ . . 30 hours 
Including 1-2; 93-94; subsequent courses will be determined 
in consultation with the department head . 
MINOR ....... ..... .... .... ........ .. .. .. ..... ... ......... .... ... ..... .. . 18 hours 
English 1-2 ... .. .. .... ..... . .. .. _ .. . _ ... ..... ... ... ..... .. ..... . . 6 hours 
Literature ... ..... .... .... .... .. ... ... ..... ... .. ... ... ... ..... .... ... .. . . 4 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 required ... ... ..... .. _._ ...... ...... ... _ 4 hours 
Health 7, 8 ... ........ ... .. ....... _.... .......... ..... ..... _ ... ....... . 1 hour 
Natural Sciences-Mathematics ..... ..... ... .... ...... ..... 12 hours 
Religion ... ... ... .......... ... ........ ... ....... ... ......... .. ..... . 12-16 hours 

Social Science 145, 146 .. ...... .. ..... .... ... ... ...... ..... 12 hours 

Vocational- Secretarial Science 13, 14 .. ... ..... ...... 4 hours 

Two of the following courses are required: 
Education 21; Religion 5; Health 51 .... .. ..... .. ..... .. 4 hours 
Electives- sufficient to make a four-year total of 128 
semester hours. 
MINOR: A minor in Spanish requires eighteen semester hours . 
]· 2. BEGINNING SPANISH 7' w/) utl/eslers, 8 hOll,s 
A foundation course in grammar, pronunCiatIOn, and reading. Not open to 
students who have had two years of Spanish in secondary schooL 
*Not offered 1959.'60. 
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93-94. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH Two JemeJ/en, Ii bOil,.... 
Prerequisite: Spanish 1- 2 or two years of Spanish in se(Onda ry school. 
Advanced grammar; intensive and extensive reading of moderately difficult 
Spanish texts_ oral and written exercises. Not open to Spanish speaking 
persons with three credits in Secondary Spanish. 
" 10 [ : [02 . SURVEY OF SPANISH LITERATURE Tu'o .rt'1I1t'J/erJ. 4 IJolln 
Prerequisite: Spanish 93-94. 
History and development of Spanish-American literature ; reading (1 f 
rt'prest'ntati"t' works. 
105 : 101i. SURVEY OF SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE Two .rc.1I1e.r/er.I', 4 bOlln 
Prerequisite: Spanish 93-94. 
History and development of Spanish-Alnerican literature; reading of 
representative works. 
117 : 118. SPANISH CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION Two H' IIte.f ler.r. -I hOlln 
Prerequisite: Spanish 93-94. 
(Not open to Latin-American nationals.) 
Development of skill in speaking. understanding. and writing idiomatic 
Spanish. 
'" 145-146. TH E GOLD EN AGE OF SPANISH LITE RAT URE Two J<'lIIe.rtl'fJ . -i b Olln 
Prerequisite: Spanish 93-94. 
A study of the classical period of Spanish litera ture. 
* 16 1-162 . SPANISH POETRY 	 'fWI) Jt' meJ/tlI'J. 4 hOlln 
Prerequisite: Spanish 101 : 102. 

Study of Spanish versification, selected reading from Spanish and Spanish­

American authors. 

165 , 	 166. ADVA NCED SPANISH PROSE TU'o Jellle.rI"n , 6 hOll,.. 
Prerequisite: Spanish 101: 102 . 
Extended reading from great authors of Spain and Spanish-America. 
179. PROBl.EMS IN SPANISH Eilber .fe1lle.lter , 2 bOllI'S 
Open to majors, or minors with permission. 
RUSSIAN 
1-2. BEGINNING RUSSIAN Two Seme.flefJ. 8 bOllrJ 
Open to those with basic requirements sa tisfied in another modern language 
or by special permission of the instructor. 
*Nnt offered 1959-'60. 
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EDUCATION - PSYCHOLOGY - HEALTH 

K. M. KENNEDY, Chairlll(///; ]. M . ACKEHMAN, OLIVIA B. DEAN, 
E. T. WATROUS, JOSEPH B. COOPER, MARION KUHLMAN 
The courses offered in this division are both "content'· courses, of 
interest to all, and specialized courses of greatest value to teachers and 
other professional workers. 
The offerings in Psychology are all content courses. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN TEACHER EDUCA liON 
(Elementary and Secondary) 
A student who wishes to follow a career of teaching in Seventh-day 
Adventist schools or in the public school system on either the elementary 
or secondary level should enroll in the four-yelf curriculum leading 
to the Bachelor of Science Degree. The curriculum has been planned 
to enable a student looking forward to teaching to obtain state, as well 
as denominational certificat.ion . The program re<Juires a General Edu­
cation core of studies and a Professional Education core. Students plan­
ning to teach, whether on the elementary or on the secondary level, all 
take this core curriculum and then specialize in the respective areas. 
The Collegedale Elementary School and the Collegedale Academy 
serve as laboratory schools for students preparing to teach, affording a 
rich opportunity for observation and student teaching. 
I'-or admission without deficiency, entrance units as indicated on 
page 44 must be presented. General re<Juirements for students who 
desire a degree from Southern Missionary College are listed on pages 
44 and 45. In addition, it is expected that students planning on teach­
ing should show seriollsness of purpose in order to be admitted to 
this curriculum. 
A student who wishes to receive the Bachelor of Arts. Degree mllst 
fulfill the entrance re<Juirements for a B.A. as listed on page 44, and 
he must use his electives in such a way as to have one of the majors 
listed on page 35 and fulfill the foreign language re<Juirement. 
MINOR: A minor in education re<Juires eighteen semester hOllf~ 
(twenty-four semester hours are needed for State of Tennessee certifi­
cation), and 20 hours are needed for denominational certification. 
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It is recommended that the following professional courses be included: 

5 (for elementary teachers only), 51,61; at feast one of the following: 

150, 180, 107. These courses are required: 21, 111, 13.3,134 or 135, 

136; 171, 172 or 173, 174, and 191. 

Bachelor of Science Degree in Secondary Teacher Education 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
Education and Psychology ............. .. 18-26 hours 

Including: 21 , 51, 61, Ill, 135, 136, 191, 173, 

174, and 107, 150, or 180. 

English 1-2 ........ ............ .. ....... ..... ... ... . 6 hours 

Speech .. ... ...... .. .. _ . .... .... . _ . .. .. ... .... ..... ... ... . 2 hours 

Literature .. ... .... ... ... .. ...... ..... . ... .... ..... .. ... . . 4 hours 

Natural Science .... _....... ... ... . : ........ ... ...... ..... . 12 hours 

Mathematics 1 .. ..... ........ .............. ... ... ..... .. ....... ..... . . 2 hours 

Social Science (Two fields represented) .. .......... 12 hours 

Fine Arts 60 or 61 required .. ....... .. ....... .. ...... ........ . 4 hours 

Health 51 , 7, 8 and Social Science 82 .. 6 hours 

Religion ... ...... ........ ... .... ... . . 12-16 hours 

Vocational ......... ... . , ... ........ .......... ...... ........ ... . 4 hours 

Electives-to be used to complete two content areas 

for teaching and sufficient to make a four-year total 
of 128 semester hours. 
Bachelor of Science in Elementary Teacher Education 
COURSE REQUIREMENT. 

Professional Education .. .... ....... ........ ... 18-26 hours 

Including 5,21,51, 61, 65-66, 71, 80, 111, 133, 1.)4, 

191, 171, ]72. 

English 1-2 .. ... .... ... .. ..... .. . ... ....... ..... . 6 hours 

Speech ... ..... . .. .... . ... ....... ... ...... .. . 2 hours 

Ljterature 32, 109 ..... ... ... ... .. .. .. .... ..... .... .. 4 hours 

Fine Arts- Art 27, 28, Music 61 ... ..... .. .... . 4 hours 

Health 7, 8, 22, 51, 85 ..... ..... .. .... .. . 12 hours 

Including Social Science 82. 

Natural Science-Biology 9, Chemistry 5, 

an d Physics 2 .... ... .... ......... .............. . 12 hOLirs 

Mathematics 1, 2 .. ..... .. ............ .... _....... .... _.. . 4 hours 

Religion .... .. ........ ... .. ... .. ....... ... .. .... .... . 12-16 hours 

Social Sciences 53 , 54, 142, 148 ... ..... ...... . . 12 hours 
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Vocatiunal-Ind . Arts 31, Typing L.3 , 14 
recommended ......... ... ... . ;; ... , ....... ... ..... . ....... .. 4 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make four-year total of 128 
semester hours . 
TEACHER CERTIFICATION 
Prospective secondary teachers should use their electives in such a 
way as to certify two areas of instruction as listed below. 
Effective September 1, 1953, the State of Tennessee discontinued 
issuing permanent teaching certificates. From that time onward pro­
visional, five-year certificates are being granted on the basis of an 
earned bachelor's degree that incorporates certain prescribed courses 
in general and professional preparation. The teacher educatiun pro­
gram described below fulfills these requirements. 
GENERAL EDUCATION CORE REQUIRED FOR 

TENNESSEE CERTI'FICATION GRADES 1-12 

The General Education Core shall consist of not less than 40 
semester hours uf credit earned in the following prescribed areas of 
instruction, with recommended minimum credit being distributed as 
follows: 
a. 	 COMMUNICATION . .... _... ........ .. ..... _.... ... .. ...... 6 semester hours 
This area includes experiences in effective reading, writing, speak­
ing, and listening. 
b. 	 HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, AND 
HOME AN)) FAMILY LIVING ........... ........ ..... 6 semester hours 
This area includes experiences from the fields of health, physical 
education, personal development, and home and family living. 
Two fields must be represented as a minimum. 
C. 	 HUMANITIES ..... _ ......... .... .. . 10 semester hours 
This area includes literature, foreign languages beyond the first 
college year, art, music, philosophy, religion. Three fields must 
be represented as a minimum. 
d. 	 NATURAL SCIENCES .... .. .... .... .. .... ......... ...... _ 8 semester hours 
This area includes the biological and physical sciences. A biological 
science, a physical science, or a combination may be offered as a 
mll11lTIum. 
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e. 	 SOCIAL STUDIES 8 semester hours 
This area indudes history, political science, economics, geography, 
sociology, and anthropology. Two fields must be represented 
as a mmUllUI11. 
f. 	 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF MATHEMATICS .... 2 semester hours 
This area emphasizes the major concepts of number, l11easuremen ', 
function, and proof. Six semester hours credit in college mathe· 
matics may be accepted as a substitute for this area. 
In addition to the above there is specified subject matter required 
for Grades 1·9. This information can be ob:ained from the Chaiflmn 
of the Div:sion of Education and Psychology. 
CERTIFICATION FOR GRADES 1·9 
A student completing the four·year cllrriclliurn is eligible to receive 
a five· year elementary certificate from the Southern Union Conference, 
and a five·year Tennessee Teachers Provisional Certificate. 
CERTIFICATION FOR GRADES 7·12 
Students who wish to qualify for teaching in grades 7·12 are ad· 
vised to follow the Teacher Training curriculum outlined helow. This 
curriculum leads to endorsement in the Seventh.day Adventist denom:· 
nation as well as in the State of Tennessee. Inasmuch as most states in 
the South follow a program of reciprocity in teacher endorsement, this 
curriculum is the most advantageous for alJ to follow. 
Those who desire to receive Denominational Certification only, may 
qualify for the five.year Secondary Certificate by completing the follow· 
ing minimum requirements in professional education along with the 
bachelor's degree. 
Fundamentals of Education 21 .. .. .. .... . .. 2 hours 
Education 61 ... ...... ............ .. ... .. ............. ... . 2 hours 
Education 111 (Child and Educational Psychology) 3 hours 
Education 135, 136 .... .... ........ ......... .. ..... ....... .. . 6 hours 
Directed Observation and Teaching 173, 174 . 4 hours 
Elective ... . .. ... ...... .. .... .. .......... .. ..... ......... . . 3 hours 
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CERTIFICATION IN SPECIFIC SUBJECTS, GRADES 7-12 
Denominational Certification 
The Standard Certificate will be issued ONLY in those subject 
fields in which the candidate has a college major or minor-with the 
exception that for vocational subjects the candidate must have a mini­
mum of 6 semester hours or its equivalent; for business and commercial 
subjects the candidate must have a minimum of 10 semester hours or 
the equivalent; for health and physical education the candidate must 
have a minimum of 6 semester hours or the equivalent; for art, driver 
education, and other subjects of this category the candidate's fitness 
to teach will be appraised by the union educational secretary and the 
secretaries of the General Conference Department of Education . Any 
deviation from this requirement shall be accompanied by a full ex­
planation. A minor shall be interpreted to mean not less than 1') 
semester hours. 
State of Tennessee Certification 
Students may receive state certification to teach in grades 7-12 by 
following the Teacher Training curriculum described above plus an 
,additional 6 hours of professional education courses and by taking 
content courses that meet the minimum reqll.irements for endorsement 
111 two of the areas described below: 
BUSINESS: Eighteen semester hours including twelve hours in Gen­
eral Business as follows: Accounting (3), Typewriting (2), Business 
Law (2), Economics (3), Business Mathematics (2), Business Manage­
ment (3). 
An applicant endorsed (certified) in General Business may sewre 
additional single subject endorsement for the following subjects by 
completing the hours indicated (including any subjects taken in the 
general requirements listed above). 
Bookkeeping ______ .. _._ .... __ __ ___ ____ ____ __.... . _._._ 10 semester hours 
Typewriting _________ .. __ .__ _____ ______ ______ .__ __ __ 6 semester hours 
(including 2 hours of advanced typing) 
Shorthand ._. _______ _.. __. 6 semester hours of Advanced Shorthand 
Business Law ___ ___ _.... . ____ .______________ ._ ._ ..... _ 6 semester hours 
Economics _.__ . _____ ._ .. ___ _.... _. ____________________ ._._ 12 semester hours 
(including Principles of Economics) 
Secretarial Practice .. _._. ___ _____ 2 semester hours of office practice 
plus certification in Shorthand and Typewriting 
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ENGLISH: A nunllnum of thirty semester hours. Of this total, six 
hours may be in Speech or Journalism. An applicant offering twenty­
four semester hours in English and twelve semester hours in Speech may 
be certified in both. 
FOREIGN LANGUACE: For a single foreign language eighteen se­
mester hours based upon 2 or more units of high school credit (other­
wise, twenty-four semester hours). For certification in two foreign 
languages, thirty semester hours are required, with not less than 
twelve semester hours in each if the student has two units of high school 
credit in each la.nguage. Where the student does not have two units of 
high school credit, eighteen hours in each language is required. 
HOME ECONOMICS (non-vocational): A minimum of twenty-four 
semester hours distributed as follows: 
Foods and Nutrition R semes:er hours 
Clothing and Textiles .. .. ... .... .. .. R semester hours 
Home Management, Home Furnishings, 
Child Care, and Home Relations . R semester hours 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION: A mll11mUm of thirty semester hours 
distributed in the areas listed below, with not more than ten semester 
hours in anyone area and not less than four semester hours in Appre­
ciation and Design: 
1. 	 Graphic Arts (includes drawing, printing, photography) 
2. 	 Woods and Construction (includes furniture, carpentry, finish­
ing, upholstering, concrete, masonry) 
3. 	Metals (includes sheet, forging, foundry, welding, and art 
metals) 
4. 	 General Electricity (includes communications, power, light, ,md 
household) 
'S. 	 Crafts (includes general, pottery, weaving, plastics, woods, and 
metals) 
6. 	 Mecha.nics (includes auto, home, aircraft, and general shop) 
7. 	 Art (includes appreciation, design, color, decoration, and 
painting) 
MATHEMATICS: A minimum of eighteen semester hours of college 
mathematics, including College Algebra, Trigonometry, and Analytical 
Geometry. A course in General or Business Mathematics may be included 
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in the minimum re9uirements. If the applicant has not taken Solid 
Geometry in high school, it is recommended that it be included in his 
college program . 
MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE: When endorsement in 
Mathematics and Physical Science is sought in combination, the appli. 
cant shall present a minimum of fourteen semester hours in Mathematics 
(including College Algebra, Trigonometry, and Analytical Geometry) 
and a minimum of twenty-four semester hours in the Physical Sciences 
(including at least eight semester hours in Chemistry, eight semester 
hours in Physics, and eight semester hours in Geography and Astron­
omy) plus twelve hours selected from related fields in Mathematics 
and/or Physical Science. 
MUSIC: The applicant may apply for endorsement in Public 
School Music, and / or Instrumental Music. 
The applicant for either endorsement in music shall offer a mini­
mum core of music theory and harmony, 12 semester hours; instrumen­
tation or orchestration, 2 semester hours; applied music, 12 semester 
hours; conducting, 2 semester hours; history and appreciation, 2 semester 
hours; a minimum total of 30 semester hours. 
The applicant for the Public School Music endorsement shall meet 
the core music re9uirements listed above, and shall offer 6 semester 
hours of appropriate methods and materials of teachinf{, a minimum 
total of 36 semester hours. 
The applicant for the Instrumental Music endorsement shall meet 
the core music re9uirements listed above, and shall offer 6 semester 
hours of appropriate methods and materials of teaching and 6 semester 
hours of applied music beyond the 12 semester hours in core, a minimum 
total of 42 semester hours. 
NATURAL SCIENCES: The applicant shall offer a minimum of thirty­
six semester hours of credit in the sciences (Biological Science, Chem­
istry, Physics, and Mathematics) with at least three areas representeJ. 
The applicant will be certified to teach those sciences in which he has 
completed a minimum of eight semester hours of work. Survey courses 
in the Biological or Physical Sciences may be included in the required 
thirty-six hours. 
For endorsement in a single subject such as Biology, Chemistry, or 
Physics, sixteen semester hours are required, three of which may be III 
a survey course . 
For endorsement in General Science, sixteen semester hours are 
required which must include General Biology and Physical Science. 
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HISTORY: A minimum of eighteen semester hours to be distributed 
as follows: 
1. American History _______ ___ __ _____ ___ _______ _ 6 semester hours 
2. European or World History .. _. ' _'_'_' __ _ 6 semester hours 
3. Electives ._... .... _ ... _____ ___ 6 semester hours 
SPEECH: A minimum of fourteen semester hours in Speech to Ill· 
elude such courses as Fundamentals of Public Speaking, Oral Interpre­
tation, Debate, etc. 
BIBLE: A minimum of twelve semester hours in the literature of the 
Bible, such as Old Testament Prophets, Pauline Epistles, Dan:el and 
Revelation , or Teachings of Jesus. 
EDUCATION 
For instruction regarding teacher education and certification, both 
state and denominational, see pages 79-83. 
GENERAL 
5. INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING Firs/ semesler. 2 huun 
The student is given opportunity to become acquainted with the needed 
personal and professional traits, duties, and responsibilities of the teacher. 
Observation and participation in classroom and play activities at all grade 
levels. Two class periods per week plus special assignments. 
21. 	 FUNDAMENTALS OF EOUCATION Ei/hu Jemf's/er. :: houl"J 
A survey of the basic principlt's of education. The course examines the 
fundamental philosophy of Christian education. 
(\1. 	 SCHOOL ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION Fir.rt semes/er , 2 houn 
This course is designed to help elementary and secondary students develop 
a better understanding of the organization and administration of the school. 
Some topics considered are: problems of prospective teachers, profess ional 
relations, reports and records, the teacher's relationship with other school 
personnel and workin.L: with other agencies. 
*138. AUDlO·VISUAL AIDS 	 Second semes/er. 2 hOll" 
The survey of aims, methods, and m:lterials involved in use and evaluat ion 
of audio-visual instruction aids . 
140. PROBLEMS IN TEACHING READING Second JemeJ/er, 2 hou,.. 
The purpose of this course is to give a comprehensive view of reading 
problems, and to plan programs which meet the needs of individual pupils. 
Diagnostic and remedial procedures for grades 7-12 will be stressed , and 
experience in the use I)f the various types of materials and equipment 
available. Recommended for all secondary education majors. 
*Not offered 19~9-'(\0 . 
R4 
19 1. 	 HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATIO N FirSI .remerler, 2 hourr 
A study of the histo riGlI, philosophical , and sociologica l foundations of 
education , 
1') 3. 	 DIRECTED STUDY Eilh", reme.rler, 2 hOllrl 
This course permits the advanced student with adequate preparation to 
pursue independent study in special fields. 
ELEMENTARY 
65-66. EI..EMENTAR\' SCHOOL MUSIC Tu'o .remeJ!erf. 2 hrJlIrr 
A co urse designed to prepa re teachers to direct the music activities in the 
elementary schooL Laboratory experience required. 
7 1. 	 TF.A CHING O F READING Fi,..rl "emefle,., 2 jWlIrJ 
A study of objectives. methods , and proced ures in the teaching of reading 
in the elementary schooL Opportunity to observe the teaching of n:ad ing 
in the laboratory school will he scheduled. 
SO. 	 DIRECTED Ollsr.RVATION AND TEA C HI NG 5efOlid .r eme.rl er, 2 hOIl,..· 
Prerequisite: At least one course in elementary methods. Observation of 
lessons taught by the supervisors; teaching in the campus elementary 
school: conferences with the supervisors ~nd with the director of student 
teaching. 
133. 	 MATERIALS AND METHODS OF TEA CH ING IN THE ELEM ENTARY SCHOOl. 
Firsl JemeJ/er. 3 hOllrJ 
Emphasis is placed on the t"'1ching of language arts, Bible. and arithmetic. 
One hour ohservation a week will he scheduled . 
134. 	MATERIALS I\ NO METHODS OF TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOl. 
5efolld semeJ/e,., .3 hOllrr 
Emphasis is placed on the tcaching of health. social studies. science. and 
the arts . One hour of observation a week will be schedulcd. 
1 71 , 	 172. ST UDE NT TEA CHING. GRAD ES 1-9 4-6 hOll". 
Prerequisite: Education 61. 111 , 133, anu 134 with a grade point of l.O() 
in all professional subjects. 
Direc ted obs~rvatio-n and participation in classroom activities, including 
actual teaching in the campus and off-campus laboratory schools. 
197 . WORKSHOP IN ELEMENTARY EDlJCATIO N 5l1mmt!f (Jllly , 2/Jollr..­
Opportunity is provided for s tudents to work under supervision on curri ­
cui um prohlems. 
SECONDARY 
1 n. THE SECONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM Fir.!'1 .feme.r/a, 2 hOllr.r 
A study of the purposes and organizations of the secondary school (urri ­
(ulum and some of the promis ing practices in curriculum development . 
R'i 
13<'i. 	 MATERIALS AND METHODS OF SECONDARY TEACHING 
. 	 Secofld semeS/e/" • .3 bo,,1'.< 
A study of learning activities with desired outcomes; methods of planning. 
organizing, stimulating and directing classroom activities; organization of 
courses; selection of appropriate materials for classroom teaching. This 
course covers all areas of endorsement. but in the second seme'Ste!" one 
hour a week will be devotd to special methods in specific areas. such as 
Bookkeeping. Shorthand, Languages, Mathematics. Home Economics, 
Mu sic, etc. 
., 1<'i2. ADMINISTRATIVE AND PERSO NNEL WORK OF DEANS 
Secolld JemeJ/er, 2 bO"I'J 
A basic professional course in the administration of the school home. 
(Offered on demand.) 
173, 174. STUDENT TEACHING, GRADES 7·12 4·(, bOlln 
Prerequisite: A grade point of 1.00 in professional subjects; Education 111. 
135, 136, and Methods in the subject to be taught (the latter two (Oll r s~s 
may be taken concurrently with supervised teaching). 
Teaching may be done in the secondary ~chool in one or more of the 
following fields: 
Bible, Bookkeeping, English, Home Economics. Mathematics. Modern 
Foreign Language, Music, Natural Science. Shorthand, Social Sciences. 
Typewriting. Registration sbould be for the supervised teacbing COUl·S<:-. by 
number, followed by the letter designating the particular field in which 
the supervised teaching is to be done. 
NOTE: At least two semester hours of student teaching must be compl(-ted 
under the supervision of Southern Missionary College by candidates for 
degrees, regardless of the amount of similar credits receiv(-d elsewhere. 
A computed minimum of four to six hours is required for recommendatioCl 
for certification. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
51. 	GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY Either .re1lteJ/er, 3 bOllr,­
An introduction to the study of the problems of human b<:-havior. and of 
the mental processes and their development. This is a foundation course 
designed to help the student understand and explain the behavior of vthers 
and thereby be better able to predict and control his own life and influl'nce 
the lives of others. 
*107. TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS Fint Jeme,rter. 2 bO/ll'J 
A study of the various types of educational tests and examinations, and 
modern methods in their construction and use; also mastery of the most 
useful statistical techniques , with practice in working and in,ttrprtting 
problems involving educational and psychological data. The course includes 
some time given to the- administration and interpretation of te-Sls of 
intelligence, vocational interests, and personality. 
III. 	CHI"LD AND EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY FirJI Jeme.rl e r, 3 bOlln 
This course deals with the physical. social, emotional, and intdlectual 
growth and development of children and adolescents in the home and 
community. Special emphasis will be given to the psychological LlCtors 
which underli e and influence the learning process. 
*Not offered 1959·'60. 
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141. 	SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY First Jellte.fter , 2 h (} lIri 
Prerequisite: Psychology 51. 
A stuoy of the interrelations of individuals in social situations. how the 
inoividual is inllucnceo by others, and how in turn he aff"cts the behavior of 
oth"rs. Does not apply toward professional requirements in teacher edll­
cation. 
"1.42. ApPLIED PSyCHOLOGY SecOfJd Jel1lester. 2 hO/lr". 
Prerequisite: Psychology 51. 
This is a stuoy of psychology in business, industry, public speaking, puhli­
cations, politics, religion, and various other phases of ev"rydal' human 
activity. Does nnt apply toward professional requirements in teadler 
education. 
1~O. 	 PERSONAI.ITY Ar--<D MENTAl. HYGIENE SU(Jltd .relne.l/er . .> f)o/u, 
Prerequisite: Psychology 5 l. 
A study of the incidence, causes, and methods, of preventing maladjust· 
ments and mental illness. Consideration is given to the meaning, importance, 
and conditions that affeLl the growth of personality, and methods of its 
improvement. 
*IHO. GUIDANC E AND COUNSELING Sewlid serneste>'. 3 hO/ll'J 
A survey of the Cllrrent aims of counseling and guidance in school and 
community. Basic principles, procedures, and policies of counseling and 
guidan(e are emphasized. Directive and non-directive methods are stressed 
with the untrained or sl ightly trained teachers. 
HEALTH COURSES 
4. 	 HOME NURSING Sec(J/id seme.rtn. 2 hOUI'.f 
Ledure and demonstrations will be based on the American Red Cross 
textbook in home hygiene and care of the sick . Red Cross Home Hygiene 
Certificates are issued to those successfully completing the course. In addi­
tion. hydrotherapy will be given. 
22. 	SAFETY AND FIRST AID 5e{()Ild St!rneUer. 2 h ouI's 
The nature and (aust's of accidents , safety measures for the precauti(l'Q of 
(()mmon accidents of the home, school, industry, transportation, and 
reneation. The standard and advanced Red Cross Certificates will be issued 
to those completing the required work in first aid. 
51. 	HEALTH PRINCIPLES Fint St!mesler, 2 hOIll',,. 
A study of the principles governing community and personal health and ho-w 
these principles may be successfully applied to daily living. Special em­
phasis is placed on denominational standards. For this reason it is recom­
mended that the course in Spirit of Prophecy precede this course. 
* 81 	 SCHOOL HEAI.TH PROBI.EMS Secolld semester. 2 /J(Ju,s 
The function of the teacher in the school health program as an aid in the 
medical examination, screening, hY,Iliene environment, control of (·ontagion. 
health of teacher, and methods of correlating health instruction with 
other subjects of the curriculum. 
*Not offered 1959-'60. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATWN 
The courses in this department are designed to improve human 
relations through cooperative group activity; to improve the physio· 
logical fun ct ions of the individual through proper exercise and an in· 
creased knowledge of body functions in relationship to activity; to foster 
the spirit of fair play which is democracy in action; to teach the values 
of physical education and recreation in the enrichment of the Christian 
life. 
CO URSE REQUIREMF.NTS FO R MINOR IN H EALT H 
AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
P. E. Major and Minor Activities 4 hours 
P. E. 7') . .... ...... .... .. ............ .. . 2 hours 

P. E. 85 .. ..... .. ........ ... ..... ........ .... .... ......... ... .. . 2 hours 

P. E. 128 ........ ... .. .... ... . .. .... .... ..... .. ... ... .... ... ...... . 2 hours 

P. E. 145 ...... .. ... ... .... .... .. ... ... .... .. . ......... .. 1 hour 

P. E. 188 ... ... .... __ ........ ..... .... ..... .. ...... . _ ..... .. .. ..... .. . . 3 hours 
Health 22, 51 ............... .... ..... .. ...... .__ .... ... ... ... . 4 hours 
Total Semester Hours ...... . . ... ...... ....... . 18 hours 
Cognate reguirements-Anatomy and Physiology 11 
ACTIVITY COURSES 
The actIvIties program, dective in nature, is set up to provide a 
variety of subjects. 
Students enrolled in activity courses must wear reg ulation suits 
and shoes to all class appointments. No credit will be gi llell unless th is 
requirement is complied with. 
All physically qualified students must take the required b:lsic 
course. 
A student III t l)" !lot sign up for more than one activity per semester 
unless given permission by the Dean or the Department Head. 
The "beginning" co urses will deal with lowest nomenclature and 
special techniques of the activity, as well as considerable time spent in 
actual p:lfticipation in the activity. Advanced courses are an extension of 
the same courses, but will be limited to those who display superior 
ability in the beginner courses. 
7. 8. FRESHMM, PHYSICAL EDUCATlOi\: T l/l() Jeme.rl err, 1 bOllr 
Required of all Freshmtn. 

Body mechanics ..~ames. skill tt'sts , etc. 

R8 
9, 10. ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION Two Jeme.rlen, 1 hOllr 
A rourse offered for those physirally. unable to take part in the basic 
required program. A " B" medical ratmg automatically upon registration , 
classifies the student for this part of the program. 
11. 	 MAJOR SPORTS ACTIVITIES _"""""" ._" " """""""""". Finl .remeJler , 2 hOllrJ 
A required course for physiral education minors. Major sports such as 
/lagball. basketball , baseball are studied. Class organization, teaching 
methods. rules , and skills are emphasized . One hour lecture and three 
hours laboratory pt' r week. 
12. 	 MI;-';OR SPORTS ACTIVITIES _.. " .. .. __.. "_ .,, ...... .. ,, " .. .. Secolld .remeJler , 2 hOllrJ 
A required (ourse for physical "ducation minors. Minor sports such as 
tennis. archery , badminton, softball. volleyball , etL are studied. Class 
o rganization, teaching m<:lhods, rules, and skills ar" emphasized. On" 
hOur lectur" and three hours laboratory pel' week. 
13. 	B.~SKETBAL1. Finl JemeJ/er, 1f.z h()lIr 
Dribbling, passing, defense, scoring plays, rules, skill drill s, etc. 
20. 	Tf.1'iNIS Sf!wlld .ff/meJ/a. \12 hOllr 
Serving. strokes, Sl'Ol'Ing, strategy, skill drills, tests, round robin, and 
ladder tournament. Class size limited to facilities. 
23 . 24. CO -RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES Finl fwd Saolld Jt!lIl e.r/CI'J. 1 h () li/' 
An area of the program whereby men and women may play to!(ether. 
Badminton and shuffleboard are the two activiti"s offered. 
'ill. 	 C.~~fPING AND HIKING Eilhf!I' JemeJ/er , \12 hOllr 
A course designed to promote outdoor recrealion and provide t'xp"rience 
fo r thos" who are interested in Pathfinder summer·camp work. Campouts, 
hikes, practice in camping techniques. etc 
(;4 . 	ARCHERy-CO-EDUCATIONAI. Saolld Jemt!.rler, \12 hOllr 
Fundamentals of shooting. skill drills . tournaments. safety are presented. 
Class size limited. 
67 . 68. Tl;MIlLlNG 	 I'u'o .f t!IIIf!J/erJ , 1 hOIl/' 
A cent on roll s, stunts. pyramids. self-testing activities . Conditionin,1l 
heavily emphasized . 
7 1.	 72. ApPARATUS (MEN O N LY) Eilher JemeJler. \12 h Ollr 
Parallel bars, rings , high bilC work. 
73. 	 B EGINNING TRAMPOLINE Fir.rl JefJIe.rler. Ih hOIll" 
"74. 	ADVANCED TRAMPOLINE Sl!fOlid .fe1lleJler. \11 bOllr 
THEORY COURSES 
*75. 	 J;-';TRODUCTION TO HEALTH , PHYSICAl. EDUCATION, AND RECREATION 
First Jt!1!leSler, 2 hourf 
A study into the aspect of Physiral Education as a career. its relationship 
10 related fields of education, general prin(iples and philosophies , historiGiI 
background. and professiona I prc'paration. 
"Not uffered 1959-'60. 
R9 
85. METHODS AND MATERIALS Of TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL Finl .remeJ/a, 2 hOllfJ" 
This (uurse is designed primarily for dtmentary teachers and minors l ,) 
Physical Education. Methods and materials , graded adivities in games of 
low organization, team games, self-testing, and rhythmic activities , and 
safety measures. 
"100. THEORY OF PLAY SecO/ld se1lleJ/er, 2 bOllf,. 
A course designed to give a theoretical explanation of recreational activity 
and to show the need of activity in modern life and its place in education. 
128. 	ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTll.ATION Of PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION AND RECREATION Second Jeme.r/el", 2 bOlln 
The relationship of the field of Physical Education to modern educational 
theory. Details of the organization of physica l education activities. organi­
zation and ciassificalion of pupils, and emphasis on the arrangement and 
construction of equipment and planning of school programs suitable to 
denominationa I schoc}ls. 
145. 	OFFICIATING FirJt or Secolld Jelll eJ/er , 1 bOil,. 
Study of rules , officiating techniques, practice. Each student will be as­
signed a definite number of hours of officiating in the Intramural program 
for practica l experience. One hour lecture per week and two hours practice. 
188. 	 RECREA nON LEADERSHIP Suoltd Jemer/n. .3 bOlln 
A study of principles, organization, and administra tion of community re­
creation, with emphasis plared on the development of recreational leader­
ship. Students will be required to work in coni unction with the Master 
Guide program or other youth programs available in the area. 
*Not offered 1959-'60. 
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FINE ARTS 

\-fORRIS TAYLOR, ChClirma/l; DOROTHY ACKERMAN , OUVIA DEAN, 
J . MABEL WOOD, J . DON CROOK, BURTON JACKSON, ELAINE 
TAYLOR 
The aim of this division is to provide for the student a means of 
;elf-expression through forms of beauty and to prepare him for living 
richer life individually, socially, and professionally . 
ART 
" 2. FUNDAMENTALS OF DRAWING AN'll DESIGN EtU'h fe lll eJ'!!!r, 1 or 2 bOllr.!' 
An introJuctory (Ourse in Jrawing, composition, design , anJ color organi­
z.ation . Emphasis on the basic art elements and their functions in wm­
position. 
;, 4. BEGINNING PAINTING Ead; .rellle.r/er. I or 2 hOlln 
RecornmenJed prerequisite: Art I, 2. 
Introduction to water color, oil paint. and pastel painting. landscapes, 
still life, anJ lIowers; originality will be stressed. 
" 8. SCULPTURE Eact; semester, 1 or 2 hOllr.!' 
The various expressions in three dimensional forms are stuJieJ. POrtrait 
sculplurc:-, builJing up in soft materials as well as direct plaster techniques. 
n. 	2R. ART EDUCATION Ar-..'D CRAFTS Two JetneJ/el''''. 2 hOlln 
A stuJy of the fundamental arts anJ crafts principles adapted to the neeJs 
of children. Laboratory work in the use of various art and craft media for 
elementar), school teachers. 
;5, 56. ADVANCED PAINTING Ead; remeJI!!r. I or 2 houl'.f 
Prerequisite: Art 3, 4. 
Here a student may desire to stud)' further the use of the various media. 
also explore the relationships of abstract representation to realism. Instruc· 
tion in clothed figure painting; landscapes and animal life. 
60. 	SURVEY OF ART Seco/ld JemeSler, 2 hour.! 
A study of the arts of western civilization from the Greeks to the present 
with an emphasis on the pivotal figures in art hi sto r), anJ their contribution 
to the course of art history and our present·day living. 
MUSIC 
Southern Missionary College offers three curriculums in musil', 
Bachelor of Music with a major in performance or In mus:c edllca­
ion, and the Bachelor of Arts with a major in music. 
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The Bachelor of Music degree is designed to prepare the student 
as a professional musician. The B.M. with a major in performance 
meets the need of the student who wishes to concentrate in an applied 
:l1usic field and to prepare for advanced work in the scholarly branches 
of music. 
The Bachelor of Music with a major in music education meets the 
specifications of the State of Tennessee and most other state education 
departments as well as the requirements for certification from the Gen­
eral Conference to teach music on the secondary level. See under the 
Education Department for further details with regard to certification. 
The Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in music allows the 
student to obtain a broad background in the liberal arts along with his 
solid core of professional lllusic subjects. The liberal arts student may 
choose the field of music as his minor. 
Bachelor of Music in Music 'Education 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
]\>[AJOR (Music) 59 hours 
Applied Music: Major instrument or voice- 12 
hours; minor instrument and/or voice- 6 
hours; senior recital- I hour; Illusic organiza­
tions-2 hours. 
Music Theory: 3:4 ; 4'):46; 101:102; 171:172; 
electives-4 hours. 

Music History: 62 or 63; 141 :142. 

Music Education: 161 or Education 65-66; 1HI; 

materials and methods electives- 6 hours. 
Education 61; 1)5 or 191; 1.71, 172 or 173,174. H hJurs 
Psychology 51; III ....... ...... .... .. 6 hours 
Health and Family Living 6 hours 
Including: Marriage and the FamiIy-2 hours; 
Physical education-l hour; electives-3 hours. 
English 1-2 .. .. .... . .. .......... ... .. ... ..... . 6 hours 

Literature 31, 32 or 41,42 ...... ...................... .. . 4 hours 

Fine Arts 60 ........... ... .. ..... .............. ... ....... .... . 2 hours 

t Mathematics 1 ..... .... .... ..... .................. ..... .. .. ......... . 2 hours 

Natural Science-Mathematics .... ... ..... ... . . 6 hours 

i-This requirement may be waived by examination. 
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Religion ___ ____ __ ________ ________ __ ________ ___ _____________ _ 12-16 hours 
Social Science 20 and sequence ____ ________________________ 8 hours 
Two of the following courses are required : 
Education 21; ReI igion 5 ; Health 51 4 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make a four-year total of 
128 semester hours. 
Bachelor of Music in Performance 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
MAJOR (Music) ______ _____ _________ ____ __ _ 60 hours 
Applied Music: Major instrument or voice-16 

hours; senior recital-l hour; minor instrument 

or voice-4 hours; music organizations-2 

hours; music ensemble- 2 hours_ 

Music Theory: 3:4;45:46; 101 :102; 171:172 ; 
e1ectives-4 hours_ 

Music History: 62; 63; 141: 142 _ 

Music Education: Materials and methods in major 

instrument or voice- 2 hours; electives- 4 
hours_ 
English 1-2 ______ ____ __._ ..____ _____ ._____ _ 6 hours 
Literature 31, 32 or 41, 42 __________ ________ _____ _ 4 hours 
Foreign Language-French or German 
recommended ____ ___ ___ __ _____ ___ ___ 6-14 hours 
Fine Arts 60 _______________ .__________ ______ ___ _______._____ __ _ 2 hours 
Health 7, 8 _______ ________ ________ ______ ____ ____ __ ___.___ __ __ ._____ 1 hour 
Natural Science-Mathematics ___ _______ ______ ___ _____ ___ ___ 6 hours 
Religion __________ _______ .____ ________ _______ 12-16 hours 
Social Science 1, 2 and 20 ___ ___ _________ ____ __ ___ ___ __ _ 8 hours 
Psychology 51 ______________ ______ ____ ________ ______ ______ 3 hours 
Two of the following courses are required: 
Education 21; Religion 5; Health 51 ____ ___ ____ ___ __ _ 4 hours 
Electives- sufficient to make a four-year total of 
J28 semester hours. 
Bachelor of Arts With a Major in Music 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
MAJOR (Music) .___ _____ __ __________ _____ ______________ ___ __ ______ 37 hours 
Music Theory: 45 :46; 101 :102; and four hours of 
upper division electives_ 
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Applied Music: Major instrument or vUlce-12 
hours; senior recital-l hour; music organiza­
tions-2 hours. 
History of Music: 62 or 63; 141: 142. 
MINOR 18 hours 
English 1-2, Literature 31,32 or 41,42 10 hours 
Fine Arts 60 2 hours 
Foreign Language ... .... ___ ___ _ 6-14 hours 
Health 7, 8 ___ ._ ... .. _._________ .________ ._. __ .... .... ____ _ hour 
Natural Sciences-Mathematics 12 hours 
Religion .. _.__ __ ._. __ ____ ._ .. . _ .. __ _.__ 12-16 hours 
Social Science ___ . ______ ._ .... __ .. ___________________ .... _.___ .. 12 hours 
Two of the following courses are re9uired: 
Education 21; Rei igion 5; Health 51 .. .... .._ 4 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make a four-year total of 
128 semester hours. 
MINOR: A minor in Music consists of eighteen hours, indudin,l 
45 :46; 141: 142; applied instrument or voice-4 hours; music organi· 
zations-2 hours. 
THEORY 
3:4. 	EAR TRAINING .\NO SOLFEGGIO Two .Ieme.rlen, 2 hOIlr! 
The uevclopment of rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic perception. A waiver 
may t:.e granteu by examination. This course should he taken concurrentl} 
with 45 :4(;. This class will meet two periods per week. 
45:46. HARMONY [ Two Je1lJf!JleI'J, 6 hom J 
Construction anu fundion of scales and intervals; t-riads and dominan 
seventh chorus, root position and inversioos; modulation; use of non 
harmonic tont"s, correlated analysis and keyboaru harmony. 
101:102. 	HARMONY II Two .feIJle.rUn, 4 hOllfJ 
Prerequisite: Music 45 :46. 
Construction and function of ninth, eleventh. and thirteenth chords, ,dtereJ 
chorus and modulation, correlated analysis, and keyboard harmony. 
'" 171: 172. COUNTE}{POINT Two SellleJ/et'J, 4 hon.. 
Prerequisite: Music 45:46; 101: 102 concurrently. 
Species counterpoint in two or more parts: imitation , double counterpoint, 
canon and correlated analysis. 
*174. ORCHESTRATION 	 Sewlid Jf!llIe.fler, 2 hOlil' ) 
Scoring and arranllinll for the instruments of the moJern symphony orchestra 
and the concert banJ o 
*Not offered 1959-'60. 
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176. 	 COMPOSITION SUl}nd semeJler, 2 hOllrJ 
Prerequisites: Music LOI : 102; 171: 172 recommended. 
Principles of composition in the smaller forms; written wOrk modeled 
on the analysis of such forms as the chorale, the art song. and the rondn . 
MUSIC HISTORY 
61:62. 	SURVEY OF MUSIC LITERATURF. Two semesters, 4 hOllrJ 
The impact of musical thought on western civilization during the past ont' 
thousand years. Illustrated lectures, discussions, and recordings . 
Music majors may not register for Music 61 except as an elective. One 
listening period per week is required. 
141: 142. 	 HISTORY OF MIJSIC Two .remeJ/erJ, () hOllfJ 
Recommended prerequisite: Music 62 or 63. 
Cultural and musical-technical aspects of the style and form of musical 
thought from antiquity to the present time. Two listening periods per week 
are required. 
CHURCH MUSIC 
24. 	PRINCIPLES OF CONDUCTING Secolld .lelllesler, 2 hOlln 
Basic concepts of notation, the study and application of principles of song 
le'ldership. This class meets three periods per week. 
63. 	 SURVEY 01' CHURCH MUSIC Fiul semesta, 2 hOllr. 
A course designed to meet the needs of religion majors and church musi­
cians. A study of church music from Biblical times to the present. One 
listening period per week is required. 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
The studies in methods and materials involve not only development 
in actual performance ability and evaluation of available teaching ma­
terials; but also, and pre-eminently, a guest for pedagogical soundness 
and understanding of how to help individuals solve their musical 
problems. 
130. 	PIANO MATERIAI.S AND TECHNIQUES Saolld Jelllefler, 2 hOlln 
Methods, materials, and procedures for priva te and group piano instruction. 
"132. VOCAL MATERIALS AND TECHNIQU ES Second JemeJter, 2 hOllr.. 
Principles of voice production and testing and classification of ,·oices. 
The examin'ltion of suitable lilerature for ensemble and solo use . 
134. 	 STRING MATERIALS AN D TECHNIQUES SUOIlJ JellleJ/e.., 2 hOIlI'.• 
A study of the stringed instruments in <lass anel a survey of teaching ma­
terials for class and private instruction. 
*Not offered 1959.'60. 
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* 136. PERCU ~SION MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES Secolld se1l1eJler. 1 hOllr 
The use of percussion instruments in the band and orchestra . Te('hniques of 
performing all percussion instruments. Interpretation of band scores, 
balan('e and special effects of the percussion section. 
*137. BRASS MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES Fi"'ll Je1l1t'S l e,., 2 hOJlI'J 
A study of tone production, embouchure, fingerings, and practi ca l pedagogic 
technique. A survey of the literature for the instruments and evaluation of 
teaching methods. 
139 . WOODWIND MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES Fi,..rl Jelllesier. 2 hONn 
A study of tone production, embouchure, fingerings, and practical pedagogic 
technique. Survey of the literatllf(' for the instruments and evaluation of 
teaching methods. 
161. 	SECONDARY SCHOOL MUSIC FirJI Jelll eJ/er, 2 hONn 
Curriculum, organization, and administration of choral, instrumental. and 
general music classes in the junior and senior high school. 
lSI. 	CONDUCTING TECHNIQ UES Firsl JemeJ/r:r. 2 hONn 
This course is designed to give the music student the requisite skill s for 
conductIng choral and instrumental groups. 
APPLIED MUSIC 
n,4. 	 Two semeSle,..r, 2 hUII/ 's 
Private instruction in voice, piano, organ, or orchestral instrument. 
"t5 , 6. Tum JeIllI!J /er.r , 2 h01l1'J 
Class instruction in voice, piano, or orchestral instruments. This course is 
designed for the beginning student who wou.ld like to take applied music in 
small groups of from two to five at a reduced fee from the private lesson 
rate. 
21. 22. 	 Two Jeme.rlerJ. :; hOllfJ 
Prerequisite: Examination for freshman standing. 

Private instruction in voice, piano, organ, or orchestral instrument. 

"t53, 	54. Tu/o Jt'lIIeJ/e rJ,. 2 hO/l f'.f 
Prerequisite : Music 3, 4 or 5, 6. 
Private instruction in voice, piano, or orchestral instrument. 
7 1, 72. TUlo JlJlneJ/er.r, 2 hour,!' 
Prerequisite: Music 21, 22. 
Private instruction in voi('e, piano, organ, or orchestral inslrument. 
121. 	122. Two JellJeJlen. 4 b O/l1·.I' 
Prerequisite: Music 7 1, 72. 

Private instruction in voice, piano, organ, or orchestml instrument. 

151, 	 152. Two Jeme.rlerJ. 4 hONrJ 
Prerequisite : Music 121 , 122. 
Private instruction in voice, piano, organ, or orchestral instrument. 
"Not offered 1959-'60. 
tSee note on next page. 
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192. 	SENIOR RECITIIL 1 hour 
The recital must be memorized with the exceplion of organ Or instruments 
performing ensemble literature not generally memorized. 
Instruction in voice, piano, organ, or orchestral instruments is 
offered both privately and in small classes. The following performance 
areas may be studied: violin, viola, cello, string bass, flute, oboe, clari­
net, saxophone, bassoon, trumpet, french horn, trombone, baritone, 
marimba, and percussion instruments. 
One semester hour will be allowed for a mmlJl1Um of 1') half­
hour lessons with four hours of practice per lesson. Participation in 
and attendance at student recitals, public and studio, will be considered 
a part of the regular work. Music majors and minors are required to 
attend a large percentage of the concerts and recitals on the cJmpus, 
and each is urged to take advantage of the outstanding musical events 
sponsored by the SMC Lyceum Committee, the Community Concerts, 
and the Chattanooga Symphony. 
t Courses 3, 4; 5, (); 53, 54 are open to any student of the college 
as elective credit toward the B.A . or B.S. degree. The music m:tjor or 
minor may elect these courses only toward his minor performance. 
Courses 21, 22; 71, 72; 121, 122; and 1 'iI, 152 are courses PCl­
marily for the music major and minor, but they may be elected by 
anyone who passes the examination for freshman standing. 
Freshman standing for the music major or minor will be given by 
the music faculty at the time of the first semester examinations. Each 
student majoring in music must appear before the music faculty at the 
end of each semester to present a prepared program of technic and 
memorized compositions as his final examination. 
All music majors are required to pass an examination in piano. The 
student must be able to read hymns and moderately difficult accompani­
ments at sight and play the major scales . At the time of the regubrly 
scheduled semester examinations the student is to play before a com­
mittee of the music faculty. The piano examination should be passed as 
early as possible, but no later than the end of the junior year. 
The major in music education and the liberal arts student wi II 
present a joint senior recital in which he plays 30 minutes. The perfor­
mance major will present a full-length, memorized recital. The stu­
dent may elect to have an assisting soloist or assisting small ensemble in 
which he participates. 
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MUSIC ENSEMBLES 
Although there is no charge for participation in music organizations 
if credit is not desired, yet JttldentJ Jhotlfd regiJter /01' entrallce ill the 
(JrgalliZtltioll. All students pursuing a music maj'or must participate .in 
a music organization each year of residence. 
Each musical organization meets two periods per week and offers 
one-half hour credit each semester. Admission to any musical organiza­
tion is by audition. Regular attendance at rehearsals is required. 
Ensembles on campus are organized and sponsored by members 
of the staff. 
9. 10. CAMPUS B,\ND 
11, 12. CONCERT BAND 
j 3, 14. ORCHESTRA 
j 5 , 16. COLLEGIATE CHOIR 
17, 18. MEN'S CHORUS 
19, 20. COLLEGIATE CHORALE 
153: 154. PIANO ENSEMBLE Two Je1l1eJ/er.r, 4 bOlln 
Prerequisite: Music 72. 
This course is designed to give the piann and organ major coaching and 
experience in accompanying and playing in a chamber ensemble. 
155: 156. VOCAL ENSEMBI.E Two Jeme.rl l:n. 4 bOil .... 
Prerequisite: Music 72. 
This course is designed to ,4ive the voir(' major coaching and experience 
in organization and partiripation in small vocal ensembles. The literature 
of the vocal and chamber music repertoire will be studied. 
157: 	158. INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE TWI) JemeJ/l!I'J, 4 /;OllfJ 
Prerequisite: Music 72. 
This course is designed to ,4ive the instrumental major coaching and ex· 
perience in or,4anizing and participating in small instrumental ensemhles 
surh as the string trio or quartet, the woodwind quintet, etc. The chamher 
music literature will be studied. 
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NATURAL SCIIENCES - MATHEMATICS 

JOHN CHRISTENSEN , Chail'llJelll; H. H. KUHLMAN, CLARENCE E. 
CHINN, RAY HEFFERLlN, E. O. GRUNDSET, MERLYND NESTELL 
The Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics is organized 
for the purpose of giving training in the fundamental sciences of Bi­
ology, Chemistry, Mathematics, and Physics. Many of the courses of­
fered in these departments are basic for professional training in medi­
cine, dentistry, optometry, nursing, other medical-related professions, 
and professional engineering. These must be taken before entrance into 
the training for a chosen profession. 
Training for professional careers in Bio logy, Chemistry, Mathe­
matics, and Physics may be had by taking majors in these fields. Minors 
in related field s are taken which contribute to the backg round of the 
student. 
The foundation and survey courses are designed to give the. general 
student an apprecjation and understanding of the impact of the scien­
tific discoveries and the scientific method of thinking upon our mod­
ern civilization. 
Relative. to spiritual values the following quotation reflects the 
rhilosophy of the division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics: 
"ALI true science is but an interpretation of the handwriting of God 
in the material world . Science brings from her research only fresh evi­
dences of the wisdom and power of God. Rightly understood , both the 
book of nature and the written word make us acquainted with God by 
teaching us something of the wise and beneficent laws through which 
He works. " Ellen G. White, Ptllriclrch.r (/lid PmphetJ, page 599. 
BIOLOGY 
Bachelor of Arts With a Major In Biology 
The courses in this subdivision are intended to give students a 
practical and cultural knowledge of this field of science, and to meet 
the needs of those planning to enter professional training in advanced 
biology, medicine, dentistry, nursing, and related fields. It is recom­
mended that students majoring in biology minor in chemistry. 
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MAJOR: a major in biology consists of thirty semester hours, and 
must include Biology 1, 22, 45, 46, 110, and 127. 
MINOR: a minur in biology reguires eighteen hours. 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
MAJOR (Biology) .. ..... ...... .... ___ .. ____ _____ _... __ ___ ___ ._ .~o hours 
Including 1, 22 , 4), 46; 110, 127. 
MINOR: Chemistry recommended ___... .___ __ .__ .... __ __ 18 hours 
English 1-2, Literature 31, 32 or 41 ,42 ____ __ __ ._____ ._ 10 hours 
Fine Arts, 60 or 61 reguired ___ ._.___ ____...... ____ ___ _.. 4 hours 
Foreign Language . ___ _._ ... __ .__ ___ ... _.__ _. ____ ... _______ ___ .. 6-14 hours 
Health 7, 8 __ _._ .. . __ .. _____ ._._. _____ __ ... .. __ 1 hour 
Religion ________ __.... . ___ ___ .... ___ _.__.___ _... _______ ___ . __ __ 12-16 hours 
Social Science .. __ ______ _.. _____ . __ ._ ... ________ _.___ __ _____ .__ .. _ 12 hours 
Two of the following courses are reguired: 
Education 21; Religion'); Health') 1 __ _ ___ _.. ._________ __ . 4 hours 
Electives- sufficient to make a four-year total 
of 128 semester hours. 
Pre-medical students majoring in Biology will add Physics 51-52, 
Mathematics II :12, Chemistry 1-2, 63 , 102, 113-11 4 , General Embry­
ology 145. 
The courses in Biology are intended to give the student funda­
mental and accurate information as a basis for the development of a 
sound scientific philosophy and as preparation for professional training. 
J. 	GENERAL BIOLOGY Finl Je.fIIeJler, 3 houn 
A study 0: biological principles and of the classification of the plant king­
dom. Two hours lecture, three hours laboratory, each week. 
2 . 	 GENERAL Blo[oGY Second JeJfl esler, 3 hours 
Consideration of biological principi<:s as rdated to animal life. Stlldy of 
typical members of ea(h phylum in the animal kingdom . Two hours lecture, 
three hours laboratory, each week. 
*9. 	NATURE STUDY ANO CONSERVATION Finl JnneJ/er, 3 hours 
Tbis course is planned for elementary teachers who wish to use nature 
materials furnished by their environment in their teaching. It includes con­
servation of natural resources, the study of birds, insects, /lowers , trees , and 
related areas. Two hours lecture, three hOllrs laboratory each week_ This 
course is a methods (ourse and is restricted to teacher training stlldents. 
*Not offered 1959-'60. 
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I!. 12. ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY Two semesterJ, 6 hOllrs 
A study of the fundamentals of human anatomy and physiology. Two hours 
lecture, three hours laboratory, each week. 
22. 	MICROBIOLOGY Either Jellleyta, 4 hOlln 
A study of micro-organisms; their relation to the production of disease in 
man and their modes of transmissions; methnds used in specific prevention 
or treatment of disease. Three hours lecture, three hours laboratory, each 
week 
45 , 46. GENERAL ZOOLOGY Two Jellies/en, 8 hOlln 
A study of the general biological principles of all animal life incl uding 
their general structure, physiology, habitat, classification, and life history. 
Three hours lecture, three hours laboratory, each week. 
100. 	 FIELD BIOLOGY FirJ/ .femes/a or Slimmer sessioll, 3 hOlln 
Prerequisite: Biology I and 2 or equivalent. 
A study of the life of plants and animals in the natural environment. One 
hour lecture, five to six hours laboratory each week. 
104. 	MAMMALlAl-: ANATOMY Secolld Jemef/er, 2 houn 
P ,erequisite: Biology 45 and 4<1. or equivalent. 
The cat is studied as a typical mammal. One-half hour lecture. five hours 
laboratory work each week. 
"107. PARASITOLOGY Fin'! Je1!lexler. :3 !Jolin 
Prerequisite: Biology 2. or 45, or equivalent. 
A general survey of the more important parasites of man and domestic 
animal s. Two hours lecture, three hours laboratory. each week. 
* I 08. ORNITHOLOGY Secolld semn/er or Summ/'/' .re.r.rioll, ) hOllrl 
Prerequisite: General Biology, I. 2 or 45. 4<1. 
An introduction to tbe external st ructure, classification, behavior. nesting. 
migration. and phylogeny of birds. Laboratory periods are spent studying 
birds in the field. Two hours lecture, thr~e hours laboratory work each week. 
"109. EI'TOMOl.OGY FitH .!('!)u!xlel' Of Summer Jt!.u i o1l, 3 11{)/ln 
Prerequisite: Biology I . 2 or 45. 46. 
An intrOduction to the study of insects with emphasis on development and 
behavior. Classification of important orde rs and families and the use of 
insect keys will be stressed in laboratory work. Two hours Iedurc and 
three hours laboratory work each week. 
110. GENETICS 	 St'C()Jld Je1!lf:'J/ e r, 3 hf)lIYJ 
Prerequisite: Biology 1 and 2 or equivalent. 

A study of heredity as related to man and some domestic plants and animals. 

Two hours lecture, three hours laboratory, each week. 

"122. THE LIVERWORTS. MOSSES. AND FERI'S Slimmer teflll. 2 hOllrs 
Prerequisite: Biology 1 or equivalent. 
A study of liverworts. mosses. and (ems (If this area. One hour lecture. 
five hours fidd work, each week. 
"12R. SYSTEMATIC BOTAl-:Y S~co!/d semes/er. 3 hOllr., 
Prerequisite: Biology I Dr equivalent. 
The identification of seed plants of the Collegedale area with a vicw of 
the acquisition of familiarity with the distinguishing features of the gre:H 
plant groups. Two hours lecture, three hours labo·ratory. eac h week. 
*N ot offered 1959-'60. 
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145. 	GENERAL EMBRYOLOGY Finl Jeme.r/er, 3 hOlln 
Prerequisite : Biology 2, 45, or 46, or equivalent. 
An introduction to the development of the vertebrate animal with emphasis 
on the development of the chick. TwtJ hours lerture, three hours laboratory, 
each week. 
177 . MICROTECHNIQ UE Fin! sellinla. 3 bOlln 
Prerequisite: Biology I , 2 or equivalent. 
Prep,.ration, mounting, and staining of various plant and animal tissues on 
slides for microscopic study. One hour lecture, six hours laboratory, 
each week. 
178-. 	 ANIMAL HISTOLOGY Second semester, 3 bOllr.f 
Prerequisite: Biology 2, 45 or 46 or equivalent. 
A descriptive study of normal tissues, including those of man. The micro· 
scopic identification and characteristics of stained sections is emphasized 
in the laboratory. One hour lecture, six hours labora tory, each week. 
191 or 192. PROBHMS IN BIOLOGY 1104 bOlin, 1 or 2 hOlln ,I semes/a 
This course is for biology majors 'lOd minors only ; individual research 
work in some field of biology . Content and method of study to be arranged. 
CHEMISTRY 
It is intended in this subdivision to give students a practical and a 
cultural knowledge of this field of science, and to provide for the needs 
of those planning to become chemists or to enter professional training 
in medicine, dentistry, nursing, and related fields . 
Bachelor of Arts With a Major in Chemistry 
A minor in Physics or Biology is recommended, and Mathematics 
through Calculus, and Physics 51- 52 are advised. 
A major or minor in Chemistry must include Chemistry 102 and 
114 except for Home Economics or Dietetics students minoring in 
chemistry. 
This degree does not necessarily prepare for g raduate work in 
chemistry unless Chemistry 1') I, 1')2 are included. 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
MAJOR (Chemistry) .... .. .... .......... _.................. ..... 30 hours 
Including: 1-2; 63, 113-114; n02, 144, 190. 
t 3 hours . 
102 
MINOR in Mathematics, Physics, or Biology 
rewmmended _________ ________ _______ ___ _____ ___ ____ __ _____ _____ _ 18 hours 
English 1-2, Literature 31, 32 or 4 1, 42 _______ .____ .__ 10 hours 
Fine Arts, including 60 or 61 required _______ 4 hours 

Foreign Language (German recommended) ___ ___ 6-14 hours 

Health 7, 8 _____ .. _. __ ... _.__ _______ _______ __ ..... ... _____ ___ _ hour 

Religion _______________ _____ __ .__ __. ___ . __ .___ _.__ 12-16 hours 

Social Science _______ __ ____ ___ .. __...... ____ _____ __ ____ _____ _.. _.. 12 hours 

Mathematics 11: 12 __ _.. __... _... 8 hours 

Two of the following courses are required: 
Education 21; Religion 5; Health 51 .___ __ __ 4 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make a four -yea r total of 
128 semester hours . 
Pre-medical students will add Biology 45-46 and 145, Physics 
51-52, Mathematics 11 :12 . They should include in the major Chemistry 
113-11 4 and 102. 
Bachelor of Science With a Major in Chemistry 
This degree is a preparation for graduate work in chemistry or for 
1 professional career in chemistry . 
COURS:E REQUIREMENTS 
MAJOR (Chemistry) ..... _.... ______ ._ 40 hours 
Including : 1-2; 63; 102 (3 hours); 113-11 4 ; 
121; I 34 ; 144; 1 5 1, 152 . t 
MINOR should be chosen from Math ., Physics, Biology, 
or Foods and NutritionH _... _. _.. .. _ ... _. ______ . 18 hours 

English 1-2 _. _.. ........ ... _... ... _ ........ ... ....... .......... _ 6 hours 

Literature 31,32,41, or 42 ____ ........... _._.... ..... . 2 hours 

Fine Arts 60 or 61 required. _... _.... .. ......... __ ._. __.. _... _ 2 hours 

Foreign Language-German ._._ .. .___ ._ .... ...... __ .... _. 6-14 hours 

Health 7, 8 _____ ._ .. .......... _.... ... ... .... ...... ...... ...... _.. __ hour 

Mathematics 11:12; 99,100 __ .... ......... .. .___ ...... _... 16 hours 

Physics 51-52 ... ...... . _ ........ ..... .. ... .... ..................... _ 8 hours 

Religion ___ .... ... ... . ........ .. ____ .____ ... ___ .. __ ... .. ...... .... 12-16 hours 

tStudents planning to do graduate work in Biochemistry should also elect 
171: 172 as part of the major and should also take Biology 22, 45 and 46. 
ttStudents minoring in Foods and Nutrition should also elect 171:172 as 
part of the major . 
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_______ ___ ______ ____ ____ _ 
Two of the following courses are required : 
Education 21; Religion'); Health') 1 
Social Science .
4 hOLlrs 
hours<) 

Electives- sufficient to make a four-year total of 128 

semester hours. 

1-2, GENERA L CHEMISTRY Two JCmeJler.r, 8 bOlln 
Prerequisies: High school Algebr:l and either high school Physics or 
Chemistry or the instructor's permi, sion. (It is recommended that Math 
11: 12 be taken concurrently,) 

An introdoctinn to the elements and their prinripal wmpounds; the funda· 

mental laws and accepted theories of chemistry, Three hours lecture. three 

hours laboratory. each week. 

5. 	 INTROD(JCTlON TO CHEMISTRY Finl Je llleJ/e,. 3 bOil,., 
This COUrSe is designed specifically fo'r students preparing for elementary 
school teaching. It consists of simple demonstrations of chemical principles. 
using materials available in the home or school and 1 discussion of the 
basic principles involved ; emphasis is laid on application to hmne situation; 
and on relationships to other sciences. Training is also given in the use of 
('hemical illustrations to demonstrate character lessons. This course carries 
credit only toward a degree in elementary education. Two hours lecture. 
three hours labora tor)'. 
7-8. 	S URVEY OF CHEMISTRY Two semeJlers. 6 bOil" 
Prerequisites : High school algebra, and either high school physics Or 
dlemistry. or instructor' , permis"ion. 
A survey coorse designed to familiarize the student with the basic principles 
of chemistry. Attention is given particularly to solutions, chemistry of nu­
trition, digestion , and metabolism. Of special interest to students who need 
a survey course in chemistry. It will also fulfill the n3.tural science require­
ment. 1t is a terminal course and may not be used as a prerequisite for 
advanced chemistry courses. Two hOllrs lecture, three hours laboratory. 
each 	 week. 
63. 	 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS Fi,-si SemeJ/",". 2 or 3 /;olln 
Prerequisites: Chemistry 1-2. Mathematics II: 12 or equivalent. 
A stody of the principles and methods for the separation and identification 
if inorganic ions; analysis of several unknowns. Two hours lecture (one 
hour of which is laboratory instruction requiring no homework), two or 
five hoors laborato,)', each week. 
HI. 	ORGANIC CHEMISTRY Finl SemeJ/a, 4 bOIlYJ 
A brief study of simple organic compounds, both aliphatic and aromatic 
and their reactions. Three hours lecture. three hours laborat()ry. each week. 
102. 	QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS Saofld .felllnle,-, 2 or 3 bOil,... 
Prerequisites: Chemistry 1-2, 63. 
This course includes the study of typical volumetric and gravimetric 
methods. quantitative determinations of a(·idity. alkalinity. and percentage 
composition of a variety of unknown". Two hours ieoun: for nine weeks. 
three or six hours laboratory. each week. 
113-114. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 	 Two JemeJ/aJ, 8 b(JII/'J 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-,2. 
A 	 study of the aliphatic and aromatic compounds of carbon and their 
reactions . The laboratory work include's typical syntheses of various com­
pounds. Three hours ledure. three hours labonttory. each week. 
I wi 
121. 	ORGANIC QUALITATIVE ANALYSI~ Firsl sellleJler, 2 or 3 hOllrJ 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 113-114. 
Application of solubility principles, cbssilication reactions and the 
preparation of derivatives to the identification of both pure compounds and 
mixtures. Two hours of lecture for nine weeks , and three or six hours of 
laborator), each week. 
"122. ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY SeJOlid semesler, .3 hOllfJ 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 113-114. 
bborator), principles and practice in the synthesis of various organic COIll­
po unds and other selected topics . Two hours of lecture, and three hours of 
lahorator), work each week. 
134. 	 ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS SeCIJ"d Jeml:,rlt'r, ] h()lIrJ 
Prerequisite: Chemistr), 102. 
A study of some additional methods of analysis beyond those considered in 
Chemistry 102. Speci,lI attention is given to spectrophotometry, potentio­
metric and conductometric titrations and other instrumental techniques, 
One hour !eLlure and three hours lahoratory each week. 
144. 	 LABORATORY GLASS BLOWING Eilhel' femesla, 1 or 2 hOIlI'" 
TraininR is given in the manipulation of glass for the fahrication of 
laboratory apparatus. Three or six hours laboratory each week. This course 
does not count on basic science requirem.:nts nor on the 30 hours of the 
maior. 
15 I: 152. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY Two JemeJterJ. 8 h()/uJ 
Prerequisites: Chemistr), 102. Physics 51-52. Mathematics II: 12. Calculus 
advis"d for 151. and required for 152. 
A study of the facts. laws, theories, and problems relating to gases, liquids. 
so lids. solutions. equilibrium. thermo-chemistr)" electro·chemistr),. and 
atomic structure. Three hours ledur". three hoors laboratory. each week . 
171:172. 	BIOCHEMISTRY Both xell/o l en. (, h()/I .... 
Prerequisite: Chemistr), 113-114. 
The materials, mechanisms. and end-products of the processes of life under 
normal and pathological conditions are studied. Two hours I"cture. three 
hours laboratory , each week. 
I '-)0. 	 SPECIAl. PROBLEMS IN CHEMISTRY Eilher .femexter, 1 I I) 3 h()lIn 
Prerloquisite: 20 hours of Chemistr),. 
Indi\'idual research under the direction of th" memhers of th" staA· . 
Prohlems are assi,~ncd according to the experience and interest of the 
sluclent. 
MATHEMATICS 
The objectives of this subd.ivision are to acquaint the student with 
the me.wing, scope, methods. and content of Mathematics, and to show 
some of the relationshipsilnd contributions of this science to modern 
civilization and culture. 
* j 01 offered 1959-'(,0. 
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MAJOR: A major in Mathematics requires 30 hours (exclusive of 
Mathematics J and 2), and includes Mathematics II: 12; 99; 100; and 
at least 15 hours chosen from courses Ill, 112; 121:122; 1')1:1')2. 
MINOR: A minor in Mathematics requires eighteen hours (exclu­
sive of Mathematics I, 2), and includes Mathematics II : 12; 99; 100; 
and at least 3 hours chosen from courses Ill, 112 ; 121:122; 1')1:152. 
Bachelor of Arts With a Major in Mathematics 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
MAJOR (Mathematics) _.. _... . ________ __..... .. ._._ . __ ____ ._. ___ 30 hours 
Including: II :12; 99; 100. 
MINOR (Physics or Chemistry recommended) _.__ III hours 
English 1-2 _. __... .... ____ ____ ... _..... ________ ___ _._ .. _ .. _ 6 hours 
Literature 31,32 or 41, 42 ____ __.. _ ..... __ ... _... ____ __ __ ... _ 4 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 required _________ __ .__ .... _______ 4 hours 
Foreign Language .___ __ ._._ .. ___ ____________ .. ....... __ 6-14 hours 
Religion ... ... _ _____ _... .. . __ _._ .. _____ ____ .. _________ . __ 12-16 hours 
Social Science .. _ ____ ._ .. .. .. ___ . ________ ____ .__ ._____ ___ 12 hours 
Two of the following courses are required : 
Education 21; Religion'); Health 51 ____ ___ .. _... . ___ . 4 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make a four-year total of 121l 
semester hours. 
I. 	 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF MATHHt.~TICS Fint Jell/eJ/er, 2 bOllI" 
This (ourse is designfCd for the te:lchn education program. It emphasize~ 
the major concepts of numbe.r, measurement, function, and proof which 
help man to undfCrstand the quantitative relationships in his natmal and 
social enviro-nment. 
2. 	 FUNCTIONAL )\,[ATHF.MATICS 5uolld Jeme..-Ier , 2 'IOU 1'..­
A thorou~h review of fundamental processes of arithmetic; development 
of a mature understanding of uithmetic 
J I: 12. FRF.SHMAN MATHEMATICS Two Je1lJ eJle1'J, 8 bOlln 
PrfCrequisites : One unit of secondary algebra and one unit of secondary 
}-leometry. 
A unified course consisting of topics from college algebra, trigonometry, 
:lOd analytic w~ometry. 
51. 	 ANALYTIC GEOM ETRY Fir...' JellJeller, 2 bOlln 
PrfCrequisite: Mathematics ) I : 12. 
This course is primarily for those students who have transferred from 
other colkges and wish to take calculus and have not had a course equiv­
alent to Mathematics II and 12 or those students who have taken 
Mathematics ) I and 12 prior to the academic year 1958-59. Equations of 
curves in rectan~ufar and polar coordinates. Study of the prop~rties of the 
straight line and the conics. 
lOCi 
99. DIFFER.E NTIAL CALCULUS 	 Finl fl'IIll'Jler. 4 hUlln 
Prect:quisite: Mathematics II: 12. 

Elementary functions, oruinar), anu partial uerivatives, applications. 

100. 	 INTEGRAL CALCULUS SeoJlJd H'ml'Jler, 4 hOllf.! 
Prerequisites: Mathematics II: 12; 99. 

Indefinite integrals, uefinite anu multiple integrals, infinite series, appli· 

ca tions. 

III. 	DIFFERENTIAL EQu.n·IONS Finl .reme.rler. 3 bOIl,..r 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 99: 100. 
Classification and solution of common types of ordinary differential equa· 
tions. Applications to problems arising in the physical sciences. 
112 . METHODS OF ApPLIED MATHEMATICS Secolld JemeJle1". 3 hOlln 
Prerequisite: Mathematics III . 
Vector analysis, introuuction to complex variables, charaderistic value 
problems, Lol'lace transforms, Bessel functions. 
121 : 122 . ADVA NCED CALCULUS Two semeslen. 6 hOllr.• 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 99: 100. 
Introdudion to point set topology, continuity, uniform continuity, inte· 
gration. improper integrals, convergencC', uniform convergence. sequences 
of fundions, infinite series. 
151: 152 . INTRODUCTION TO MODERN ALGEBRA Two Jelllt'J/erJ. () hO/l1',l 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 99: 100. 
Groups, rings, fielus, integral domains, vector spaces, matrices. algehraic 
solution of equations. 
Bache'lor of Science With a Major in Natural' Science 
COIJRSE REQUIREI\IENTS 
MA)OR (Natural Sciences) ............ ...... .... ..... . 36 hours 

This major is designed especially for teachers to enable them to 
receive a wider, more diversified training in the whole area of Natllral 
Sciences. (Biological Science, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics .) It 
consists of thirty-six semester hours, eighteen of which must be in one 
area (six of which must be upper biennium), and a minimum of eight 
hours each in two others. Open only to prospective teachers. 
MINOR in Education (see page 77) ..... .. ............. 24 hours 
Literature 31, 32, or 41, 42 .................... ........... 4 hours 
Speech '5: 6 ...... . .................. ..... .... .. .. ... . 4 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 required .................. .. .............. 4 hours 
Health 7, 8 .. .................. ..... ... ..... ............. hour 
Religion . ._ ..... _ .. ........... _._ ....... _.................... . 12-16 hours 
Social Science ... .. ..... .. ............................ ....... _..... 12 hours 
Two of the following courses are required: 
Education 21; Religion 5; Health '51 .... ............... 4 hours 
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tElectives sufficient to make a four-year total of 128 

semester hours. 

PHYSICS 
The courses in this subdivision are intended to present Physics as a 
typical science, and to acguaint students with its relation to other sciences 
and with some of its applications in the fields of research, engineering, 
radio communication, medicine, and dentistry. 
Bachelor of Arts With a Major in Physics 
MAJOR: A major in Physics reguires thirty hours. Mathematics 
through differential equations is indispensable. 
MINOR : A minor in Physics requires eighteen hours. 
COU RSE REQUIREMENT" 
MAJOR (Physics) _________ __.___ .____ . ___ _________ .__ .....__._ 30 hours 
(Physics 51-52, lSI, IS2; Math. II :12; 99, 100; 
) 11 are required; Chemistry 1-2 is recommended; 
Ch'!ll1istry 151: 152 may count on the physics 
major) 
MINOR .... .. __ _... _..... ... __ _____ . ___ . ___ .... .. __ 18 hours 

English 1-2 ___ . _. _ _.____ ._._ .. _. __ _ <1 hours 
Literature 31, 32 or 41, 42 __._. _
"
.__ hours 
Fine Arts, including <10 or <11 required 4 hOLl:-s 
Foreign Language (German or French 
recommended) __ .... .. .. ____ _ <1- 1 4 hours 
Health 7, 8 ._.. .___ .. __ _ hour 
Religion ________ ____ . __ .____ . _. 12-16 hours 
Social Science ... _____ _.. ____ ... __ 12 hours 
Two of the following courses are required: 
Education 21 ; Religion'); Health 'i I . _. __ 4 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make a four-year total of 128 
semester hours. 
Pre-medical students will add Biology 4 5, 4<1 and 14 ') and 
Chemistry ) -2, 63 , 102 , 113-114. 
tElectiV(:'s in be selected to meet den()min~tional and state certification. 
tOH 
Bachelor of Science With a Major in Physics 
(For students planning waduate work in physics) 
COL! R51: REQUIREJlII'NTS 
MA.JOR (Physics) ..... ....... ... . .. ......... ... ...... .. . ... ...... 40 hours 
Including : Physics 61; HI; )1-')2; 181 , 182 ; either 
of the following : Physics lSI , 1')2 or 161 , 162 . 
The remaining hours may be selected from any 
offering in the Physics Department, except Physics 
2, ,Ind from Physical Chemistry (Chemistry 
I') I: 1')2) . 
Mathematics . ... ..... ... .. ..... . .. ... .. .... .... ... ..... ... . 22 hours 
Including: Math. 11:12; 99,100; III ; and a 
3-hour upper division elective. 
Chemistry 1-2 ..... .. .... ....... ... ....... ..... .... .... .... ... ... . 8 hours 

Cognate requirements for major .. ... ...... ...... ') hours 
Chosen frum the folJowing: Chemistry 6., ; 102 ; 
144 (I hour) ; Industrial Arts I , 2; I') , 16; 'i I. 
English 1-2 ..... ............ .... .... ...... ... .. 6 hou:s 
Literature .H, .,2, 4 I, or 42 ........ ..... ....... .... .... ..... ... 2 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 required .. ..... ............. ... .... ... .. 2 hours 
Foreign Language : German 21-22 ; 83-84 .. ... .. . 6-14 hours 
(This requirement can be adjusted for those 
having started French or Russian.) 
Health 7, 8 ....... .. ... . .......................................... ... hour 
Religion (Including Religion 5) .. ... .......... ..... 12-16 hours 
Social Science ...... ..... ............ ... ....... .. ............ ...... . .. 10 hours 
Health 51 or Education 21 ...... ....... ............. ..... ' ... 2 hours 
Electives-- sufficient to make a four-year total of 128 
semester hours . 
2. 	 INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICS Second lemeJ/er, .3 hours 
This course is dt'signed specifically for students preparing for elemt:ntary 
school teaching. Simple demonstrations of physical principles. using 
materials available in the home or school. and discussion of basic ideas 
involved; emphasis is laid on application (to home appliances. automohile. 
and such things) and on the perception of character lessons in the material. 
Open only to students in elementary education curriculum. Two hours 
lecture. three hours laboratory, each week. 
'1·52. GENF.RAl PHYSICS Two semes/erJ, 8 hourJ 
Prereqllisite: Math. 11: 12 or equivalent. 
An introduction to the traditional fields of physics using a combination of 
everyday experiences with automobiles. musical instruments. etc. . and the 
tools ()f algebra and trigonometry. Discussion of modern physics: atomic 
physics, x-rays, nuclear physics, earth satellites. and the like. 
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53-54. EXTRA HOUR 01' GENERAL PHYSICS FOR MA JORS AND ENGINEERING 
STUDENTS - Two Jeme.fterJ, 2 hOlln 
Prer(~uisite: Math. II: 12 01' equivalent. 

One class period per week on advanced problems and derivations relevant 

to the coursework in Physics 51-52_ Open only to physics majors and pre­

engineering students ; must be taken concurrently with Physics 51-52. 

*(il. 	DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY First JellleJler, 3 bOIlI'J 
An elementary study of Ollr solar system and its relation to the stellar 
univer~e. 
81. 	ELECTRONICS Firsl JellJes/(:I'. 4 /Jolin 
Prerequisite: One unit of secondary mathem~tics. 
A non-mathematical treatment of common receivers , transmitters, and 
transducers as the microphone, speaker, and antenna. 
'.12. 	 INTERMEDIATE ASTRONOMY-stellar strllcture Se<'rJlld .rellleJ/er, 3 bOlIn' 
Prerequisites: Math II: 12; Physics 51; Physics 52 concurrently. 
Experimental information about the light from the stars is studied using 
the concepts developed in General Physics. The possibility that the energy 
emitted by the stars is of nuclear origin is thoroughly considered. The 
material in this course does not depend heavily upon that of Descriptive 
Astronomy, and hence Physics (il is not prerequisite to this course. 
* IOZ . PHYSICAl. OPTICS Set'olld Jeme,r/el', 4 /Jolin 
Prerequisites: Physics 51-52; Math_ 99, 100 . 
Refraction, reflection, interference, and absorption of light are shown to 
follow from the principles introduced in General Physics. Three hour, 
Icctme, and three hours laboratory, each week . 
*103. KINETIC THEORY Fint Jemefter, 3 bOllrJ 
Prerequisites: Physics 51-52; Math. 99, 100. 
Many properties of gases, liquids, and solids can be derived from the 
assumption that matter is composed of small partides in motion. Three 
hours lecture each week. 
·123. 	 ATOMIC PHYSICS Finl Jeme.rler, 3 hl'",.-J 
Prerequisites: Physio ~ 1-52; Mathematics III concurrently. 
Analysis of atomic spectra from the Bohr-Sommerfeld lIlodei of the atom. 
Introduction to the wave mechanics. 
*124. NUCI.EAR PHYSICS Secolld SellleJ/er, 3 bO"" J 
Prerequisites: Physics 51-52; Math. 111 concurrently. 
The contributions of each of several lIlodels of the nucleus to our under­
standing of radioactivity, fusion and fission. Discussion of the source Qf 
stellar energy. 
15 I: t ~2. ANALYTIC MECHANICS Two Jeme.rlen, () bOlln 
Prerequisites: Physics 51.-52; Mathematics III concurrently. 
The mechanics of general physics is reformulated in more advanced terms, 
and problems such as that of the gyroscope are discussed. Introduction to 
the theory of relativity. Vectors are discussed as needed. 
"'Not offered 1959-'60. 
I ](1 
* 16 1:1 62. 	 EUCnUClTY AND MAGNETIS M Two J/!lIIe.rte,-s, 8 ho"n 
Prerequisites: Physics 51-52; Math. III concu rrently. 
The elertromagnetic principles of general physics are reformulated in 
advanced terms so that problems may be di scussed such as wave guides . 
VeLtors are introduced as needed . Three hours lecture and three hmlrs 
laboratory each week. 
181, 	18 2. SPECTROSCOPY Eilher JellleJter. VI' to 4 ho·",-,. 
The student takes part in the research project under way in the Physics 
department and becomes famili ar with research pcoredure and reporting. 
This course is limited to majors and minors. 
191, 	 192. PROBLEMS IN PHYSICS Eilher Je1!leJter, I hUll,. 
Individual resea rch work in some field of Physics elected by the student. 
*Not offered 1959-'60. 
II I 
NURSING 

MAZIE A . HERIN , Ch.(lirlllll/l: GLENDA ROLFE, Assoridte Chairmtll1; 
RITA CALHOUN, HELCA fOREHAND, MIRIAM KERR , CHRI"lINE 
KUMMER , GERTRUDE MUENCH, MERLE SILLOWAY, ALICE 1"'1:\[ 
WH EELER 
The Division of Nursing offers a basic program of sciences, Iibcra l 
arts and major courses leading to a Bachelor of Science in Nursing. 
Believing that Christ is the greatest healer and teacher of m:.nkind 
and that the highest education is to follow in His footsteps, this divi· 
sion offers a scientific program layi ng the foundat:on for medical 
missionary service The curriculum emphasizes the mental, physica l, and 
spiritual care of the patient, the family, and the community. 
The graduate of this basic program is prepared for service in 
first-level posit:ons in hospitals and public health agencies. 
The Division reserves the right to ask any student, who gives 
ev idence that in any phase of work o r social He he is out of h1rmony 
with the philosophy of the school or whose progress is in &eneral 
unsatisfactory, to withdraw or transfer to another field. 
The curriculum covers four academic years in which the student 
completes approximately half his work in libera l arts and science courses, 
and half in the major field, with a total of 12R semester hours. 
The student spends the freshman academic year and the first se· 
mester of the sophomore year on the Collegedale campus. Following 
this, the student registers on the Orlando campus. The second 
semester of the senior year he spends on the Collegedale campus, com­
pleting the major in nursing. 
Students from other colleges having completed the prescribed 
curriculum for registration on the Orlando campus may be eligible to 
regis ter in the sophomore year of the curriculum in nursing. The faculty 
reserves the ri,~ht to make curriculum changes at any time in harmony 
with current trends in education. 
Specifie Elllr{l/1ce Requirement.\': 
Mathematics (one of which must be Algebra; 
Business Math. not accepted) .......................... .. 2 uni~ 
Natural Science .......... .... ..... .. .............................. . .... 2 uni~ 
Social Science ... .... ....... .......... .....".. .................. ...... ... 2 uni~ 
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Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
MAJOR (Nursing) ___ _.. ___________ _______ ____ _____ __________ __ _ 02 hours 
Consisting of: 23 , 25, 50, 52, 00, 71, 93, 95, 

97, 101 , 111 , 141, 145, 181, 191, 192, 

341, 450, 45 1. 

Education and Phychology _______ ____ __ ______ ______ ___ __ ____ 12 hours 
Consisting of: ') I, 111, Uo, 245, or 213_ 
Language and Literature __ ____ _______ _________ _. __ ____ 10 hours 
Consisting of: English 1-2, Speech 5, Literature 
31 or 32 or 41 or 42. 
Sociology 	 7 hours 
Consisting of: Sociology 20, Marriage and Family 
82, Field of Social Work 150. 
Biology __ __ ____ _____ ____ _____ __ __ ____ __ __ __ _____ _________ __ ._____ ____ 10 hOllrs 
Consisting of: Anatomy ~1I'1d Physiology 11, 12; 
Microbiology 22. 
Chemistry ___ .__ _______ __ __ ___ ______ __ ____ ___ ___ __ _____ __ ___ 0 hours 
Consisting of: Survey of Chemistry 7, 8. 
Health 	 3 hours 
Consisting of: Physical Education 7, 8; First 
Aid 22. 
Home Economics ____ _______ __ __ __ ____________ __ _. __ 3 hOllrs 
Consisting of : Foods O. 
Religion 	 12 hours 
Consisting of: Teachings of Jeslls 11, 12; Min­

istry of Healing and World Religion 54; Bible 

Doctrines and Personal Evangelism 91 and 9_,. 

History ___ ____ _______ _______ __ -__ ___ ----- _-_- -- ---__ ___-----. -_-- -- -- -__ 3 hours 
Consisting of : American History 'i 1 or 52. 
23. 	 INTRODUCTION TO NURSING J Finl semeJUr, 1 hour 
A brif'f orif'ntalion to Ihe fidel of nursing and the responsibilities of the 
nurse as a member of Ihe health If'am_ Emphasis is on wmmunication 
skills essential in carrying oul (omprehensive nursing care. 
)) 3 
25. 	 INTRODUCTION TO NURSING II Finl semester, 2 bOllrJ 
This course is designed to help the student to become aware of his own 
health needs and those of the public. It includes an introduction to the 
basic principles and skills of general nursing care. 
50. 	FUN[)AMENTALS OF NURSING I SL'Colld .I'emeJlel', 5 bOlln 
An introduction to the comprehensive patient care through the avenues of 
geriatrics and gynocology, teaching scientific principles in nursing pro­
cedures, presenting pathology, syrnptomatol.ogy, and therapy observed in 
general medical and surgical conditions. Special reference is made to diet 
therapy, preparation and aclministration of medicines. and physical therapy. 
The student is introduced to community agencies, clisease control, and 
prevention. Classes are correlated with laboratory practice which includes 
clinics ancl warcl conferences and extends for a 6·week period utililing 
meclical and /or surgical units. 
52. 	FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING II EiliJer Se1lJeslel'. 10 houl''' 
A continuation of course 50, revealing nursing methocls in recognizing and 
meeting the problems of patients with respiratol'}', gastrointestinal. ortho­
pedic, gentourin.uy, circulatory, and endocrine conditions. Particular em­
phasis is placed upon rehabilitation and teaching for positive health. Classes 
are correlated with laboratory experiences which incluck 12 weeks in the 
medical ancl surgical units. 
60. 	 PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS Second semeJler, I bOI,,' 
An introduction to the professional relationships with patients ancl co­
workers in nursing and rdatecl pro'essions. Emphasis is placed on meth"ds 
of problem solving and critical thinking to aid the student in making 
decisions. 
71. 	SOCIAL ETHIC~ Finl Jell/esJ.er, I bOil, 
A course to clcvelop poise and self-confidence and social graces. 
93- FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING III Fint JellleJJ.er, 5 b OllY; 
A continuation of course 52. developed through a problem apl)roach to 
patients with communicable diseases, and eye, ear, nose and throat. neuro­
logical, ancl dermatological conditions. Classes are correiatecl with laborator), 
experiences which include 6 weeks in the meclical and surgied units. 
95. 	 OBSTETRICAL NURSING Eitber SellleJJ.er, 6 bOIlr.< 
A study of obstetrics as related to the comprehensive nursing care of the 
mother and baby. Classes are given in conj unction with 12 weeks of 
laboratory experiences. 
97. 	 FAMILY AND HEALTH TEACHING Eifbel' seme.rtu, 2 b()//I'J 
Instructors' course in Red Cross Home Care of Sick. Experience in con­
ducting home nursing classes prepares the stuclent as :t certifiecl instructor. 
101. 	NURSING IN PULMONARY CONDITIONS First Jemesler, 2 bouu 
The stucly of pulmonary conditions with emphasis on comprehensive nursing 
care of the patient with tuberculosis. Classes are correlatecl with laboratory 
practice which includes includes 4 weeks of patient care. 
141. 	PI;[lLIC 'HEALTH SCIENCE Finl Jemesler, 2 h011l'S 
The stucly of the principles and actlvttles of public health nursing basic t~ 
effective family he,iltl! servi,e, orl'anization, and administration of publni 
health nursing. . . 
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145. 	 PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING F"'J/ semester, 4 hO-JII'S 
Eight weeks of supervised field practice. Conferences, clinics, famil)1 visits, 
··'.\~d 	 school visits, .help· the nurse to function more' effectively asa citizen 
in group planning for hetter community health. 
lSI. 	 PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS FirS/ semeJ/er, 1 hOtly 
A study of nursing organizations. Methods of parliamentary procedure are 
demonstrated and practiced in preparation for a place in these organizations. 
Legal responsibilities are considered in the light of practical professic,nal 
problems. 
191. 	 COMPREHENSIVE NURSING CARE Fir.r/ semester, 4 hour ... 
A study of the interpersonal relationships inherent in team nursing from 
the standpoint of the team leader; principles of organization and admini­
stration as applied to the team leaders. The problem solving technique is 
utilized in preparing a final paper dealing with a problem in nursing care. 
The course provides for a laboratory of (i weeks. 
191. 	 SEMINAR IN N URSING Secolld se1lleJ/er, 3 hOlln 
The development of nursing. inel uding the progress of the Seventh-day 
Adventist health program; trends in nursing; opportunities for the graduate 
nurse ; job selection; and placement after graduation. 
Courses Taken on the University of Florida Campus 
NSG. 111. INTRODUCTION TO NURSING FUNCTIONS 3 hOllrs, 3 credi/st 
Open to University College students. A required course for nursing students. 
Offered 2. An exploration of the role of the nurse in health promotion and 
care of tbe sick. Introduction to nurse-patient and nurse-eo-worker relation­
ships and to professi(JOal communication techniques. 
NSG . 341. PEDIATRIC N URSING LABORATORY 8 bour! /aboraJ ory, 4 credilJt 
Offered 2. Prerequisites : NSG. 330 and NSG. 331. Provides opportunities 
for clinics, conferences, and practice in the nursing care of children in the 
hospital and outpatient clinic 
NSG. 450. PSYCHIATRIC NURSING 3 hOllrJ, 3 credi/.ft 
Prerequi~ites: NSG. 230. Offered J, 2. 
This courst' is concerned with the knowledge, understanding, skills, and 
attitude~ essential to the nursing care of patients with psychiatric disorders. 
Designed to broaden and deepen understandings already .gained in relation 
to mental health. 
N SG. 451. PSYCHIATRIC NURSING LABORATORY 6 hOllr..- , 3 credilJ t 
Prerequisites or corequisite: NSG. 450. 
Provides opportunity for conferences, dinics. and practice in the care of 
psychiatric patients . 
EDF. 245. HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 4 hOllrs, 3 credi/J j' 
Offered I. 2, 3. A fir~t course in professional education designed to acquaint 
students with a basic understanding of thl: nature and dynamics of human 
behavior. Particular attention will be given to the effects of physical growth, 
the family, peer relationships , and the ~chool on the development of 
.ldequate personalities. Experiences will include ob~ervation of children 
in the P. K. Yonge Laboratory and/or School. 
-j- Credits are equivalent to semester hours. 
II) 
FAM. 213. THE CHILD IN THE HOME 2 hour.r allli 2 hoPI's labol'fltol,)', 3 cI'edilSl' 
Offered 1, 2. A study of the child in relation to his home. Consideratioll of 
the responsibilities of parenthood. Factors affectin~ devdopment. Emphasis 
upon the pre-school child. Observation and participation in the depar t­
mfnt' ~ Child Study Ccnte-f. 
tCredits .1fe equivalent 10 5emc:~ler hour~ . 
11(; 
RELIGION, THEOLOGY, APPLIED THEOLOGY 
OTTO H. CHRISTENSEN, CbClirll/t/lI ; CLIFFORD A. REEVES. GORDON 
HYDE . HENRY BAASCH 
The course in theological training at Southern Missionary College 
is integ rated with the curriculum of the School of Religion at Potomac 
University, Berrien Springs, Mich.igan. This program requires five years, 
the first four of which are taken at this college and the fifth at the 
5::hool of Religion . A total of 128 semester hours leading to the Bach· 
elor of Arts Degree will be taken on the undergraduate level , and the 
Master of Arts Degree in Religion will be taken on the graduate level. 
Approval for entrance into, and continuance in, the ministerial 
llIrriculum of Southern Missionary College is to be secured from the 
s~i b·committee on Ministerial Recommendations, which is guided by the 
standards and procedures expected of each theology student. These 
5L!ndards and procedures fo r obtaining a degree in this field will be 
c btainable at the time of registration or from the Division of Rel.igion 
office. Each theology student will be held responsible for obtaining 
this information. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SCHOOL OF RELIGION 
Those students planning to attend the School of Religion should 
d osely observe the following list of requirements and recommended 
n:urses. 
SemeJ/er H (} lIrJ 
Religion and Applied Theology .. .... ...... .. .... .... .. ... .36 hours 
At least 20 hours in Bible 
Greek .. ........... .......... .. ........... . ............... ................ 12 hours 
Engl ish, Literature, Speech ...... .. .. .... ..... .. .... ...... .. . 
History, Social Studies .. .. . ... .. .................. .. ...... .. .. 
Natura l Sciences .. .... .... ..... .. .. .. .. .......... .. . . 
Ps}'chology, Education .... .. ...... .. .. ..... ..... .. ............. .. 
Health Principles ... .. .......... ..... ........ .. ......... .. . .. .. . 
Total ..... ...... .... .... ... .... ... ..... ... ..... ... .... .............. . 
Electives to meet major, minor, and department reo 
quirements as well as the tot;}1 hours required for 
the bachelor 's degree. 
16 hours 
10 hours 
0 hours 
7 hours 
2 hours 
9'5 hours 
Il7 
It is recommended that the above minimum entrance requirements 
include the following courses or subjects: 
Religion and Applied Theology 
Life and Teachings of Jesus 
Bible Doctrines 
Daniel and the Revelation 
The Spirit of Prophecy 
Introduction to the Ministry (6 semester hours) 
English, Literature, Speech 
Composition 

Literature (World Literature preferred) 

rundamentals of Speech 

History 

European Civilization 

The Ancient World 

Social Studies 
Sociology or Political Science (a minimum of 3 semester hours) 
Psychology, Education* 
General or Child Psychology (a minimum of 2 semester hours) 
Principles of Education (a minimum of 2 semester hours) 
Elementary School Administration (a minimum of 2 semester 
hours) 
(To a total of 7 hours applying toward the three-year elemeniary 
teacher certificate) 
Bachelor of Arts With a Major in Theology 
COURSE REQUIRE"IENTS ANn RECOMMENOATIONS 
MA.JOR (Religion and Bible) 30 hours 
Required: Bible II, 12, 165, 166; ReI igion 
'i, '59, 60. 
"Students who plan to teach at the secondary level and to st:CUl"e the five· 
year secondary certificate from the Department of Education of tht: General 
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists should take a minimum of 15 semester 
hours of professional training in education in the senior college or otherwise 
secure such credits before entering the profession of teaching. 
llR 
Applied Theology 6 hours 
Re<juired: Introduction to the Ministry 175, 176; 
Recommended : Personal Evangelism 73. 
MINOR 18 hours 
Psychology 8 hours 
Re<juired: Education 21 , 51, 61. 
English 1-2, Literature 31,32 or 41,42 .. 10 hOllrs 
Speech .. .............. .. . ..... ..._.......... . 8 h:HlfS 
Recluired: 5 :0. 119-120. 
Fine Arts 00 or 61 retluired o hours 
Recommended: Music 03 and 24. 
Foreign Language .... .. .. .. .... . . 14 hours 
Required: Greek 31-32; 101,102. 
Health 3 hours 
Re<juired : 7, 8,51. 
Natural Science- Mathematics 12 hou~s 
(Six hours must be a science with laboratory) 
Social Science ... ...... ... ... . ....... ... . ...... 10 heurs 
Re<juired: 1, 2; Recommended: 0, 1-\2, I'll, 152. 
Vocational 4 hours 
Recommended Secretarial Science 13. 
Electives-sufficient to make a four-year total of 128 

semester hours. 

Bachelor of Arts With a Major in Religion 
Only students with a double major, pre-medical students, women, 
or male students above 35 years of age at the time of their registration 
will be permitted to take a major in religion without meeting the other 
re<juirements of the theological curriculum. Six hours of Applied 
Theology may count on this major. 
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COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
MAJOR (Religion and Bible) .. 	 30 hours 
Required : ), II, 12, 59, 60, 16), 166. 
MINOR .... ......... . .. .......... ... ....... . .. ... .. . 18 hours 
English I, 2; Literature 31, 32 or 41, 42 ... .. . 10 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 required ...... ....... . . 6 hours 
Foreign Language ...... ......... ..... .. .. 6·14 hours 
Health 7, 8 .. .............. ....... . I hour 
Natural Science-Mathematics 12 hours 
Social Science I, 2 12 hours 
Vocational ... .......... . 4 hours 
One of the following courses is required: 
Education 21; Health') 1 .. ... .. . 2 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make a four-rear total of 
12R 	 semester hours 
Four-year Curriculum for Bible Instructor 
Students who desire to take a four-rear course of studies in prepJra­
tion for the work of a Bible Instructor will be expected to meet the same 
admission reyuirements and scholastic performance as required of all 
candidates for the Bachelor of Arts dq~ree. 
In general ther will follow the above recommended sequence for 
the Major in Religion under the direction of the curriculum adv isor. 
Students in this course will choose studies in the field of Home Eco· 
nomics, Music, and Applied Theolog)' as their class load and ability 
indicates. 
BIBLE 
l. 	2. BIBLE SURVEY Tu:o JellleJ/er.'-. 4 bOlln 
An introduction to the Scriptures, required of those who have not had 
Old or New Testament history in the secondary schoo-l. Exemption mal' be 
obtained by examination. Credit for this course does not apply on a major 
in religion. 
ll. 12. LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF JESUS Two Jemes/nr, 4 bOlln 
The inter-testamental background of the times of Jesus, as well as a 
chronological study of Jesus' life and teachings, as found in the four 
Gospels. Also included are the spiritual lessons from this study. 
~ l. 52. SURVEY OF BIBLE PROPHECY Two Jeme.r/en . 4 bom.r 
Introductory study of the great lines of Bible propheC)' with specia'l em­
phasis on the book Dtlllid al/d /be Rel'eta/ioll. 
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131, 	131. OLD TESTAMENT PROPHETS Two sellJl!,rl err. (, bOIlf.f 
A survey of the major and minor prophets of the Old Testament including 
a background of their lives anJ teaching, with the application of their 
messages for modern man. 
151 , 	 152. PAULI N !; EPISTLES TII'o JI!}/uJ/el'J. (, bOil,.", 
An exegetical study of the Pauline epistles in the order of their composition. 
including a background survey of the book of Acts . 
165. 	 DANIel Finl Jellll!,rler. 2 bOlll'J 
Prerequisite: Social Science l. 2 01' 131, 132. 
A comprehensive study of the great prophecies of the book of Daniel and 
their lessons for our Jay, including a survey of its background and historical 
setting. Special attention is given to the defense of the hook against 
modern critics. 
166 . 	REVELATION Surmd .reme.rler, 2 bOlln 
Prerequisite: Social Science l. 2 or 131 , 132. 
A study of the prophecies and symbolisms of this hook with their historical 
fultillments and their intimate relationships to the prophecies 0 ' the hook 
of Daniel. 
RELIGION 
5. 	 PROPHETIC Gll'T Pil'...1 or secolid semester , 2 bOil .... 
A study of the Scriptural background o' the Spirit of Prophecy in the Old 
and New Testament with special emphasis on its manifestation in the 
remnant church in harmooy with prophetic predictions. Objectiom and 
problems connected with its manifestation will be given consideration. 
';'59. 60. FUNDM'IENTALS OF CHRISTIAN FAITH Two Je1JleJ/eI'J. 4 bOIlI'.r 
A stud)' of the dodrines of the Christian Faith and their application to life . 
"155. CHRISTI ,\N ApOLOGETICS Fi,.sl JellleJ/er, 2 bOllr.' 
A study of tbe defense of the Christian faith and Biblical doctrines of a 
olemical nature such as predestination, the problem of suffering, the 
nature of Christ. ttl'. 
;' 1(,0. DOCTRINE OF THE ATON EMENT SecrJlld _reJ/leJ/~r, 2 bOlln 
A study of the great underlying principles of the plan of salvation as illus­
trated to Israel by the sanctuar}, sen'ice. 
";'174~ MAN USCRIPTS OF THE BIBLE Secolld Jem erler, 2 bOl/rr 
A study of the ancient sacred writings of /swd and their presen'ation and 
development into our prt'sent Bible, with emphasis on the discovery and 
classification of manuscripts and the various versions anJ revisions. 
I H4. 	ESCHATOLOGY Secol/d JelJleJl er . 2 b01/1'.! 
A study of the (oncepts in prophetic lite rature that pertain to the end of 
the world and the consummation of the Christian hope. 
';-194. PROBLEMS IN RELIGION Second Se1l1eJ/e/", 2 hO/l 'rJ 
Guided resea rch in religious problems. Open only to re ligion ma jors with 
20 semester hours credit in religion. 
1\1(lill nut appl)' for State Teacher Certification . 
"' Not offered 1959- '60_ 
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Religion Courses Offered on fhe Orlando Campus 
54. 	M,N,STRY or- HEALING AND WORLD RELIGION Saolld Je'flles!~r. 2 hour.r 
A study of the principles of Christian living and the work of Christ as the 
Great MedIcal Missionary. A bnef survey of the major religious bdids 
of the world with emphasis on the responsibilities of the nurse in caring 
for patients with varyin,1; religions . 
91, 	PERSONAL EVANGELISM Fint Jeme.fle... 2 hOllrJ 
A study o f the I?rin ci p.les and m(,thods fO'r do ing personal work in winning 
men to Chnst, lOci udlOg the preparatIOn and art of glVlOg BIble stllches. 
93. 	BIBLE DOCTRINES AND PERSONAL EVANGE LISM Fin! .reme.r!er. 2 hOllrJ 
Prerequisite: Perso na l Eva.nge lism 91. 
A course in the fundamental doctrines of the Bible and the heliefs of 
Seventh-day Adventists, includ ing the practice of gi ving Bible studies. 
APPLIED THEOLOGY 
73. 	 PRINCIPLES Or PERSONAL EVANGELISM Fin ! Jeme.r!er, 2 /JOIII'J 
A study 0' method s for doing personal wO'rk in winning men to Christ, 
including the prepara tion and art of giving Bible studies. Credit for this 
('Ourse can a pply on a major or minor in religion for all students except 
theology students. 
11 9, 12(). HOMIL ETICS AN D P ULPIT DEI.lV ERY Two Je.me.r!erJ, 4 br) lIr.! 
Training in the preparation and delivery of the various types of talks and 
addresses the Chri stian worker or preacher is ca lled u pon to gi,·e. 
174 . 	 EVANGELISTIC METHODS Secolld Jellle.r/er Or JllfIlfll er, 2 bOIff.r 
A general consideration of the procedures involved in conducting variC>l.ls 
types 01 evangelistic campaigns and revival s. 
175. 	 INTRODliCTION TO THE M,N,STRY F in! SellleJ! n , 3 h il/lrJ 
A study of the man who performs as a minister , including the ca ll 1<) the 
ministry, intellectual and spiritual qualifica tion and ways in which he should 
he prepared in order to rend er successful service to the church. 
17(,. 	 INTRODlICTION TO THE MINISTRY SCWl2d .feme.fl e!', 3 bOlln 
A study of the va rious duties and responsihilities of a minister "nJ how 
to perform them. 
Two-year Curriculum for Bible Instructor 
For admission requirements see page 44. 
This curriculum is intended to prepare young women for work as 
Bible instructo rs in connection with the evangelistic activities of the 
Seventh-day Adventist den omination . 
Religion 1,2 (or It, 12) 5,59,60 12 hou rs 
12 2 
English 1-2 . ..... . 6 hours 
Applied Theology 73 2 hours 
Natural Science 6 hours 
Social Science 1, 2, 82 . 8 hours 
Home Economics 1, 2 . 6 hours 
Speech 5:6 . 4 hours 
Health 7, 8 , 51 3 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 required 4 hours 
Education 5 I 3 hours 
Electives 10 hours 
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SOCIAL SCIENCES 

, Chtlil'lwm: E. T. WATROUS, JEROME CLARK, 
JAMES A CKER MAN 
The objectives of the Division of Social Sciences are to aid in the 
application of divine ideals to all human relationships ; to foster an ap­
preciation of true social and political culture, locally, nationally, and 
internationally; to develop an intelligent understanding of the rela­
tionship between hi story and Biblical prophecy; and to prepare teachers 
in the social sciences. 
The purpose of the social studies is to assist the student in under­
standing the complexities of modern society and how the providence of 
God has influenced history. It is designed to enable him to prepare him­
self and others for the service of mankind here and for the life hereafter. 
HISTORY 
Bachelor of Arts With a Major in History 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
MAJOR (History) 30 hours 
Including: 1, 2, ')3, 54, IH4 
MINOR .. __ . IH hours 
English 1-2 __ ... _.. ....... . .. 6 houn, 
Literature 31, 32 or 41, 42 4 hours 
Fine Arts 60 or 61 required It hours 
Foreign Language 6-14 hours 
Health 7, R I hour 
Natural Sciences- Mathematics _........ _.... _.... 12 hours 
Religion ... .. ... ........ .. .... 12·16 hours 
Vocat ional 4 hours 
Two of the following courSeS are required: 
Education 21; Religion 'i; Health 'i I .... ..... ... .. .. 4 hours 
Electives-sufficient to make a four.year total of 12R 
semester hours. 
MAJOR : A major in history requires thirty hours. It shall include 
History I, 2, 53, 54, and 184, and may include six hours of upper bi· 
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ennium political science credit. History majors should choose one of the 
fol/owing tields for the minor: Economics, Secondary Education, 
Religion. 
MINOR: For a minor in history eighteen hours are required includ­
ing History 1, 2, 53, 54. It should include three hours of upper bi· 
ennium political science credit. The remainder of the requirement 
should be in the fields of history and political sCIence. 
J. 	 2. SURVEY 01' CIVII.IZATION 1 WI) .reme.fte.-.f, (, bOlln-
An introductory consideration of the ancient classical and medieval con­
tributions to our own civilization, and a consideration of modern and 
current developments. 
6. HISTORY Of THE SEVENTH·DAY ADVENTIST CHliRCH 
Suolld ullin/a. :1 hOll"'­
A survey of the rise and progress of the Seventh·day Adventist church. 
Farwrs sllch as the objedives, philosophy, and pol ides of the denomiA;I ­
tion are examined. Does not apply on State Teachers' Certification. 
51 . 52. CURRENT AffAIRS Two sOlln/a.f, :1 h"",." 
A courSe in current political developments of significance both domestic 
and international. Newspapers and current periodicals are used as materials. 
Prerequisite: History I, 2 or 53, 54. 
53. 	54. AMEIUCAN HISTORY AND INSTITUTIONS Two JemeJ/er.r, 6 h"",..,, 
A study of the development of the character and civiliution of the Ameri­
can people. indudin~ their politics and social institutions, and reaching 
to the present time. 
III. 	112 . THF. RENAISSANCE AND THE REFORMATION Two ufflt'Jler.r. 4 h Oll,., 
Prerequisite: History I, 2. 
An analysis of the revival of learnin~, of the social changes from medieval 
to modern conditions. and of the causes and courses of the Protestant 
Reformation which was followed by the Counter Reformation. 
116. THE RF.VOLlITIONARY ERA 	 Second Jellle.rle.-. 3 hO/JrJ 
An analysis of the social, politital. religious. cultural , and economic mnv,,· 
ments durin~ the revolutionary period 17R9-IR I~. 
131. 	 HISTORY OF ANTIQUITY Fir.,./ Uflldl er . .3 hO/JrI 
Prerequisite: History I , or equivalent. 
A study of the ancient nations, chiefly Babylonia. Assyria. E~yl't. Persia, 
and Israel. 
132. 	HISTORY OF THE CJ.ASSICAJ. WORL'D SecolJd Jt'flleJlef, .3 h')II'-' 
Prerequisite: History I, or Equivalent. 
A tonsideration oi Greek cultllre, of Alexander's Hellenistic empire, of 
Roman institutions, anJ oi the impact of Christianity upon the ancient 
world . 
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*145, 146. HISTORY OF LATIN AMERICA Two Jef1leJler.f, 4 hOIlTJ. 
Prerequisite: History 53 and 54, or equivalent. 
A survey of the coloni~1 period, and a careful analysis of the poiltlcal, 
economic, social, religious, and cultural development of the Latin-American 
Republics, and their present relation to world affairs. 
14R. 	 HISTORY OF THE SOUTH Secolld .reme.flcr, 3 bOllI" 
A stud)' of the Old South from the discovef)' through the war between 
the states, the reconstruction and the subsequent developments and recent 
changes, including the current scene. 
'" 151. ANCIE NT /\ND MEDIEVAL CHRISTIANITY Fi ....' JemeJ/er, 3 bOil .... 
Pr"requislte: Histor), 1, or equivalent. 
A smve)' of movements , tendencies, doctrines, and personalities in the 
Christian church from ApostOlic days to the modern era. 
"152. MODERN CHRISTIANITV SecfJlld JemeJier, -' bOil I.< 
Prerequisite: History 2, or equivalent. 
A stud)' of the reformatory movements in various countries and the de­
velopment of the mo dern and current religious situation. 
184. 	SEMINAR IN HISTORY Secolld .remesler, 1 bom 
Open only to majors in history . Problems of historical research , materials. 
and methods. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
115. 	 AMERICAN NATIONAL AND STATE GOVERNMENT Finl .remeJler, 3 hOIlYJ 
The establishment and operation of the Federal Constitution; the national 
and local judiciary; state, county, and local governments. 
162. 	CONTEMPORARY INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS Second semeSler, 3 hO"fs 
Prerequisite: History 1 and 2 or 53 and 54 or equivalent. 
A critical analysis of the chief factors influencing present-da), world affairs. 
with special emphasis nn the ideological and religious background of 
current conflicts. 
SOCIOLOGY 
20. 	 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY Eilber JemeSla; 2 h01l1'! 
R2. 	 MARRIAGE AND THE F,\MII.Y Eilher .fellleJleI', 2 hOIlI" 
A course in the ethics of human relationships including the place of the 
family in society, a Christian approach to the problem ()f marriage and 
famil), life and the inter-relation of parents and children. 
156. 	FIELD OF SOCIAL WORK Secolld .reme.rler, 3 hOlln 
The historical background, methods, and functions of public and private 
programs in the field of social w e lfare. 
GEOGRAPHY 
*142. WORLD GtOGRAPHY 	 Second HIIleJ/er, 3 hO/l1'.! 
Maps, land forms, soil. lllinera1 resources. weather, and climate are con­
sidered. Man's adjustment to variousl'h),siographic regions is studied. 
*Not offered 1959-'60. 
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PRE-TECHNtCAL CURRICULUMS 
Southern Missionary College offers pre-professional and pre­
technical curriculums in a wide variety of fields. These open the way 
for students to enter profess.ional schools of their choice for more 
specific training, or to enter upon a career as technicians. 
The College is prepared to cooperate with students desiring to enter 
fields not listed below, and w.ill work out special sequences of courses 
needed to meet the entrance requirements to such institutions as may 
be chosen. 
PRE-MEDICAL 
Nearly a ll medical co lleges now require a bachelor's degree of all 
candidates. Therefore students who later expect to enter a medical 
college should register as candidates for a Bachelor of Arts Degree, 
'electing suitable majors and minors. 
Students planning to transfer to the College of Medical Evange­
lists, Loma Linda, California, or any other medical college, should select 
entrance courses as outlined in the current bulletin issued by that college. 
Currently these essential courses include: 
5emeJ/er H OlIn 
Biology 45, 46; and 145 .. ...... .... ..... . 11 
English 1-2 ...... .. ... ...... .. ...... .. .. 6 
Foreign Language .. ..... .. .. .. .. ...... ...._ 6-14 
Chemistry 1-2 ; 63; 102; 113-11 4 .... .. .. .. .... ....... .... .. ... .. .. 20 
Mathematics 11 :12 .... .. .. .. ......... .. _...... ........ ... 8 
History 53, 54 ...... 6 
Physics 51- 52 8 
Religion 12-16 
The quality of scholarship required for entrance demands that a 
grade-point average in natural sciences and other subjects, figured sep­
arately, should be not less than l. 5 and a higher grade-point average is 
desirable. Actually the College of Medical Evangelists is not now 
accepting any candidates with less than a l. 7 grade-point average. 
Students who do not reach this grade~poirtt average will not be re­
commended. 
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PRE-DENTAL 
Admission: See page 44. 
Class A dental colleges require a mll1llTIum of two years (sixty 
hours) of college work, including certain prescribed courses. Students 
planning to enter the Dental School of the College of Medical Evan­
gelists, Loma Linda, California, should plan on three years of college 
work, to include the following courses: 
SemeJlel" HOlll".\" 
Biology 45, 46 and 145 ...... .. ..___..... ... ..... ...... ..... 11 
Chemistry 1-2; 113-114 .... . .... ..... .. .. .... . 16 hours 
En,glish 1-2 ....... .. ........ ._..... ..... .. ... .. . .. . .. .. ........ ._ . ... 6 
Mathematics 11: 12 . ... ... . .. .. ... .... .._. .... _... . .._...... _.. . 8 
Physical Education 7, 8 ... .. _.. _.... _... .. _... .. ... ... . . I 
Physics 51- 52 .... . .. _.. .. ..... .. _.. .. _... . _... ._..... _. 8 
Religion .. .. .. .... .. ... ....... . ... .... ._.._.. .. .. _ 8 
PRE-LABORATORY TECHNICIAN 
Southern Missionary College prepares students for admission to the 
School of Laboratory Technique of the College of Medical Evangelists . 
Admission requirements to this pre-medical technology curriculum are 
the silme as for curriculums leading to the Bachelor of Science Degree 
(See page 44.) Three years of college, totaling 96 semester hours, are 
required as preparation for entrance to a school of medical technolog)'. 
The 96 hours must include : 
St'llIe.f1el" HU/lr... 
History 53 or 54 ..... ......... ... .. ...... . ... ..... .. 3 

American National and State Government 115 . . ... ....... 3 

Mathematics 1 I :12 . .. .. .. .. ... 8 

Physics 51-52 ...... .... ... . .. .... .... ..... .. 8 

Biology 11 , 12; 22; 45, 46 ...... ..... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .... .... .. 18 

Chemistry 1-2; 63; 102; 113-114 ; 171 . .._.... ... . .. 23 hours 

Religion ... ... ....... .. ......... ..... .__ . .. .. .... .._.. ..... .. 12 

English 1-2 ........ .. .. .... ... _....... .. 6 

Psychology 5 I ... ........... ... ... .. .. ........ .. .., 

Foreign Language (German, French, Spanish, 

or Greek) ..... .... .. .... ........... .. ... .. ._. ... .... .......... ..... ... .... ... 8 

A student presenting two units of the same ioreign I.anguaxe from the 
secondary school may be exempled from Ihis requiremenl. 
Biolog), 104 rna)' be substituted for BioloXY II. 
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Further information regarding the relluirements of the School of 
Laboratory Technigue, College of Medical Evangelists, Loma Linda, 
California, may be, obtained from the bulletin of that school. Students 
who complete the above courses in college plus the one-year laboratory 
technician's curriculum in the School of Laboratory Technigue at the 
College of Medical Evangelists will rece,ive the Bachelor of Science 
Degree fro m that institution. 
PRE-X-RA Y TECHN ICIAN 
Admission : See page 44. 
Thirty semester hours are needed for admission to the College, of 
Medical Evangelists School of X-ray Technigue. The followin g courses 
should be taken: 
Semester H ()lIn 
Anatomy and Physiolog y 11, 12 ..... .. .......... . . 
Chemistry 7-8 ..................... .. ..... ................. ....... . 
Mathematics 11: 1.2 ....... .......................... ....... ..... .. 
Gene.ral Physics 51·52 .... ................. ............. ....... . .. 
Religion 
PRE·OPTOM ETRY 
Admission: See page 44. 
6 
6 
8 
8 
6 
The optometry course usually consists of a five· year curriculum, 
the first two years of which may be taken in an accredited college. 
The following courses which should be, included in the two years' 
work will fulfill the reguirements in most colleges of optometry. The 
student, however, should check with the reguirements of the schonl 
of his choice. 
Semester HOl/r,r 
Biology 4'5, 46 ...... .. .......... ...... ........ .. ... ... ... .. ............... .. 8 
Chemistry 1·2 ................... .. ... ....... ....... ...... ...... .. ............ . 8 
English 1·2 ..... ..... .. .. .... . .. ... .... ....... .... ....... .. ...... ..... ...... .. 6 
Mathematics 11 :12; 99, 100 .... .. ....... ....... ... .. ......... ...... .. 16 
Physical Education 7, 8 .... ..... .. .... .... ........... .. ............... .. . .. 1 
Physics 51·52 .. ... ..... ........ .... .......... ... .. ... ....... ..... .. ......... .. .. 8 
Psychology 51 ... ... ..... .... ... ... .... ........ ... ...... ..... ..... ......... .... . 3 
Religion ... _ ... .. . ............ ............ .. ..... ..... .... .. ....... ....... .. .. 6 
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~------------------------------------------------------------------~~ 
PRE-PHARMACY 
One year of college work is required for admission to schools of 
pharmacy. The Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy may be obtained at the 
University of Tennessee and most other universities in three additional 
years after completing the following courses in Southern Missionary 
College. Only students having an average of C are admitted to schools 
of pharmacy. The following courses should be. included: 
SI'lIIeJler H OllrJ 
Biology I, 2 ...... __ . . . . ...... (i 
Chemistry 1- 2 .... _.. ..... _ .. 8 
English 1-2 .. .... .... . . (i 
Mathematics 11: 12 ... H 
Physical Education 7, H I 
Religion 1, 2, or 11,12 4 
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY 
The College of Medical Evangelists requires two years of college 
work for admission. The following courses should be included in the 
curriculum. 
SeflleJ/er H ()fin 
Religion ... .. 8 
History 53 Or 54 3 
Political Science 11 ~ 3 
Psycholob'Y 51 and electives .. _...... ..... .. .... ..... 6 
English 1-2 ................ . _.... 6 
Speech '):6 "'''. -1 
Physical Education 7, 8 and elective ...... 2 
'Biology 22, 45 , 46 ..... .. .. . 12 
Chemistry 7-8 (or 1-2) .............. . ..... .... . ............... .. 6 
Electives from any field to make total of 62 scm . Ius . 
PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE 
Students planning to take the Pre-dental Hygiene Curriculum at 
the College of Medical Evangelists should take two years of college 
work «(i4 semester hours) and include the following: 
fOther Biology courSes may be sub.stituted hut Human Anatomy and Phi'.'· 
iolog'i will not apply. General Zoology is recommended . 
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Sem~.fler H 011,... 
Accounting II 3 
Biology 2, II , 12, 22 13 
Chemistry 1-2, HI .. .. 12 
English 1-2 6 
History ') 3, 54 () 
Nutrition 2 .. .. ... .. .... . . ... ... .. . 2 
Physical Education 2 
Psychology 51 .. 3 
Secretarial Science 13 2 
Sociology 20 .. . ...... . .. _.. . 2 
Speech 5:6 .. _.. ..... . . 4 
Religion _... . ... .... ...... .......... . 8 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
Although Southern Missionary College does not offer an engineer­
ing degree, it two-year preparatory curriculum is offered, the completion 
of which enables students to transfer to an engineering school without 
loss of time. For the first two years all engineering students take approxi­
mately the same natural sciences, mathematics, and core-curriculum 
courses. The following embodies the basic requirements. 
SemeJler H olin 
Chemistry 1-2 .. ... .. .. . _ .. 8 
English 1-2 .. ... . .. .. .. . .. .... .. .... ... . 6 
Mathematics 11: 12; 51; 99, 100. .. . . .. .. ... .... ... _..... _...... . 18 
Physical Education 7, H .. .. ..... .. . . 1 
Physics 51-52; '53-54; 81 .. .. .. .. ..... . . 14 
Mechanical and Architectural Drafting 10 
Religion . 8 
PRE-LAW 
The program below has been fashioned to meet the requirements 
of the Law School of the University of Tennessee and others accredited 
by the National Association of American Law Schools. Stude.nts who 
complete 96 semester hours with a grade-point average of 1.0 or better 
may receive the Bachelor of Arts Degree from Southern Missionary 
College upon satisfactory completion of 32 semester hours in the law 
school provided: 
13 [ 
1. 	 That the last year of pre· professional work be taken in residence at 
Southern Missionary College. 
2. 	That application for this degree be made before entering the law 
school. 
3. 	 That the student maintain lip to the time of his graduation a pattern 
of living and conduct compatible with the aims and objectives of 
Southern Missionary College. 
4. 	 That the student fulfills the requirements for a major and a mll1or. 
The courses as outlined below should be in the three·year curric· 
ulum necessary for entrance to a law school. 
SellJe.rler H (J/II'f 
English 1·2; 31, 32 or 41, 42 ....... ... ...... .. .. ... ... . . 10 

Language . .. .... .. ....... .. ..... .... ... .. ........... ....... ..... ...... . ...... . 6·14 

Religion ... .. ... ... . ........... .. .... . . .. .. .. .... .. .. ... ... .. 12 

Science ... ........... ............. .... ...... .. ... .... .... .... ... ............. .... . _ 12 

Social Science 'i 3, 54, 115 ..... ... .. .. .. .. ..... ..... .. .... .. . ..... .. . 9 

Business Law 55, 56 .. ................ ........... .... .................. ... . 4 

Psychology .. .... .......... ....... .... ....... ..... .. .. ... ................ .. . 3 

Speech :5:6 .. ......... ..... .... ..... ............ .... .. ...... .. .. ...... .. .. .. . 4 
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
EXPENSES 
Having met the full financial and lab()[ requirements the student 
has actually covered only part of the full cost of his instruction :ind 
maintenancc. The operating deficit is covered by e:.ifts, subsidies, and 
funds from other sources. The educational opportunity afforded e.1ch 
student in Southern Missionary College represents a large investment 
in buildings and equipment, averaging more th2.n two thousand dollars 
for each student enrollee!. 
BASIC COSTS 
RENT IN RESIDENCE HALLS 
A room charge of S20.00 per calendar month is made to each stu­
dcnt residing in a school home. The rate for rooms with adjoining b,lth 
is $22.00 fur each student. On this basis two students occupy one room. 
Where three students occupy one room , the me nthl)' charge per student 
is reduced by $2.00. No refund is made because of absence [rom the 
campus either for regular vacation periods or for other reasons. 
MARRIED STUDENTS' HOUSING 
The College provides approximately thirty-li"e apartments for 
marr.ied students. These range in size from two rooms to four rooms and 
arc unfurni shed. Rents range from $ 20.00 per month to 5-15.00 per 
month. Prospective students are invited to write to the Assistant Busi­
ness Manager for deta ils. A rese rvation deposit of $10.00 is charged . 
This is refunded on the student's linal statement of the school year 
pending satisfactory clearance of housing. 
There are fift), Or more privatel), owned apartments in the Co llege­
dale community. These also arc available to students . Information may 
he supplied by the Assistant Business Manager upon request. 
BOARD CHARGES 
The cafeteria plan of boarding is used, which allows the student 
the privilege of choosing his food and paying only for what he selects. 
The minimum monthly charge for dormitory students is $20.00 for 
women and $24.00 for men. This covers a full calendar month. Board 
charges for students vary greatly. The average monthly charge of the 
past school year was approximately $38.00 for men and $28.00 for 
women. However, individual charges varied from minimum to $72.38 
for men and from minimum to $58.18 for women. 
No reduction of the minimum charge is made for absence from the 
campus except for specified vacations of one week or more, and in 
cases of emergency. Three meals a day are served. Students living in the 
residence halls are expected to take their meals in the dining room. 
ADVANCE PAYMENT 
An advance payment on or before the date of registration IS re­
quired of all students including veterans and those expecting colporteur 
or teaching scholarships. Included in this advance payment is it deposit 
which is refunded at the close of the school year or upon withdrawal 
from school. 
The amount of this advance payment is determined as follows: 
A. Those being charged housing, tuition, and board . ___"" $175 .00 
B. Those being charged any two of the three above _" 150.00 
C. Those being charged anyone of the three above. 12').00 
Students registering for music only are not required to pay an)' 
advance deposit or general fee, but there is a $2.00 registration fee 
for all such music students. However, a rental will be levied for use 
of piano or organ. 
The advance payment is distributed as follows: 
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A. Student Association Fee 	 ... $12.00 
13. 	 Medical- including Blue Cross-Blue Shield and 
services of school physician and nurse as set 
forth in a separate pamphlet 2000 
C. General Fee ... .... ... 
 50.00 
D. Laborator), and/or other breakage charges Actual 
E. 	 Balance to be refunded on the final statement of 
the school year. 
STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
The Student Association of Southern Missionary College publishes 
the school paper, The 5r!llthem At"t"eili. and the annual, The Southem 
l'v1elllo,.te... The Student Association also has other financial obligations 
such as the payment of major offices, school projects, etc. To cover 
the costs of these various endeavors a fee of $12.00 per student per 
years is reguired. This fee is included in the advance payment and is 
not refundable. 
In the case of married students both attending school only one 
student association fee is charged per family. However, a charge will 
be made for the extra photo required for the annual. 
TUITION AND FEES-For 1959-1960 Fiscal Year 
S"'I11(:>I<:r Tuition Tuition Genera l 
Hnurs Per Sem. Per Year Fce 
1 $ 22.00 S 44.00 .00 
2 44.00 88.00 10.01l 
3 66.00 132.00 15.00 
4 S8.00 176.00 3') .00 
') 110.00 220.00 3').00 
6 13200 264.00 3).00 
7 1')4.00 308.00 50.00 
8 176.00 352.00 50.00 
9 190.00 380.00 50.00 
10 204.00 408.00 50.00 
11 218.00 436.00 5000 
12 232.00 464.00 50.00 
13 246.00 492.00 50.00 
14 260.00 520.00 50.00 
]) 274.00 548.00 - 0.00 
16 288.00 576.00 50.00 
17 302.00 604.00 so.OO 
18 316.00 632.00 ')0.00 
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FINANCIAL PLANS SUMMARIZED - BOARDING STUDENTS 
SOUTHERN MISSIONARY COLLEGE 
1959-60 
Plan 
I 
2 
3 
4 
* 'i 
-­
Sel11. 
Hours 
1(, 
1(, 
1(, 
12 
8 
Hours L~b()r 
Per W'eek 
0 
12 
'" 
2(, 
j(,!­
Monthly 
Cash Labur Tota l 
S125.0(1 I . . . ......­ S125.00 
89.00 I S3(,.00 '25.nO 
7 I .00 I 54.no I 125.DO 
32.UO I 7R.OO ll ll .OO 
___.._L~_ 1 
, Semeste r 
Cas h Labor 
$5 40.00 .... - . . . 
384.0U $ 156.00 
306.00 : 234.00 
142 .00 I 33R.OO 
I. 
T.,~ 
S540.1)() 
540.0() 
540.IHl 
4RO.OO 
Yea r 
Cash LahM I TotJl _. -
S IO!Hl.OO .. . ­ --­ :5 I ORO.OO 
I 7(,fLOO $ 312 .00 1080.00 
(,12.00 46s.o0 IOHO.U() 
2M.OO 67(, .00 <)(,fJ .c:n 
.. _--_._-- --_.­
1. 	 This summary is based upon: tuition; a monthly board bill of 335.00 which is average; a labor rate of 70 
cents per ho ur whereas ratts vHy from 55 cents to 51.00; normal room rent and laundry . No books or music 
lessons are computed into thi s summary. Neither is there included the items of expense covered by the advance 
payment, withholding tax or tithe and church expense. 
2. 	 The plans as presented are only approximate. With the great variance of board bills and labor rates a student's 
cash obligation after labor deduction may vary considerably from this figure. The amount to be paid is that called 
for by the monthly statements. The tuition for the first semester will be divid ed into four cl]u,d payments 
beginning with the October statement. 
). 	 The figures sho\-vn as "Hours of Labor Per \Xfeek" opposite Plans 2, 3, and -1 arc the average: allowed. There­
fore students may be re(]uired to adjust their hours in accordance with individual capJ.city, 
*Only a it-w students c,' n he accep ted lin thi s plan which is an all -work ba sis. \X'rite the Assi , tant Bu si ness Manager fllr 111 ' 
[{) rnlJtj Gn. 
Tuition charges are made in four eClual in stallments for each 
semester, monthl y, beg inning with the sta tement for O ctober. 
It is assumed to be th e earnest purpose of each student to secure an 
education , and since even those wo rking the ir entire way have time for 
as much as one half of a full-cl ass load , each res idence hall student is 
urged to carry at least that much school work . Except by permi ss ion of 
the Pres ident 's Council , the minimum course load a student J]1, y (.t rry 
is eight hours. 
The College assumes no responsibility to provide wo rk to students 
enrolled for less th an eight semester hours o f class load. 
The General Fee is included in the advalh e payment. It incl udes 
charges fo r lyceum prog rams, libra ry fee, laboratory fees, charges for 
musica l organ izatio ns, g raduation expense, matrinti ati on expense, and 
rentals on pianos, o rgan s, musical in struments , and typewri ters fo r those 
whose classes require the usc o f such. 
A )0 per cen t refund on the General Fee will be credited to any 
student withdrawing on Or befo re the completi on of the lirst nine week>. 
N o refund will be g ranted the rea fte r. 
For those entering the second semes ter, the General Fee shall be 
70 per cent o f the yea rl y chilrge. A 2) per (en t refund will be g ive:l 
to those entering second semester but withdrawing during th e first five 
weeks of the second semeste r. 
No separate charges are levied for laboratory, music organiza­
tions, library, lyceum, or equipment rentals. 
MUSIC TUITION 
The charge for any p rivate musi c instruction is S36.00 per semeste r, 
o r S72 .00 fo r the year, for a lllinimum o f 1 ) lessons pe r semeste r. This 
charge is made in e ig ht in stallments of $ ').00 each, in the sa llle manner 
as the regul ar tuiti on. [n additi on to private instruction in voice, classes 
of from two to /"ive students are arranged at a cos t per student o f $22. 00 
per se;llester. All persons who wi sh to take music must en ro ll for it at 
the Reg :strar 's Office even if they are no t laking it fo r credit or if musi c­
is all the), are taking . There is a 52 .00 regi stratio n fee for those who 
are taking mu sic onl y. 
Students who en ro ll late, or who withd raw before the end of the 
semester are charged at the rate of 2.4 0 per week up to a ma ximum 01 
536.0() for one lesson a week . W ithdrawal is made by means of a drop 
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voucher obtained at the Registrar's Office. There are no refunds for 
specified vacation periods or lessons missed because of the student' s 
absence. 
ROOM OR HOUSING DEPOSIT 
Dormitory rooms Illay be reserved by those students accepted for 
the ensuing term by mailing a $ ).00 room deposit to the Secretary of 
Admissions at the College. The deposit for married students housing 
is $ 10.00. This deposit will appear to tJ1e credit of the student at the 
time of his departure provided the accommodation is left in good order. 
Since the deposit serves not only as a reservation fee but also as a 
guarantee that the accommodation will be left in good order, all students 
regi stered and living in college housing will be charged this depOSit. 
In case the student's application is not accepted; or if notice of 
nonattendance is given th e College three weeks before the opening of 
the term, the deposit will be refunded. 
LATE REGISTRATION 
For late registration _ $ 'i.()O 
See page 33 for s tatement of the exact J ay and hour when each student is 
expected to p['e~ent himself for test~ng and/or regis tration. 
MARRIED COUPLES AS STUDENTS 
For a married couple, enrolled for a total of eighteen hours or 
more o f school work, the regular advance payment, general fee, and 
schedule of tuition charges shall apply to each. 
\X/hen a married couple enrolls for a combined tot.d of seventeen 
hours or less of school \vork , they shall be chargeJ as one person 
in the areas mentioned above. 
ESTIMATE OF EXPENSES ON THE ORLANDO CAMPUS 
OF THE DIVISION OF NURSING 
The Division of Nursing offers part of its program on the College­
dale campus and part on the Orlando campus at the Florida Sanitarium 
and Hospital. Charges for tuition and other expenses on the College­
dale campus follow the same schedule as for any college work. The 
expenses on the Orlando campus are here explained: 
[ "ilioll: Tuition charges while on the Orlando campus are bascJ 
on the semester hours of credit at the same rate as on the Collegccl:dc 
caillpus. 
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Tbe Gmeral Fee ($57 per year) includes charges for library fees, 
laboratory fees , matriculation expense, health fee, activity fee. Blue 
Cross Hospitaljzation Plan and Blue Shield are in addition to this fce. 
The health fee covers the annual physical examination inducting 
routine lab and x-ray, booster shots for immunizatjons as required by 
the schools, x-rays for affiliations. Other medical care and cost of drugs 
will be at the student"s personal expense. 
Rool/t Rent: The rate for rooms with adjoining bath is $19.00 per 
month for each student. Private rooms and bath may be available at a 
hi)!her rate per month . 
BOdrd ChdrgeJ: Meals are served in the Hospital Cafeteria . The 
average monthly cost is approximately $30.00 per student. The minimum 
charge is $20.00. 
illcidelll((/... : Personal items such as books, clothing, and spending 
money vary with individuals and is not estimated here. 
Ul7iforms alld Cdpe: Approximately $50.00 will be needed for 
uniforms and $25.00 for cape if cape is desired. The uniform will be 
purchased the first semester of the sophomore year while the student is 
on the Collegedale campus. Fifty dollars will be requested at the time 
the uniforms are ordered. 
Advanced DepoJits: Students registering on the Orlando campus 
are expected to make the same advanced guarantee dep"sit regllired 
by students on the Collegedale campus. 
Pa)'lIIml of AcrOlll1t.r: The policy for payment of the account is the 
same on the Orlando campus as it is on the Collegedale campus. 
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING SERVICE 
The College operates a modern laundry and dry cleaning plant. 
Students are invited to patronize this service. Charges for service ren­
dered will be entered on the student"s account to be settled monthly . 
There is a minimum charge for dormitory students of $2.00 a month 
for women and $3 .00 a month for men. 
TITHE AND CHURCH EXPENSE 
Southern Missionary College encourages the payment of tithe and 
church expense by its student workers. In order to facilitate this practice, 
arranJ.iements may be made for each student to have charged to his 
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account 10 per cent of his school earnings for tithe and 2 per cent 
for church expense. These funds are then transferred by the College 
'0 the treasurer of the Collegedale Seventh-day Adventist Church. 
FUND FOR PERSONAL EXPENSES-PLEASE NOTE 
Students should be provided with sufficient funds, in addition to 
money for school expenses, to cover cost of books, clothing, and all 
personal items. They may open dejJosjt accounts at the Business Office, 
subject to withdrawal in person only, and these funds are available at 
any time, as long as there is credit remaining of what the student has 
deposited. These deposit accounts are entirely separate from the regular 
student's expense accounts. 
Each student should bring $20.00 to $30.00 for bc)oks and supplies 
at the be,ginnin,g of each semester. Books and supplies are sold at the 
College Store. 
PAYMENT OF ACCOUNTS 
Statements will be issued to students as of the last day of each 
calendar month, covering the month's expenses and credits. Th.is billing 
is subject to discount when paid by the 20th of the following month. 
Should a student's account be unpaid by the 10th of the succeeding 
month , he is automatically dropped from class attendance IIntil satis· 
factory arrangements are made. The College is unable to carry student 
accounts for any length of time. Arrangements should be made for 
some other plan of financing. 
EXAMPLE OF CREDIT POLICY 
Period covered by statement ....... ... .... ........ .... . October 1· 31 

Approximate date of billing ....... ........ ... . ... . November 5 

Discount period ends ........ ... ..... . ... .. .. .. .. ........... November 20 

Class attendance severed if still unpaid ... .... .... December 10 

This schedule of payment must be maintained since the budget is 
based upon the 100 per cent collection of student charges within the 
thirty-da), period following date of billing. 
Transcripts of credits and diplomas are issued only when students' 
accounts are paid in full. 
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STUDENT LABOR REGULATrONS 
Believing in the inspired words that "systematic labor should con­
stitute a part of the education of youth,'" Southern Missionary Codege 
has made provision that every student enrolled may have the privilege 
or orgJnizing his educational program on the "work-study" pbn. 
"JesLis the carpenter, and Paul the tent-maker, ... with the toil of the 
craftsman linked the highest ministry, human and divine... , The CoJlege 
not only provides a work-study program, but strongly recommends it 
to each student enrolled . 
The College will assign students to departments where work is 
available and cannot shift students from one department to another 
merely upon reguest. It ~hould be understood that once a student is 
assi.~ned to work in a given department, he will remain there for the 
entire school year except in rare cases where changes are recommended 
by the school nurse or are made at the discretion of the College. 
Should a student lind it necessary to be absent from work, he must 
make prior arrangements with his work superintendent. In cases of 
illness, he will also inform the Health Service. 
In order to provide work opportunities to students, industries are 
operated by the College and its subsidiary corporations. These in­
dustries must serve their customers daily, necessitating a uniform 
working force. To continue these industries in operation students as­
signed thereto must continue their work schedules to the end of the 
term. (Preparation for tests should be a day-by-day matter.) Any 
student who drops his work schedule without making proper arrange­
ments will be suspended from class attendance until proper arrange­
ments are made . 
During the Iirst two weeks of school, it is not always possible to 
get everyone into a work program, but by the end of September usually 
everyone has a job. This means that it may be necessary to work an 
extra hour a week to make up for the time lost in September. 
BIRTH CERTIFICATE 
All students who expect to work and are under twenty years of age 
must present a Birth Certilicate upon registration_ This certificate mU31 
be left on tile in the Assistant Business Manager's office. No .Ill/delll will 
I. Ellen G. White. fUlldu1IJeliluls of Chri."iul/ EdIlCtlli(JII. (Nashville. Ten­
ness~e: Southern Publishing Association. 1923). p. 44. 
2. Ibid. 
be per",itted to- work /llltiltbe Birth Cerlifi-cale i.r 011 file at tbe College. 
This i.r impertltillff II/lder the lawJ of tbe Stale of TeIlIU:JJee. 
WORK PERMIT 
Whenever a student seventeen years of age or under is registered, 
the college issues a Tennessee Employment Certificate. This must he 
signed and on file at the College before a student may start work. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
COLPORTEUR SCHOLARSHIP 
That students might have adequate work opportunities of a pro/it­
able nature (both financially and spiritually) during the summer 
months, the College, together with the Southern Publishing Association 
and the several local conferences and Bible Houses throughout the 
Southern Union, have banded together to offer a bonus to students 
selling denominational books or magazines. 
Students may make arrangements with one of the several Bihle 
HOllses to sell books or magazines in a designated territory. 
The regular colporteur commission accrues to the student's credit 
plus a bonus to those students meeting ce rtain basic requirements. 
This bonus is approximately 43 per cent of the regular commission. 
A complete explanation of the student colporteur program including 
bonus information is aVdilable in p,lmphlet form from any of the 
Book and Bible Houses . 
TUITION SCHOLARSHIP 
Each yedr the College, in conjunction with the several local con­
ferences of the Southern Union Conference, award's eleven $')0 cash 
scholarships to be applied on tuition: $25 at the end of the first 
semester and .$25 at the end of the second. The following schools are 
eligible to participate in this plan: 
Asheville Agricultural School Madison College Academ}' 
Collegedale Academy (2) Little Creek Academy 
Forest Lake Academy (2) Pine Forest Academy 
H igilldnd Academy Mt. Pisgah Academy 
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The candidates are chosen as follows: The faculty of each designated 
school nominates its candidate; the name, if approved by the school 
board, is recommended to the educational board of the loca l conference, 
for final approval. The selection of nominees is based on character, 
scholarship, personality, and promise of future leadership . 
SCHOLARSHiPS iN TEACHER EDUCATiON 
In order to help young people o f good moral character who possess 
talents and interest in the field of elementary school teaching, scholar­
ships amounting to $200 each are available through the benefJcience of 
the Southern Union and loca l conferences of Seventh-day Adventists. 
Southern Missionary College will provide opportunity for students on 
these scholarships to work S300 of their remaining school expenses. 
For further details write to the Educational Secretary o f the local con­
ference where you reside in the Southern Union. If you reside outside 
the Southern Union, write to the Union Secretary of Education, Box 849, 
Decatur, Georgia. 
SCHOLARSHiPS, GRANTS-iN-AiDS, AND AWARDS iN NURSiNG 
Sllidelll [ oall flil/(/: A student loan fund has been established to 
aid a limited number of qualified students. Requests for the loan should 
be made to the Chairman of the Division of Nursing. 
SOlilhem UllirJi/ G"raIl/J-il7-Aid: This fund provides $1)0 for the 
freshman year and 5300 for the sophomore year. This amount will be 
advanced by the Southern Union Conference and will be paid directly 
to SMC. The student receiving this financial aid will agree to enter 
nursing service at the F. S. H . after graduat.ion for one year. This one 
year of service at the regular rate paid graduate nurses will amortize 
the grant-in-aid. Students who are interested should consult with the 
Chairman of the Division of Nursing . 
EDUCATIONAL FUND 
Many young people are deprived of the privilege of attending 
college because of :l lack of necessary means. To aid these, an earnest 
effort has been made to obtain donations for the establishment of an 
education fund, from which students worthy of help may borrow money 
for a reasonable length of time. Faithfulness in refunding these loans 
will make it possible for the same money to assist many students in 
school. There have been sOme gifts, and these have been used to heIp 
several young men and women complete their work in this college. But 
the needs of worthy students have been greater than the funds on hand; 
conseguently it has been impossible in many instances to render the 
needed assistance. It has therefore been decided to direct the attention 
of patrons and friends of the s(hool to these facts and to invite them 
to give such means as they may desire to devote to this purpose. The 
College will be glad to correspond with any who think favorably of this 
plan , and will continue to use the g ifts so that the wishes of the donors 
mJY be fulfilled and the best results obtained. 
" In each conference a fund should be raised to lend to worthy poor 
students who desire to give themseh'es to the missionary work; and in 
some cases they should receive donations. When the Battle Creek Col­
lege was first started , there was a fund placed in the Review and Herald 
office for the benefit of those who wished to obtain an education, but 
had not the means. This was used by several students until they could 
get a good start; then from their earnings they would replace what they 
had drawn, so that others might be benefited by the fund . The youth 
should have it plainly set before them that they must work their own 
way as far as possible and thus defray their expenses. That which 
costs little will be appreciated little. But that which costs a price some­
where near its real value will be estimated accordingly ."-TeslimollieJ, 
Vol. VI, pages 213, 214. 
~ 
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